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Four proven ways to make

your public telephone installations

both distinctive and functional

GET FREE EXPERT HELP. Just cail the pubtic Tetephone
Gonsultant in the area where your building is to be erected.
He's helpful, thorough, and loaded with ideas to help you
make a design asset out of this important public service.

PLAN AHEAD. Provide for adequate yet attractive public tele-
phone installations white you're still in the blueprint stage.
Today's flexibility in color, materiats, basic size and design
allows you to plan pubtic telephone installations that will
reflect the same decor you designate for walls, floors and
ceilings. Early planning makes it possible for our public Tele_
phone Consultants to analyze the telephone requirements of
a particular building, and offer practical suggestions. Remem-
ber also that preplanned installations often etiminate the costs
and delays of expensive afterthoughts.

ACCENT CONVENtENCE. Litfle comforts are an important
consideration in planning any building for public use. Tenants,
visitors, employees and casual traffic alt require easily acces-
sible and convenienily located public telephones. Our Con-
sultants can help you select the proper locations in your
particular building, based on its function, floor layout, and
potential traffic patterns.

SPECIFY THE RtcHT NUMBER OF |NSTALLAT|ONS. The
logical number of pubric terephones can be predetermined for
any building. In this area our public Terephone Gonsurtants
are helpful, too-for they can predict with remarkable accuracy
the number of installations your building wiil require.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSttEM



Editor's Page

The Architect and the Press: New Directions

The Editor lelt lor Mexico Ciry to attend the IJIA
sytttposittrn and the CCAIA convention belore writ-
ing this n'tonth's page and turned over the assignment

to the Managiag Editor.

National Newspaper Week is being observed as

this copy comes out of the typewriter, to which an

architect might typically reply, "So what?"
There has been a lot of talk these past few years

about communication-or rather the lack of it-be-
tween the profession and the press' Architects have

been bugged for a long, long while about the failure
of too many newspapers to give architectural credits

when they publish renderings in their news columns.

Even The Washington Post, which engages a regular

architectural critic and writer (former AIA Stafter

Wolf Von Eckardt, HoN AIA' who continues to write

our "Allied Arts" page) and which devotes consider-

able space to urban-program reporting, occasionally

slips Jp along the way. "This is an architect's drawing

of a plan for the Robert Frost Library ' ' .'' a caption

began just the other day, with no mention of the

architect-although it did refrain from the "artist's

sketch" bit.
But getting back to National Newspaper Week

(we won't get into magazines on this trip), the pro-

fession does have something to be especially thankful

for this year. An AlA-supported project was initiated

last fall to help the two professions get better ac-

quainted and, even in its infancy, shows promise of

developing into a mature, stature-building program'

The Institute allocated a $12,000 budget and invited

thirty newspaPers across the country to send one man

eactr to a wtrking conference at Columbia University'

The seminar itself, under the heading of "The Press

and the Building of Cities," was conducted by the

Graduate School of Journalism and the School of

Architecture.
The AIA paid the entire expense, including

travel, for each participant, which led George McCue

of The St. Louis Post-Dispatch to comment: "Some of

the reporters were suspicious of the motives back of

such a gesture' The architects asked no favors, how-

ever; thiy just unrolled a lot of background material

and then invited the reporters to join in the argu-

ments as to how much of it was good, how much bad

and what needed further studY"'

Mr. McCue, who will long be remembered by

convention-goers at Miami Beach, had the task of

editing the entire proceedings-a transcript six inches

thick 
-when 

the three days were over' A copy of the

report was sent to every newspaper with a circulation

of 25,000 or more, "with the earnest wish that it

6

will be pursued by an editor or two, and then handed

to the man on the staff who writes about urban build-
ing." The report also was circulated among architects

and schools of architecture and journalism.

As a result of the pilot seminar at Columbia,
conferences have been held at the University of
Kentucky and Washington University in St. Louis,
four more are in the works and several others are

being proposed.
Mr McCue so aptly summed up the purpose of

this seminar program in his preface to the original
proceedings that some excerpts deserve repeating

here:
"The need for better acquaintance with each

other's aspirations and working methods, considering

the role of architects in the wholesale redesigning of
American cities, and the role of the press in reporting

and interpreting this, is too obvious to need arguing.

Yet it has not occurred.
"Some architects are aloof, some are poor com-

municators, some are so busy that they are hard to

catch at the moment when a newspaperman needs

contact. Reporters are sometimes under too much

deadline pressures for the patient questioning and

digging that urban-building stories require for cov-

erage in depth. On both sides, there has been oc-

casional plain laziness and an inclination to over-

simplify and overgeneralize.
"The American press has not kept pace with one

of the biggest home-front stories in American history,

breaking right at the doorstep of almost every news-

paper.
"This is a serious charge, but the record is in the

back files. The press, by and large, has covered the

bare facts but not the social, economic, civic and

design implications of urban building' It has duly

t"poit"d the bricks-and-mortar developments of

blight, demolition and reconstruction, but has dealt

in a perfunctory and often uncomprehending way

with the deeper issues in the physical reconstruction

of this Nation's cities.
"Newspapers need to ask questions and to know

what questions neecl to be asked. They need to in-

terpret and criticize-but out of observation of what

hai worked and is likely to work, not out of off-hand'

on-the-run imPulsive judgments.

"Architecture and city planning need criticism'

They have never neecled it more. The press criticizes

movies, plays, concerts and art exhibitions' For some

reason, it shrinks from the responsibility of publish-

ing criticisms of the very things in its community

that are here to stay, to gladden or offend the eye,

to use downtown space to advantage or disadvantage"'

"The Press and the Building of Cities" is in-

deed a giant step in the field of architectural com-

munications, and this is the reason why we feel that

National Newspaper Week 1963 has taken on a kind

of special significance. R. E. K.
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Letters

Barrenness, Bleakness vs Beauty

EDIroR, Journal ol the AIA:
We will have barrenness, bleakness and ugliness

in architecture until we find a workable method
whereby the creation of beauty will measurably in-
crease the return on our clients' investment. Not
until beauty and profit are synonymous can we look
forward to a change.

HENRY SANDIG AIA

New York, NY

EDrroR, Journal ol the AIA:
Your editorial-tremendous! If it comes to a

knock-down fight, may we stand beside you? And
the September Journal itself! Seville Cathedral piers

and vaulting: forbidden as poisonous but inspiring'
On the COVER too.

Then the report "Pittsburgh Perceived" with
four uses of the word "beauty" and a statement to
the effect that there is a "trough of disregard" be-

tween the older generation and the newer, "a period
of temporary esthetic blindness." Not only this but
"a respect for history, a curiosity about the past is
the hallmark of a progressive, sane and balanced

society."
And to complete reinforcement of your edi-

torial position are the eloquent photographs by G.
E. Kidder Smith of Chartres, Orvieto. the Theseum,

the Horses of St Mark's, Santa Sophia of Istanbul,
Avila, the Propylaea, Timgad Ruins and a Swiss

dwelling. We thought all these monstrosities were

dead and buried-verboten, and yet here they are

again vibrant and sparkling with new life. It seems

almost as if they were as exciting as the church with
the potato-chip roof on one of your advertising pages'

More power to you and your prophetic Septem-

ber Journal!
WM, ROGER GREELEY FAIA

Boston. Mass

EDrroR, Journal ol the AIA:
It is impossible for me to reconcile the wholly

admirable perceptions in your lead editorial in your
September issue with the photograph of the dormitory
exterior and approving caption on page 74' How
many years will it take to dispose of the disposable

containers bequeathed to us by Saarinen?

GARRETT B. RATCLIFF

Urban Renewal Administration
Washington, DC

Continued Praise for UD

EDIroR, Journal ol the AIA:
Your series on urban design eirtitled "The Archi-

tecture of Towns and Cities" is impressive.

WEIMING LU
Principal Planner
City of Minneapolis

Planning Commission

Stock Plans and Specffications

EDrroR, Jottrnal ol the AIA:
Being registered and practicing architecture in

thirty states, I receive many publications from the
various state and local chapters of the AIA; also, I
am in contact with news articles in many states re-
garding school board thinking in the direction of
stock plans.

I am fully aware of the general thinking on the
part of the practicing architects as well as the pro-
fession in general on this point, but I wonder if we
as architects are progressive in our thinking. I hap-
pen to be an architect who does no school or institu-
tional work so I believe my thinking is quite objective.

We are in an age of centralized government and
high taxation, both of which to a great extent go hand
in hand. As a result of this, along with the other im-
portant factors of modern living, everybody seems to
be thinking in terms of economy and, to a great ex-

tent because of our machine age, this is even being

reflected in the building field by our architecture and

its repetitive theme, even though I sometimes wonder
if we are really practicing economy.

It seems in my opinion that the architect with
progressive thinking should bear all of these facts in
mind and ask himself : "What is wrong with the reuse

of an excellent plan and specifications for a public

school building if it proves to be a good mac\ine for
education?" It seems that the profession in studying a

situation of this matter might well give thought to all
of the time and effort spent by an architectural office
in order to achieve the maximum in the development
of this "machine for education" and why should not
that effort be utilized to the maximum? It seems un-
fair to the public at large to have each architect study

a similar problem anew, and this becomes especially
true if a particular office is to execute plans and spec-

ifications for typical areas and requirements for the

same school board.
It seems, again in my opinion, more logical for

the profession to seek a manner of compensating the

architect-and at the same time benefiting the public
from the standpoint of less taxation-for all of that
conscientious study by attempting to set up copyright
(or other form) protection for the plans and speci-

fications. The profession then could follow through
with a fee schedule established for the reuse of these

plans and specifications, with the architect to receive

a minimum compensation for the plan and specifica-

tion reuse, but with his protection arising in the need

to retain him for the construction supervision. As a

matter of fact, this is, I believe, a requirement of each

state registration law.
What is the difference between this protection

and the royalty protection regarding other products

which are manufactured on a maximum production
basis? I will grant you that esthetics are involved
here, but I believe with proper study this problem

too can be surmounted.
HERBERT H. SOBEL AIA

Chicago, Ill



a great ngw ggcalator has captured the imagination. rt
is the ESCAL-AIRE. By ors. created for magnificent tradition-
breaking hotel and office building lobbies and shopping center
malls. tr Visualize balustrades that are crystal clear. Light. niry.
Or intriguingly translucent. Tinted. Textured. Sparkling. E With
handrail colors picked from a rainbow. ! The new ESCAL.ATRE
can be designed to vanish into its setting. tr Or be subtly
inspiring. Or boldly scintillating. As the imagination fancies.
How enthusiastically has the ESCAL-ArRE been received?
Sales, to date, exceed 100 ESCAL-AIRES.

.ESCA[-AIRE is o irqdemqrk of Otls Elevqtor Compqny

*.-mr

tl--n-til'-l orls
I U[ U Ftf ELEvAToR

tltal GoMPANY
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260 tlth Avenue, Newyork t, N.y.--rr offices in 460 ciiies around thd mrid
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*wute. Tower lnn, ChicaqoPholo: Hendrich'Blessing

EXPOSED ACGRECATES

fOr PRE・CAST SURFACES
Successful use of this finish requires aggregatet
on which architects may rely for color, for struc'
tural and bonding strength and for impermea'
biliw.
il"'"*t of exposed aggregate ie b.ut 4 srarall

""""""itst 
of tLe eost 

-f'er-square foot of ths
hIri.Ua -product. Still, it is just as important to
r-;if" .ila.ty wuat 

"gg"egites 
the architeet fu

.lir-irJa i" n"'". in the"ioik, as it i! to see that
the work is done by reliable manufacturere'
e;1"';;-".4 co-pauy of Colorado has beem

;;httg Stp".-u iggi"guttt irr tlt heart of tho
ili"".a"" R6ckies fir"2i yealt' Fo-r tl'e-paet 9
;";;ith"; specialized in ciushing the followingt

S uPr em a F lamin go Q uar tz
SiPrema SiskinGreen
SwPr ema Black O b sid'ian

x SipremaMilkY Qwrtz
SiPremo BIue Cranite
SiPrema Pink Granite
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Urbanisms Cotrt'd

be fragmented by new expressway construction; the

transportation corridor would strengthen the division
between sectors; landscape design would improve the
sector's frayed edges abutting the railroads (rail-
road ROWS should be landscaped and maintained

the same as highway ROWS). Finally, the multi-use

corridor would provide an urban focus so lacking
since the decline of "union" station by terminating
in a complex of warehousing and distribution facili-
ties. parking <Jecks, passenger terminals and such

other public uses arranged in surface and air space

as required.
Many opportunities for employing these design

concepts in the Interstate Highway Program have

gone by the board. On the other hand, the program

is lar from complete, and it is to be supposed that
the present program is but the first of many such

undertakings. Mounting public interest in mass

transit. expressway location and planning and ter-

minal automobile facilities will cause restudy of the

details of many urban sections of the Interstate Pro-
gram yet to be built, and the techniques of air rights

construction ought to play a large part here. Out of
this activity will come an increasing familiarity with
an acceptance of air rights construction in our ur-
ban areas. The potential uses for the air space over

docking facilities in river and harbor cities are ob-

vious. River crossings with suspended commercial
and recreation promenades, the bridging of streets

with building constrttction at appropriate visual

transitions in the street corridor, school and univer-

sity uses constructed over commercial-retail facili-

ties, automated warehousing and supply facilities

erected over trucking transfer locations, overlooks

built over expressway interchanges' pedestrian ar-

cades and bridges hung from the upper floors of
downtown retail facilities are a few of the more ob-

vious possibilities.
Eventually we may develop techniques for ex-

terior elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks

that move between, over, under and through core

structures; public corridors in easements that pene-

trate private holdings and service a variety of pri-

vate and public uses each constructed in its own

three dimensional air lot. Such "public" corridors

exist already in a sense in the lobbies, vertical trans-

portation facilities and corridors of private buildings

but these require that one always descend to the

ground in order to move from one building to the

other.
The design complexities involved in air rights

construction are immense but they will be solved by

the imaginative architect. Also, the legal and engi-

neering tools of description and conveyance of air

space properties are at hand. What we really know

very little about are the zoning considerations in-

volved in this technique. With very few exceptions

(airport zoning for instance) use zoning is strictly
two-dimensional "land-use" zoning. Architects and

others interested in air rights construction must give

their attention to solving the riddles of "air use"

zonins before this technique can be fully used' {
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Collc*c Hill stutly: cxilmple ol suggestc'l treatnlctll

In Providence, city planning has provided a

guide for change since 1945 and redevelopment
has been under way since 1947. It is not my pur-
pose to review in detail the half dozen projects

undertaken during the first ten years.* Progress

was slow due to legal challenges, but a thorough
and ambitious program was under way by 1957.

As technical proficiency in the urban renewal
process grew, it became more and more apparent

to certain people that something important was

missing-that intangible ingredient: character.
A city has a character, a personality, some-

thing which is unique in the region or the country
or possibly even in the entire world. Some are

Iighthearted and gay, or grim and depressing; some

are railroad towns or harbor towns or university
towns. They can have wide open streets or nar-
row canyons that twist and turn. Their pattern

varies from gridiron to linear to radial concentric'
It is vitally important that we recognize the nat-

ural underlying characteristics that make each

city a really distinct Place.
In an old city like Providence, with a rich

historical heritage and a strong physical configura-

tion, the link from the past to the future can be

used as the basis for the design plan and as its

strongest feature.
We were fortunate to receive approval for

two demonstration grants from the Urban Re-

newal Administration in 1957 that enabled us to

undertake two such studies and subsequently pre-

pare-with infinite pain-three-dimensional im-

ages for "College Hill" and "Downtown Provi-

dence 1970." In tracing the objectives and results

of both, it is hoped that a significant factor of

success will be better understood'

College Hill
College Hill is one of the few neighborhoods

in the country where properties bordering a cen-

tral business district have been held in continuous

residential use and where descendants of the orig-

inal settlers are still living. The mixture between

priceless early American architecture, over-

crowded slums right next to them and the pres-

sure of the expanding educational institutions
(Brown University and Rhode Island School of

Design) called for an equal measure of bold plan-

ning and sensitive architectural treatment'

The study developed a system for rating his-

toric architecture; techniques for integrating areas

of historic architecture into proposed redevelop-

ment programs; a master plan for the growth of

College Hill, in which plans for the historic por-

tions are embodied; and a comprehensive method

of historic area Preservation.

* A complete review of the Providence Renewal

Program is being prepared by URA in a special brochure
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After its distribution in 1959 the College
Hill report received national acclaim.

The AIA at the 1960 convention cited the
"Providence City Plan Commission for its leader_
ship in effecting the College Hill Demonstration
Grant Study whereby there has been held up for
all to see the possibilities of restoring to a city
some of the amenities of man's environment, lost
for a while, but still recapturable by a resolute
community."

Accomplishments

Several things have happened as a result of
the study:

. Providence now has a formally designated his_
toric district within which a Historic District
Commission reviews all construction. In doing
this the city is protecting the structures of special

' The Preservation Society, the original group
backing the study, has assumed the responsibility
for publicity, educational and informationar serv-
ices, including the encouragement of private in-
vestment and consultant services to homeowners
seeking advice on restoration.
' Some fifty pre-1840 houses have been or are
being restored. When this is done on a coordi-
nated block basis and with a full range of profes-
sional advice, the results are startling. It may well
be that the quality of in-town living here achieved
surpasses that of the original development.

This process of private restoration is based,
in large part, on the faith of the owners in the
stability of the hill assured in turn by the prospect
of public invesrment in the removal of blight. It
can be seen then that if we have a sound plan,
success can be triggered even in advance of urban
renewal.
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architectural and historic value and guiding the
new ones so they are in harmony with the area.
Good modern architecture is encouraged pro_
vided it respects its neighbors.

' A four-hundred-acre $20,000,000 East Side Re_
newal project is translating into action many of
the recommendations of the study in regard to
conservation, rehabilitation and spot clearance.
Farlier projects in that section of the city were
inactivated and after the conclusion of the 6oilege
Hill Demonstration Grant were merged into one
new project.

To sum up: An area master plan and ar_
chitectural design plan are being carried out bv
urban renewal or public action and by the p".ruu_
sion of individuals or private action in parallel
fashion.

Of course, this cannot be done evervwhere.
College Hill has unusual qualities_history, pres-
tige, a view and a strong group of people with
roots who care about their neighborhood and the
architectural heritage of the nation. However,
without the special analysis of character_past,
present and future-which was provided by this
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College Hill restoration before and after
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solutions are shared by all. The real difficulty
arises with the second step when planning goals

are expanded into goals which the community

can and will endorse. The planner competes for

attention with national and international goals'

Furthermore, the array of business and personal

motivations shaping our lives has up to now left

little time for consideration of carefully stated

civic goals. Putting it another way: Everyone

knows that the downtown areas of most cities are

a mess but few really care. Insofar as success in

downtown renewal depends on complete under-

standing and joint effort of business groups and

government, planners must somehow obtain gen-

ii.r" u"""ptunce by a wide range of people with

a wide range of interests.

Goals

At this point it may be well to divide our goals

into three grouPs:
Economici-| The first group is based on

our system of economics. The greatest concentra-

tion of activity develops the highest demand for

land and creates its highest value, and this in turn

supplies the highest tax yield to the community'

A thriving downtown is one of the main factors

supporting the economic health of a community'

A diverse number of proposals for downtown

thus can be considered steps in one general direc-

tion: the strengthening of the downtown commu-

nity's economii position within its area of domi

nance.
Order-2 The second group is based on a

basic law of the univelse-e1ds1' The city is the

most complex entity of our civilization, and down-

town, in iurn, is ihe most complex part of the

city. Without order, there is chaos and inefficiency'

A number of major downtown planning goals are

thus derived ouf of a desire for order' Without

accessibility, downtown cannot be reached effi-

ciently. Good internal circulation distributes the

peopll and goods so vital to the life of downtown'

study, the public and private cooperation in serv-

ing the area would not have occurred'
The intimate scale of Rhode Island urban

development tends to hide the fact that Providence

is the second largest city in New England' It is, at

the same time, the capital of the state, the county

seat and the core of a metropolitan area contain-

ing about 800,000 Persons.
The difficulties faced by a nineteenth century

downtown area trying to survive in the twentieth

century are many, but it was especially the loss of

retail irade and hurricane-driven seawater flood-

ing most of downtown in 1938 and 1954 which

spurred the civic and business groups to face the

"^hull"ng". 
The revitalization of the center of the

city was the subject of the second Demonstration

Giant Study. It may be well to step back for a

moment in defining the Problem'

Planning Philosophy

Probably the most difficult task for the urban

planner in the complex civilization of American

i"-o"ru"y is to secure genuine acceptance of a

set of goals for and by the community' The formu-

lation of these goals based on an inventory and

analysis of all the facts and a clear determination

of tle direction toward which we wish to go is

the first step. The results will vary according to

our professional education, experience and per-

sonai philosophy. The goals of the architect-plan-

n", *ill be stated somewhat difterently from those

of the sociologist-planner, etc, but their possible

Z

つ Westminster Street alter Hurricane Carol's 1954 visit
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This should be done with a minimum of friction
and by separating the difterent types of traffic as
much as possible. Compactness is an indispensable
asset of downtown. It enables one to reach any
one part of downtown from any other part as a
pedestrian. It is clear, after fifty years of motori-
zation, that in all but the very largest cities the
only way to preserve downtown is by re-emphasis
on walking for the distribution of people.

And finally: Within a compact downtown
area there should exist a functional separation of
the major land-uses. Not only will this facilitate
individual daily activities, many of which depend
on a close interrelationship within certain uses,
but a downtown grouping will permit a separate
and more sensible approach to the problems of
each sub-area.

Beauty-3 If order is a basic law of the
universe, then beauty is a basic goal of man. Our
senses are not only providing us with a continuous
sequence of impressions, but each impression is
given a stamp of approval or disapproval. What
we smell, hear and see will displease or please us.
The satisfaction of this urge to be pleased is a
powerful motivation 1e p31-fu6wever diffused
this simple truth has become in our attitude to_
ward the city. Advertising has used and spread
this knowledge in its approach to the merchandis-
ing of almost every product. Downtown planning
has rediscovered it in the last ten years. Trans-
lated into specific objectives, this means that the
visual environment of downtown, as well as the
aural and olfactory to a lesser extent, are fully as
important as its functional efficiency. Very often
the two are inseparable. The separation of uses
into functional groups will also give visual iden_
tity to the parts within downtown. A hierarchy of
scale from the monumental down to the smallest
element, a clear order of movement with signifi-
cant buildings in key places, a distinct variety of
masses and colors within an accepted order, a
contrast of texture and surface, of water and grass
within a sea of stone-all of these design goals
contribute to a pleasing visual environment. And
if the city has strong ties to history and unique
physical features are reflected in its development,
these should be respected and enhanced.

Historic Continuity

In Providence, historic continuity. literallv
as well as in scale and emphasir, prouijes a living
link with the past. The geographic setting of down_
town Providence, at the head of Narragansett Bay
and surrounded by several hills, plays a most im_
portant part in making the area distinctive and
unique. In planning, great care must be taken not
to lose sight of this factor and destroy or com_
promise this uniqueness.

It is obvious that all three groups of goals
have a mutual interaction and that there are also
inherent conflicts. The attainment of beauty in an
old city-after a century of neglect-is far more
difficult, than a similar goal for a new city. How-
ever, the wise protection and emphasis of the
special character resulting from age can well aid
in avoiding the esthetic sterility found in so many
present-day redevelopment projects. Beauty does
have a commercial cost. It is here that the planner
has to perform his most difficult and challenging
task. The importance of esthetics to the long-term
success of a plan must be stated with such clarity
and persuasion that the community understands
and accepts this goal, even if it conflicts with
short-term considerations.

Downtown Study

In 1957 the City Plan Commission agreed
to make a pilot "study of the extent to which the
civic and business groups interested in the down-
town area can participate practically and construc_
tively with an official planning agency and city
government in developing plans, policies and pro_
grams for the renewal of the downtown area.,'

The resulting study "Downtown providence
1970," as an experiment in planning with citizen
participation, has had three principal objectives:

To make a ten-year development plan for
the downtown area of a medium-sized American
city; to use the highest degree of cooperation be-
tween private citizens and public officials-in
planning as well as implementation; and finally,
to employ imaginative urban design in restoring
a measure of order and beauty to the city's heart.

Capilol dome: McKim, Meade & White, architects ( 1900t
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All three of these goals have been important
in their contribution to the success of the project.

The Plan-1 The plan itself consists of a

series of illustrated proposals for an all-inclusive
renewal of the entire downtown area, much of it
based on the success of the major proposal: the

relocation of the New Haven Railroad tracks and

terminal. They also include an interstate freeway

interchange, a double opposing loop system of

streets, a bus terminal, heliport and walkways, a

Downtown FreewaY Interchange sysrcm

. The remaking of the heart of an existing

city over a period of years requires the complete

cooperation of private interests with government.

' Urban planning is an involved process. In
order to obtain what we call "consumer accept-

ance" for its end product, ie, a Downtown Master
Plan, we have to find a way to convince the public
of the need for and logic of the plan' The best

method of accomplishing this goal is to secure

close cooperation with one or several interested

citizen groups or task forces, over the full length

of the project. This avoids an all too common
difficulty: the presentation of a plan, however,

refined, to an indifferent Public.
' Citizen participation, although it delays the

technical work of the planners, can make valuable

contributions in several ways. Experts can advise

on matters which are beyond the experience or

special abilities represented by the staff. Interested

citizens can assure that plans are realistic, where,

as it sometimes happens, the designers have been

too ambitious.
' The design process, which is at the heart

of making a Master Plan, finds it difficult to ac-

commodate group advice. The late A. Whitney

Griswold of Yale University put it this way:

"Could Hamlet have been written by a committee,

or the Mona Lisa painted by a club? Could the

New Testament have been composed as a con-

ference report? Creative ideas do not spring from

groups. They spring from individuals. The divine

ipark leaps from the finger of God to the finger of

Adam.. .."
This does not belittle the value of an ad-

visory design group, but asserts that it is the

exception rather than the rule, for such a group

to come up with an original contribution'
The interest of the Legal and Financial Task

Force in the implementation of the plan was so

great, that it provided the nucleus of IMPACT,
Rt, *ni"n was incorporated seventeen days after

the public presentation of the Master Plan'

This task force, of the four which assisted the

project, illustrates the most important aspect of

iitir"n participation. By creating a special group

of local citizens of stature and influence, who were

exposed to, and were indoctrinated in, the poten-

tial of urban planning, and who in turn gave freely

of their own advice to this planning process, it
was possible to make a smooth transition from a

concept to the concrete realization of the project'

Unqu-stionably, this is the most important posi-

tive result of this Demonstration Grant' as far as

citizen participation is concerned.
Urban Design-3 The third goal, good de-

sign, is a vital and important objective of its own'

The attainment of urban beauty attempted in this

project was considered as an integral part of the

task. These were the goals:
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complete parking system, a civic center, conven-

tion and sports center, some office buildings, a

shopping mall and an in-town housing sector'

Citizen Participation-2 In order to fully test

the second goal of the study, citizen participation,

a most ambitious organizational framework was

created. It consisted of a Master Plan Advisory

Committee made up of members of the sponsor-

ing organization (Downtown Business Coordinat-

in! Council), which had given $20,000 toward

the study. In addition four functional citizen task

forces in the field of human relations, public rela-

tions, design, and law and finance assisted the

staff during the life of the project.

How well did this process work? The answer

to this question was the primary reason Jor Fed-

eral pariicipation in the project' The following

observations are relevant :

Center of RI
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. To achieve order and visual identity in the
city, where there is chaos and sprawl today

. To satisfy a basic human urge for beauty
through the design of buildings and open spaces
and their relation to each other

. To provide a hierarchy of scale, a variety
of masses and colors; and a contrast of textures
and surfaces to create a pleasing visual environ-
ment

' To demonstrate that good design of and
careful attention to signs, lighting, street furniture,
paving and landscaping is essential

. To respect what is distinctive and unique,
and to protect historical continuity where it exists.

Target Date

Finally, after much deliberation, 1970 was
selected as the target date for completion of the
plan. A ten-year period is sufficient to rebuild
downtown, and yet it is short enough so that most
of us expect to still be here and share in the pleas_
ure of seeing it accomplished. Furthermore, rapid
technological changes-in transportation, com_
munications and construction-p3ls detailed
planning for periods of twenty-five to forty years
rather hazardous.

In spite of the most comprehensive citizen
participation and the most imaginative plan, there
is always the danger that short_sightea, timid ac_
tion will produce only parts of the plan and
thereby sacrifice what is perhaps its greatest value,
coordinated change. To be sure, half_a_loaf is
indeed better than none, and limited redevelop_
ment would unquestionably be welcome. The point
is that a master plan is not completely compre_
hensible through its parts, however sound each
part may be.

This places a special obligation on the gov_
ernmental and private agencies involved. to take

Downtown Providence alter railroad relocation, with
Civic Center in place ol New Haven terminal

extreme care not to undermine the over-all struc-
ture of the plan by expedient or politically moti-
vated decisions taken in the name of "practicality."

Accomplishments

Three years after the release of the plan, the
following public and private action has taken
place:

. Downtown declared a redevelopment area
by the City Council in December 1960

. Resolution passed by the Council in March
1962 to do everything possible to carry out the
objectives of the plan

. Weybosset Hill Redevelopment project-
submitted to URA October 1960, approved March
1961, sponsor selected January 1963, condemna-
tion expected spring of 1964. Anticipated private
investment $15,000,000, Federal grant $l 1,000,-
000

. Convention and Sports Center-part of
Weybosset Hill project area, feasibility study 1962,
separate application for planning funds under title
702 in preparation

. Railroad Relocation project-submitted to 7
URA May 1961, approved October 1961, con_ :
demnation expected in 1965, Federal Grant re- ;
served $11,000,000 E

. I-95 Interchange-$10,000,000 approved I
by state and Federal governments November ;
1960, construction started May 1963, main line I
expected open for traffic by end of 1964

/Ll

. Westminster Pedestrian Mall_g345,000,
Mall Act passed by RI General Assembly Mav
1962, City Council approval August 196i, pos-
sible opening date, fall of 1964

. Dexter Manor-93,000,000, 200_unit
apartment building for the elderly built by provi_
dence Housing Authority with Federal funds
opened April1962

Downtown Providence today



. Interstate Bus Terminal-$1,000,000 pri-
vate investment, opened APril 1963

. Garage Program-Majestic Garage, 435

cars to be available spring 1964; Outlet Garage,

438 cars, $1,200,000, opened July 1963; Sheraton

Garage, site cleared and available for ground-level
parking August 1963, garage status uncertain.

This means that more than sixty per cent of
the area is moving toward the 1970 goal. Those

who are familiar with the intricacies of urban re-

newal in this country will appreciate the signifi-
cance of this statement.

William L. Slayton, Federal Urban Renewal

Commissioner. said: "The record of Providence

moving forward with its plan for the renewal of
the city core should be an inspiration to other

cities affiicted with the myriad problems of blight

and obsolescence."

Quality

We have the plan, and we are carrying it
out. What about the third goal, quality? To obtain

excellence of urban design is far more elusive and

difficult than mere quantity of renewal. But with-
out it we cannot justify the effort' The years and

millions put into rebuilding the city will be tested

in the future not by how long it took or how much

it cost but simply how good it is.

It is much too early to make a conclusive

statement about this, but several elements of the

plan are far enough along toward realization to be

examined.

On an equal basis with the economic, traffic
and functional considerations that went into its
making, a great deal of emphasis was placed on

the perceptual framework.
The form of the city can unfold meaningfully

only if it is reinforced by a coherent system of
streets, walkways, arcades, buildings, parks and

squares; of open and closed spaces arranged in a

proper sequence, creating a visual framework for
all the significant focal points.

The most important of these organizing ele-

ments is the Westminster Mall. It bisects down-
town for some 2,000 feet making an ideal pedes-

trian spine with the financial and office sector at

the lower end, the retail in the middle and the

new in-town housing at the upper end. The re-

newal project plan for that upper part of down-
town called Weybosset Hill was prepared by I' M.
Pei Associates during the last two years and is
predicated entirely on the objectives outlined
earlier in the Downtown Master Plan.

Weybosset Hill
The walkway system has been strengthened

by a cross-axis, which intersects with the end of
the pedestrian mall in Cathedral Square. The crea-

tion of this square in front of the Cathedral of
Saints Peter and Paul, forming a pedestrian oasis,

attractively paved and embellished with sculptures,

a fountain and trees was considered by I. M. Pei

as an exciting design opportunity' Much was done

by the consultant to establish careful standards in

Weybosset Hill Redevelopment Proiect: I. M' Pei Associates' architects



Cathedral Square and Westminster Mall: l. M. Pei
Associates, architects

the design of structures and the design of space
between them. This sensitive treatment consider-
ably enhanced the quality of the square beyond
what was originally suggested in the master plan.
The establishment of design objectives for each
parcel in the redevelopment plan aS a guide to the
developer constitutes a new approach, that has
been tried for the first time in Providence.

A sponsor has been committed to construct
some $15,000,000 of housing and commercial
buildings according to the plan. It appears that we
will have an urban environment in Weybosset Hill
in a few years, which is the product of city plan-
ning, redevelopment and architecture all in the
right sequence and complementing each other. We
are confident the result will be worthy of the effort.

Westminster Mall
A second element in "Downtown providence

1970" deserves to be mentioned in answering the
question of how good the end-product of all this
planning will be. The Westminster Mall is also
progressing from the planning stage to actual con-
struction.

A completely different set of circumstances
applies in this case. Where Weybosset Hill de-
pends on much clearance of blighted buildings,
leaving only a few large significant structures, and
thus permits the creation of a new pattern, the
Westminster Mall requires the opposite approach.
All buildings along the street are left in place, the

traffic is rerouted and the existing space is trans-
formed into a space for people on foot. The long,
narrow street is divided into a series of inter-
connected rectangular spaces, which are formal
and precise in character. These are created by the
trees which are planted at the intersections of
streets. The other elements are few and simple.
There are colored paving, flush brick islands
around the trees and quarry tile rectangles on
which the benches and display cases are placed.
Specially designed lamp poles will project over
the street and imply a roof.

During the last year the City Plan Commis-
sion and its engineering consultant have been de-
veloping working drawings and specifications for
the Mall. The challenge here is to integrate all
utility features so necessary in the city completely
with the esthetic ones. This calls for new design
solution in handling drainage inlets, hydrants, mail
boxes-in fact all street furniture and the adapta-
tion of planting islands and dishes to vaults, con-
duits, water mains and the countless other things
under the surface.

Here there is another facet of urban design,
minute review and deliberate redesign of the small-
est elements in the city, in the scale of the individ-
ual on foot.

We hope to have this Mall established on the
main shopping street of Providence by the fall of
next year-1ryithout any compromise in quality.
Extensive underground utility work will have to
be completed first, but the downtown business
community and the city administration are solidly
behind the project. When it is built, a great step
forward will have been accomplished in the revi-
talization of the retail core and the downtown area.

Providence, one of the oldest cities of its size
in the country, will be the only one with a pedes_
strian promenade of this significance.

Conclusion

It seems that there is a factor of success
which is vital to the rebuilding of a city, but which
has often been missing. Between the broad guid-
ance provided by the land-use and circulation
plan for the city as a whole and the individual re-
development projects there has to be a design-
oriented, three-dimensional image. This may not
be so important in the gray areas of the city, but
it is essential for those parts of the city that are in
any way "special." In the case of College Hill and
downtown Providence the two Demonstration
Grants gave us the mea-,s to trace the character,
establish the methods and develop functional and
design goals at the highest potential within the
city's reach.

If the promise thus held up is not compro_
mised, we will be able to say in 1970, not what
it cost or how long it took, but that it is eood. {
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THE EIGHTH ANNUAL TEACHER SEMINAR, SPON-

sored by The American Institute of Architects
and the Association of Collegiate Schools of Ar-
chitecture, was held at the Cranbrook Academy

of Art from June 9 through June l9 and attended
by fifty-four teachers of architecture from schools

in the United States and Canada. The subject un-
der discussion was (for the first time in the

Seminar's history) "The Teaching of Architec-
ture"; half-a-dozen educational psychologists as

well as educators and practicing architects were

among the guest speakers.

During the eight full working days of the

Seminar, more than 200,000 words were read or

Craκbrθθたf96J

spoken in the general sessions alone. Most of
those which were spoken, as distinct from those

which had already been committed to the typed
page, were recorded on electronic tape. The edit-
ing of such abundance presented certain problems.

However, the problems were simplified, in a

strictly relative sense, by the decision to give to
the papers delivered by the guest speakers the
permanent form of a book.* This suggested that
whatever appeared here should be based mainly
upon the recorded discussions.

x To be published by the Commission on Education

of the AIA Department of Education during the winter
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ably find that their memories of those discussions
tend to group themselves under certain key words
or concepts. It seemed possible that a treatment
of the material which took that into account would
prove an appropriate means of conveying some_
thing of their range and tone to those who were
not there. Hence this Anthology, as it has been
called. Perhaps it is not absolutely the right word,
insofar as it may suggest that all-and only-the
best things have been gathered into it. Giossary
was the first term that came to mind for what was
planned, but it did not really fit. (And Cranbrook
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ject of importance about which the tapes, for one

reason or another, did not have much to offer,
some brief excerpts from the papers have been in-
cluded too. What comes from the taped record is
distinguished from these by the use of quotation
marks. In recognition of the fact that the spoken

word is no less expressive than the written, though
different from it, the editing has been kept to a

minimum, usually amounting at most to the inser-

tion of consistent punctuation. Finally, it should

be noted that although they may sometimes be

read as a dialogue, the remarks quoted under any

one subject heading, with a few exceptions' were

not made in direct answer to one another, or
necessarily in the order in which they appear'

Angry Young Man: see Young Man, AngrY

Architects

Our study was of three nationwide samples

of architects. The first of these groups' which we

have called Architects I, is comprised of forty

architects, each of whom had been nominated by

a panel of professors of architecture at the Uni-

versity of California for the unusual creativeness

with which they practice architecture. They were

forty out of a larger sample of sixty-four invited

to submit themselves to intensive study in our

Institute at Berkeley. They came, ten at a time,

spending three days with us, participating in a

siries of experiments, psychological tests and in-

terviews covering their life histories and profes-

sional careers. . . . To sample the profession more

widely, Dr Wallace B. Hall, co-director of the

study, searched the "Directory of Architects"
( 19i5 ) for two additional samples, both of which

would match the forty highly creative individuals

of Architects I with respect to age and geographic

location of practice. The first'of these supple-

mentary samples, which we have distinguished as

Architects II, is composed of forty-three archi-

tects, each of whom met still another requirement,

namely, that he had had at least two years of

work experience and association with one of the

originally nominated creative architects' The other

additional sample, which I shall label Architects

lII, is composed of forty-one architects none of

whom had ever worked with any of the nominated

creative architects.-MACKINNoN
"All Architects, I, I[ and III, tend to have a

very good opinion of themselves' When we asked

them to describe themselves by checking adjec-

tives most salient out of a list of three hundred

adjectives, all architects, Architects I' II and III'
chlcked fourteen adjectives; or at least fourteen

adjectives are checked by eighty per cent or more

of all the architects in our three samples' Now

the adjectives that are checked are these: they all

claimed to be imaginative, active, honest, ideal-

istic, civilized, conscientious, intelligent, reason-

able, fair-minded, capable, cooperative, friendly,
healthy and serious. . . . What I want to report is
the adjective that is checked most often as self-

descriptive by Architects I is the adjective imagi-
native, the adjective checked most often by Archi-
tects II is civilized, and the adjective checked

most often by Architects III is g6n3slsnfisu3."-
MACKINNON

Breadth

"The one variable that turns up most often

as closely related to success in teaching is a varia-

ble which is variously expressed by the students;

it's the breadth of the man, what their perception

is of how well educated, how broadly educated he

is, and this has a very high correlation with his

success. Don't look at it as a diversion to
point out a relationship between what you're really

talking about and something which might never

occur to the student; you see the relationship.

Maybe this is one of your major functions as a

teacher-to point out a relationship which the

student wouldn't be able to see, is not mature

enough to see, but you can tell him it's there, or

introduce him to the fact, so that he can begin

to look for it."-wALKER

Cleavage

"It's harder to straddle a cleavage than it is

a fenCe."_CARVER

Computer

"somebody said that he was not optimistic

about the use of computers, and there was a

chuckle through the audience. I am optimistic,

and I feel obliged to answer that point'

Other people who are involved in decision theory

find that it gets to be a kind of handy tool they

can't do without even for some fairly simple deci-

sions. We make very complicated ones without

the comPutel."-5P11196

Creativity

The key word in the definition of design, it
seems to me,is creative. Routine or standard solu-

tions to problems, we do not usually think of as

design. Finding a quotient by dividing one number

into another is not customarily termed design or

creative. What we are concerned with as practic-

ing designers is becoming more creative' As de-

sign educators we are concerned with developing

creativity on the part of students' We are not

alone in this quest. Many in other fields are search-

ing for the keys to creativity also' A pertinent

pui.ug. occurred recently in an editorial in Sci-

ence (Octobet 12, 1962)'-
The imaginative and original mind need not

be overawed by the imposing body ol present



something readily perceivable that no one else
had seen before. He looked at a problem differ_
ently, and a solution became apparent. The ques_
tion we are all concerned with is how to find a
way to the liberating concept and how to help
others find the way also.-JoNEs

"One of the barriers to creativity is a tend_
ency to be satisfied with a solution which is just
different but which doesn't really accomplish any_
thing."-116KEACHIE

"It seems to me that the architect likes to
think that he is engaging in creativity all the time.
But he isn't; he's making simple analytical deci_
sions that have nothing to do with creativity ninetv
per cent of the time he's in operation, o. -or".And this kind of decision-making can be done by
tools, and the architect can conserve his energies
and his God-given creative talents for the part of
the operation that really counts."-1446Ks!sy

"The end product towards which we have
directed our design sequence is an unknown qual_
ity called creativity. yet all the evidence seems to
indicate that this is precisely the end that any

lgrma_t _educational process cannot insure or pre_
dict. MacKinnon has studied creativity from the
normative view; until we have a substantive de_
scription of the properties of the creative process

knowledge or by the complex and costly parapher-
nalia which today surrounds much of scientific
octivity. The great shortage in science now is not
opportunity, manpower, money or laboratory
space. What is really needed is more of that healthy
skepticism which generates the key idea-the lib-
erating concept.

Here the editor was describing a recent, ex-
tremely important breakthrough in the field of
chemistry. That is unimportant. The breakthrough
came because of a creative act. A man had a
liberating concept which permitted him to see

we cannot predict with any certainty the instruc-
tional means which will stimulate the creative
process. Our obsession with teaching creativity in
design, without the means to match this goal, has
been bought at the expense of teaching the other
99.9 per cent of our students anything useful that
might result in better architects and higher levels
of architectural professional competence. Frank
Lloyd Wright made abundantly clear what he
thought of architectural education for the likes
of him; instead of heeding his advice we have put
our faith in a curriculum which attempts to do
just that which it cannot do-produce the creative
or insure the production of the creative or intui-
tive genius."-vAN DER RyN

Critique

"It seems to me that many of the goals and
purposes of the critique are not addressed to the
student particularly; they are addressed to other
aspects-formation of criteria. If you cannot state
your criteria clearly then the best you can do is
to get some experts and show it to them and say:
"Experts, is this good or bad?,' If they all say it's
good, then it's good; that's all there is to it. It
doesn't make any difference whether somebody
can specify why it's good or not. If they sav it,s
bad, then it's bad. That's all there is to ii because
these are the experts, this is the criterion. that's
what you s1g3a."-1rya16811

Design

I feel that the kind of systematic approach
to design processes that is given by decision theory
has major implications for architectural education.
By defining the design process in an orderly way
and identifying its essential elements and charac_
teristics, the situation the student is faced with
becomes clearer to him. The nature of the prob_
lem is clarified as are the criteria for a good solu_
tion. The kinds of steps that must be taken to solve
the problem are made manifest. The kinds of
behavior as a decision-maker and designer that
will result in a satisfactory solution to the- problem
become clearly indicated. It not only be"umes
possible to learn design, it becomes possible to
teach it.-roNBs

"We need to bear in mind that the psycholo_
gists who come to us look rather admirinetv on
this process; they say we have somethins-rather
unique as a teaching resource and yet I ihare, I
think, the suspicion that the design laboratory is
not a particularly effective use of the students,
time; we don't seem to get as much mileage out of
all those hours spent as other people ,"ern to g"t
out of the other hours spent in other disciplines.,,
--GARVIN

"In preparation for this meeting I thought
I'd get the catalog of the College of Environmental
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Cofiee-break discus-
sion: Participants

Krider, Sweet, and
Olencki

Design and just see what the sequence of courses

was for the architectural student, and I was just

appalled to find that the architectural student has

one semester Design 1, then Design 2, then Design

3, then Design 4, then Design 5 and on and on

and on. Maybe it takes this much time and you

have to be this repetitive, but I rather doubt it; I
think there is a tendency for all of us academicians

to highly perfect our own enterprise and to think

that this is terribly important."-MAcKlNNoN

Dog

"It's a little like the dog in the modern house;

he doesn't know whether he's inside or outside"'

-MYRICK"There is a question which often occurs to

me at these seminars, the question whether you

can really teach old dogs to do new f1lsks'"-
PICKENS

Drop-outs

"We all know about droP-outs and

these drop-outs are not the slobs' The tragedy-
if it is a tragedy, and I'm not sure that it is-the
fact is that many of them are top-flight students

who are simply bored to death by the kind of

exposure that they get in the university"'-
MACKESEY

Education, architectural

The current rate of technological progress is

such as to be the despair of educators with the

trade school approach. My own professional edu-

cation acquired during the late 'twenties was sup-

posed to b" on" of the best then available' Yet'

"r""pt 
for history, few of the facts I was taught

are still true. It leads me to the conclusion that

the only real value of true education lies in that

which iemains after one has forgotten all that one

6nsg lcrgw.-tw1l1
"I happened to return to school for a year

after twenty-five years away from that same school

-I'm 
sure I got what was considered a very good

architectural education at that time-and things

had changed immeasurably, and immeasurably for

the better. It's my firm belief-again I speak as

more of a practitioner than a teacher-that arch-

itectural education has improved probably more

rapidly than the architectural professisl."-
CARVER

Effort

"This brings up an interesting question that

I have pondered: Which is better, from the stand-

point of training an architect? When he has made

a good effort and failed, should he be rewarded

for his effort? This is related to questions like:
What happens in real life when he is practicing?

He has spent a long time working on a building;
it has turned out to be a turkey; but he has put in

a lot of good effort."-14Y111s11

Environmental Design

In past writings I have attempted to challenge

my colleagues (including those who teach) by de-

fining the mission of the profession of architec-

ture: to assume responsibility for nothing less

than a nation's man-made physical environment,

an environment in harmony with the aspirations

of man. This is stirring language, and I hope has

helped to cause some to question the meaning and

purpose of their work' ' . . Mature reflection sug-

gests that the key concepts to a proper definition

of a mission for architects derive from the words

design and space. These are meaningful words and

their understanding has always been the core of

architecture. Perhaps we should be more modest

and simply claim that our professional concern is

for the shaping, finishing, equipping and complete

environmental design of space to the use and de-

light of man.-wrLL
"[ don't believe in Mr Will's conception of the

architect as next to God; he's one of the many

kinds of environment designers."-vAN DER RYN

Ether Professor

"It's like the ether theory in physics. You see,

you spend a hundred years building up a very

tomplicated model, and you have a whole series

of professors whose vested interest is in maintain-



ing this model, and then what happens? A guy
like Einstein comes along and says: 'Boys, it's
very simple.' Now where are the ether professors
of physics today? I for one don't want to be an
ether professor of architecture; I for one am re-
jecting all the nonsense, at least in words, that
people tend to use-sensitivity, articulation, posi-
tive and negative space. That's the ether theory of
architecture, and it's not for g1g,"-y411 DER RyN

Examination

"The examination gives feedback of two
kinds. If the examination is conducted correctly
it's feedback to the student in that you ask him
to do something which he is now supposed to be
able to do, and if he does not do it, you mark it,
you explain what's wrong, you give him a low
grade. It tells him your judgment of the quality
of what he has done, and if you feed the exam
back as you should to the student so that he really
knows why he got a C on this, then he has a cor_
rective feedback on his behavior. It is also feed_
back to you, because it tells you how well you
have done or how well you have succeeded in
accomplishing what you set su1 1s ds.',_\ryALKER

Experimentation

The terms "experimentation and research,,
mean many things to different people. To some
they mean trying something out to see how well
they like it. To a scientist they portray careful
work and precise methodology. ,.Research in edu_
cation" too often takes on the connotation of the
former rather than the latter. There is consider_
able difference between merely trying out a way
of teaching and observing its effect and the care_
ful comparison of teaching methods we expect inresearch. Education has been trying things
out and discarding old methods and mateiials for
years on an informal basis._xRerHwoHl

"ft's not that I dislike experiments; it,s that
I dislike calling things experiments which are nor
experiments. This kind of misuse of words results
in a meaningless language, and communication
becomes difficutt at best. As educators we have
been 'experimenters' for quite a long time.
The prime example of experiment in architectural
education was the great revolution in methods of
architectural education that took place back in
the 'thirties. So-called antiquated methods were
thrown out and great improvements were made
and the millennium was to arrive soon if not in_
stantly. Now, twenty-five years later, give or take
a few years, we are beginning to reilize the re_
sults of the numerous experiments that followed
in the wake of this revolution. Obviously the mil_
lennium has not arrived, and the sweet dream has
gone sour."-BESTNGER

Feedback

There is an early experiment in the literature
of psychology carried out by Edward Thorndike.
He asked students to draw three-inch lines, free-
hand. One group drew many such lines without
feedback. They did not improve. Another group
was informed, after each line was drawn, exactly
how long it was. This group progressed steadily
toward high accuracy of drawing lines exactly
three inches long. The illustration is trivial, the
principle is not. Fastest improvement in the per-
formance of the student occurs when feedback on
the quality of his work is immediate and continu-
ous. The longer the feedback is delayed, the slower
the improvement.-wAlKER

"In a lot of critiques there's plenty of feed-
back, but students don't really know what the
goal is that they're soeking."-yAN DER RyN

Fence: see Cleavage

Flexibility

The kind of systematic approach that I have
suggested has great flexibility. It requires identifi_
cation and comprehension of all of the elements
that are relevant to a particular design problem.
Each problem is unique, and a different outline
must be developed for each. Many important
considerations and pieces of information that are
ordinarily left out of the design process will be
brought into it thereby.-.roNes

"I think the point is that if you are setting
up any educational program you have to make
some kinds of generalizations, the best generali_
zations you can, in systems and requiremJntr. gut
there are exceptions which do come alons. and
what I was saying between the lines of my-paper
certainly, I hope, was that you ought to te very
flexible with respect to the requirements you lay
down, and if the student is obviously the. excep_
tion you don't force him into certain kinds of
group activities or the usual requirements; you
give him individual treatment. What I think one
has to do is to be flexible with respect to the
generalizations which one makes and realize that
there will always be the exception. In this regard
I must say that I had somewhat ambivalent feel_
ings about Frank Lloyd Wright not participating
in our studies. . . . It would have been a peitectty
wonderful thing to have him come, althoush I am
convinced that the very first evening he- would
have said: 'To hell with this!' and walked out;
and all the architects, although they are quite in_
dependent spirits in most situations, probably
would have walked out with him. Furtheimore, if
ye had had an oppoftunity to study him, particu_
larly given his age at the time, we couldn,t have
treated his results with the others.,'_lrAcKrNNoN
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Goals

The primary task facing architectural edu-

cators today is that of defining the design process.

We must find an orderly and systematic way of
establishing what the process is, what it consists

of, what it includes and what its limits are. To do

this, we first have to describe the process that
actually exists and find a way of representing it
schematically. Then we must determine what the
goals of the process are. It either has goals or it
is an aimless activity. In establishing its goals we
just possibly may end up redefining the scope of
architecture. Redefining may be a generous word,

since it presupposes a definition exists. When we

have identified goals we will be able to establish

criteria. We will be able to determine whether or

not goals are being accomplished in a given in-
stance. A basis for the evaluation of solutions will
exist. Even more important, we will be able to

specify successful ways of performing the proc-

ess._JONES
"The point that I think we are weakest in is

that in teaching design, either basic or architec-

tural in the upper division, we need to develop

much better articulated goals for what each indi-
vidual critic is trying to achieve. Often we give a
problem, then we give another problem, and we

have our juries and we just keep bumbling along'

Each critic I would think would be much more

useful if, in presenting his material, he outlined

at the beginning the goal he was trying to achieve

to the students-and not only to design a bus

station or a house or a church but also achieve

some other goal which was very vital in his own

personal in[91s5[."-gvERETT
"I was trying to stay away from goals for a

bit. because that's your problem."-wAlKER

Grades

"The thing to do is to administer your grades

in such a way that you reward those who are

doing the things that your curriculum is set up to

achieve."-vrcKEAcHIE
"With respect to high school grades-and

this has implications, I think' for your admission

of students-high school grades showed no cor-

relation at all with the adjudged creativeness of

the architects. It has been also characteristic in

our social sciences to find that college grades do

not correlate significantly with the rated creativity'

But the one exception, interestingly enough, is

the sample of architects; here, there was a low

but nevertheless positive correlation between

course grades and rated creativity-a correlation

of plus .27, which is not high but nevertheless

significant. Now this raises an interesting ques-

tion: Why do we get this correlation with archi-

tects but not with engineers or research workers

or others? Is it that there are requirements laid
down for students undergoing architectural train-
ing that force them to show some measure of
creativity and that there is an awareness of this on

the part of the instructor, so that you have got

this low but nevertheless positive correlation? . . .

When people come to us for assessment we don't
know what the outside judgment is, but usually
there's a pretty good correlation between our read-

ings of our subjects' originality and creativity and

that of the outside experts. Yet in the case of
engineering students our rating of their creativity
after a weekend of assessment was correlated zero

with the professors' rating of their creativity. And
so this raises an interesting question: What are

the professors responding to when they rate their
engineering students as being creative? The only

thing that these professors' ratings corresponded

with were the grades which the engineering stu-

dents had received. So it looks as if the engineer-

ing professor is saying to himself: 'The student

who gets good grades is a creative sludsnf'"'-
MACKINNON

"One of the dangers we get into in grading is

that we want to be fair about our grades' Now,

with a good Calvinist background I don't want to

say that you shouldn't be fair, but I would say

th;t it is probably not so important to be fair in
the absolute sense as that the students should

think that you are grading them on the things

that you want to achieve. I don't think we can

grade things like creativity very objectively ' '

but I don't think this is really as important as that

the students should think that this is what you

are trying to achieve. . . . I put much more empha-

sis upon grades in terms of their effect upon the

students' attitudes and the students' learning than

I would upon grades as evaluative devices which

are perfectly accurate representations of what each

studint achieves. I wouldn't worry whether they

are accurate; I would worry much more about

what the students think about them and how they

are affecting their attitudes."-McKEAcHlE

Ideas

"To hell with going on to six or seven years

and you're going to teach them more structures

and you're going to teach them more this and more

that, and get back to that very basic fundamental

which the- English did and that Hutchins talks

about and that makes man the great god he is-
his ability to come up with ide35"'-v6569

"As a practitioner I'm tempted to agree with

Mr Meathe when he suggested that the schools

have not produced one idea which is important

to architecture. As a teacher, I am tempted to

ask Mr Meathe the same question' The only idea

that I can see that architecture has come up with



in the last fifteen years is the sort of infamous
coast-to-coast roast of our glass curtain-wall build-
ing. And all these things come about because we
do not deal in ideas or methods which have any-
thing to do with the realities or potentials of prac-
tice today; and this is all because we are wedded
to the genius model of design education, which
says: 'Deliver to the student the minimum of in-
formation, the maximum of unprogrammed time,
and PraY.'"-Y151 DER RYN

Incomplete Dynamic

"We have attributed to the Greeks at a cer-
tain period of time a kind of perfection. In fact it
wasn't a kind of perfection, it was an incomplete
one; and this kind of perfection in any case is no
good for us now. What we want is an incomplete
dynamic."-DTAMoND

"This matter of the incomplete dynamic. I
think this is a very important point that you made
and it is something which I didnt report this
morning, but we have many tests which show
quite clearly that the creative individual is at-
tracted to the incomplete, that which is in im-
balance, that which is complexedly asymmetrical,
just because it does create tension. It isn't that he
likes disorder, but the disorder challenges him to
do something about it, and without this kind of
incompleteness one doesn't have the kind of en-
during motivations which are so characteristic of
the highly creative individual.,'-MAcKTNNoN

fnfonnation Overload

A number of psychologists have studied the
human as an information processing system. One
problem within this area is the problem of .,in_

formation 6yg1ls2d."-WALKER
"I think we reached the information input

overload somewhere around 1850.,'-.roNss

Intrinsic Reward

"The basis of the intrinsic reward is that it's
tied up with the problem of evaluation. In other
words, what you are trying to do is trying to make
a task which can be evaluated by the person who
is doing it."-naynlcx

Intuition

"If we study, as we have, outstanding re_
search scientists, if we study mathematicians, they
also tend to be intuitive types. Scientists make
their hypotheses, check out their hypotheses in
experimentation, and therefore I don't think you
can excuse the architect for not doing more basic
research because he is an intuitive sort of person.
I think you are not going to develop any kinds of
hypotheses worth testing in any ki;d of research
without having a good deal ef in1ui1lsn."_
MACKINNON

"I hate to call it intuitive; there is nothing like
that, you know. There is certainly intuition after
you have gone through a very lengthy process of
study, a very lengthy and deep study of the mat-
ter, when all of a sudden things begin to shape up
in your view without necessitating the process of
analysis-but certainly not before. There is no
way to teach structures but to really get down to
facts and analyze; I know that there is no emo-
tional quality involved at all."-srerBn

"Intuition . . . I think of an individual being
able to make leaps from here to there, without
being able to specify the actual steps, the actual
bases, for them which he makes. He is always
oriented to something beyond whatever is pre-
sented, to something behind this, or beyond it-its
implications and its possibilities. I think that what
is involved is that the highly creative individual is
the individual who has easier communication with
the less conscious levels of the mind, one might
even say unconscious levels of the mind. In other
words the intuitive individual is an individual who
is not so restricted, not so hindered, not so anx-
ious, not so afraid of being wrong."-l4ACKrNNoN

Moderator
Mackesey

Jury

"Juries have a quality that I thought was
great, in having the practicing architect in them
to be a member of this team who are criticizing
these projects, because I have heard that students
tend to make this distinction between teachers
and practitioners: 'This is what the teacher said.
When I get out and become an architect (which
he didn't), I can do this, you know.' Well, here is
a practitioner who came in and criticized exactly
the same things as the instructor had been criti_
cizing, so that it served to reinforce the instructor's
authority on these issues."-wALKER

At the present we give the student problems
which we are incapable of defining or evaluating.
We cannot specify in advance what the character_
istics of a good solution will be. We say to the
student and to each other that while ,"" .unnot
tell him what a good solution will be like, if he
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comes up with one, we will be able to recognize
it. When the solutions are in and we have judged

them, we cannot articulate to the student, or for
that matter, even to the other members of the
jury, in any really satisfactory way what the cri-
teria were for concluding that the solution was
good, bad or indifferent. We frequently end up in
a shouting contest as though goodness or badness

depended upon which verdict was said either the
most loudly or the most emotionally.-loNns

"In most of these situations it would seem

apparent to me that the instructors are on trial as

well as the student. The student is representing
himself and he is also representing somebody on

the staff and possibly somebody sitting on that
jury whom he has modeled himself after; and so

the critique that is operating here is not that
you're criticizing the student but also really the

instructor at the same 1ims."-v/6u(6p

Kindergartners

"Even if you could teach design to kinder-
gartners, this may not be the best place to begin

i1."-1149118461118

Kinds of Thinking

"The distinction has been made that there

are two kinds of thinking, convergent and diver-
gent thinking; convergent thinking focuses upon a

specific problem, keeping wholly to those things

that appear logically to be related to the solution,

whereas the divergent thinker on the other hand

allows his mind to wander more freely, with
greater fluency of association, bringing in even

the most fantastic of ideas as it might seem in the

first instant."-MACKTNNoN

Knowledge

"There is a correlation between knowledge

and creativity, and in this regard it is interesting

to compare the record of architectural education

and education in the physical sciences. While none

of the acknowledged creative geniuses of our pro-

fession-Wright, Corbu, Aalto, Mies or Kahn-
were nurtured by formal architectural education

(except for, maybe, Kahn-and it looks as though

it took him thirty years to recover from it before

he could do anything), all the Nobel laureates at

Berkeley, for example, are products of formal

scientific education; and the Nobel prize is prob-

ably a better index of creativity in science than

MacKinnon's Group I is a measure of creativity

in architecture. Yet the interesting thing is that

the object in the sciences has not been to train the

rare creative genius but rather to impart a body

of information, and tools to manipulate this infor-

mation, without which creativity is impossible'"

-VAN 
DER RYN

Lecfure

Some studies have not found significant dif-
ferences in effectiveness between lecture and dis-
cussion. Those studies which have found differ-
ences, however, make surprisingly good sense.

Two studies have found differences favoring the
lecture method. Both of these used tests of knowl-
edge ol subject matter. Six experiments, however,
have found significant differences favoring discus-
sion over lecture. All six used measures other
than final examinations measuring knowledge.-
MCKEACHIE

"What I was trying to say was that a lecture

is specially useful for particular kinds of goals-
like developing concepts, for instance, talking
about things that are not available on paper yet,

shaping attitudes, or communicating interest and

excitement. . . . The things you are trying to do

in a lecture are not exactly what appears on the

surface, which is the transmission of this informa-
tion out of my notes into your notes or into your

head; it has a more complex function."-wAlKER

Literacy

"The man who graduates from college at

the present time is supposed to be literate in
English, he's supposed to be literate in math; but

there's no requirement that he be literate in the

visual arts-that he learn to see with his eyes-
and to me this should be a basic requirement for
any degree which presumes to produce an edu-

cated man in any field. Hopefully one day the

universities will make this a required part of their

curriculum, along with English and math; and

when that happens maybe we'll have a public'"

-wILL
Motivation

"In good education theory they always begin

on page one by telling you: 'The student is al-

ready motivated.' And this isn't a bad starting

point; you assume he is already motivated, and

you might ask yourself : 'Maybe I've done some-

thing that has somehow wrecked his motivation?'

And you might ask yourself: 'How can I give

him back his motivation!"'-1v1v111611
The work of Atkinson at Michigan has been

particularly helpful in understanding motivation

io. ,u"..tt. His theory and research suggest that

maximal motivation is produced when the prob-

ability of success at a task is about fifty-fifty' This

would suggest that assignments and critiques

should be continually paced to the student's back-

ground and ability' Giving students very difficult

or complex problems early in learning may thus

be detrimental to motivation and (from other

evidence) to learning as well.-tucKEAcHIE



"In architecture you have a most unique
opportunity and that is that when people do a
design problem, then you've got a great big bulle-
tin board about fi.fty yards long. You put every-
body's drawings up on it, and these things then
are available to all to see. Now compare this
with, say, a department of history. Somebody
writes a long paper that's a big effort, and what
happens is that it lands in a big pile on a desk
and it receives no publicity and no public acclaim
or disclaim. So you have a magnificent opportu-
nity here in the public aspect of your work. I
might say that once I attempted to teach psychol-
ogy this way, in which people did experiments
and I said: 'Now I want you to draw them up as
if you were an architect, and we'll post them on
the board.' And this was marvelous for increas-
ing enrollment in my section, because the students
a year behind thought: 'Oh what interesting things
they do in that class!' This is one of the real
built-in motivators you have in the field of archi-
1991U19.',_N{yRygK

Notes

I believe rather firmly that when an audience
is required to take notes on what a lecturer is
saying, it is a sure sign that he is subjecting them
to an informational input overload.-wltrun

Obiectives

There is no simple answer to the question,
"What teaching method is best?', As this research
indicates, we have to counter the question with
"Best for what?" If our most important objective
is transmitting information, then we should prob_
ably use lectures or reading assignments rather
than discussion. If, on the other hapd, we are
primarily concerned about teaching creative think_
ing, attitudes, values or other complex objectives,
I'd bet on discussion as the method of choice, and
in architecture values and creativity seem to be
particularly important.-MCKEACHTE

"The role of setting clear objectives is part
of the design process. I think we have to realize
that this can be done, and has been done, without
any kind of system at all, and our best people
have always done this. The only importani thing
about the system is that you can't use the system
without this step; so when you go through this
systematic analysis you are obliged to set objec_
tives, which you can avoid otherwise. One
of the by-products of systematic analysis is forc_
ing a person to think clearly about his problem,
and it obviously follows then, to set objectives.,'_
SPRING

"Il was a very good point that Spring made
about the fact that we have been able to seiobjec_
tives in the past and make some attempt, at any

rate, to accomplish them without assistance. The
point of the system is that as our problems become
more and more complex the likelihood of this
being accomplished is diminishing, and as a result
creative work seems to be relegated only to the
smaller-scale problerls. "-JoNES

Orientation

"I think that maybe it is important that we
become problem solving-oriented rather than
solution-oriented. "-TANrcucHI

Participative Teaching

The participative teacher assumes that the
student has somewhere within him a small spark
which if properly fanned will reach the full flame
of a creative architect. Further, he thinks that
external control and the threat of punishment are
not very effective means for developing an archi-
tect. The participative teacher considers as his
most valuable asset the student's own motivation
to do a good job. This motivation he rarely ques_
tions. Even in a situation where his stud'ent re-
peatedly fails to demonstrate any dedication to
his work, the participative teacher is likely to ask
himself, "What is wrong with my relationship
with this student? What is there in this teaching
relationship that prevents this student from un_
leashing the full weight of his enthusiasm upon
his work?" The participative teacher assumes that
his student is eager to be responsible for his own
work and wants to do a good job. He does not
need an outside authority to force him to do his
best.-uyRrcx

"Some people feel uneasy when handled in
a participative manner; they,ve got terrific anxi_
ety. I've been a participative teacher and the
students have a way of saying: .What's going on
around here?' . Some of you might go along
with the participative method, and Vou wouldn,t
be happy using it, and so on that ground it would
break down. Secondly, and especially this is true
if you happen to be a fairly junior person in your
department, Iet me give you a word of warning.
If you feel that the rest of your department is
being handled along traditional lines, for heaven's
sakes don't go in there with big participative push.
You'll be setting up a little cell, a little revolution_
ary cell different from everybody else; and the
students will like it, and they will spread the word
to the other members of the faculty; the Dean
will hear about it; he will ask you: ,What are you
doing?' The environment where you use this
method is very important, and the nature of your
personality, the nature of the students, the kind
of material, how much substantive material there
is in your course. If it's a history course for ex_
ample, where there's a lot of substantive material.
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I would have my doubts about it. There are a

good many factors you have to consider before
going in for the participative approach."-MYRlcK

Potentialities

"It seems to me that what is most character-
istic of Architects I is that they have, more than
the other architects, realized their potentialities-
maybe had more potentialities to begin with, but
they are individuals who seem to have had some-

how the drive to actualize their potentialities and

have succeeded in that to a large degree. I am

inclined to think that any kind of educational en-

vironment or educational influences which will
tend to develop as fully as possible the potentiali-
ties of the students is the right kind, and I think
that the right kind of educational program ought

to be valuable for Architects II and III as well as

for Architects I. This is not to lead you to expect

that all architects who graduate from your schools

are going to end up in our studies as Architects I,
but I would be inclined to think that the same

kinds of influences, the same kinds of forces, the

same kinds of experiences that would nurture the

creativity, the potential creativity of those individ-
uals who will become Architects I, would be help-

ful in nurturing the potentialities of those indi-
viduals who will remain Architects II and III."-
MACKINNON

Prestige

"I think actually the prestige of the profes-

sion has never been higher than it is today."-
WILL

Praise

"The reward being intrinsic to me means

that the reward stems immediately from the job

that is done. But praise comes after the teacher

looks at it, decides it's good and then tells the

student that. That is why I call it extrinsic; it's

more roundabout, it has got this dependent rela-

tionship in it, where the student is depending on

the teacher, when the teacher says: 'Now you've

been a good boy; here's a cookie for you'"'-
MYRICK

Question

"I have been wanting to ask a question for
the last [9s1."-Ap6145

Required Course

"I will not teach a required course' I think

that the motivation the student brings to the

course is the key to the problem. If he's required

to take it, even if it's good he doesn't like it be-

cause he's required to take it' Anything you can

do to make the student think that he's choosing

to do this rather than being forced to do it is all
to the good."-wetKER

Research

All research is a chain ol reasoning. A strong

research plan reflects this by its structure and its
internally consistent plan from section to section.

Like any chain, a weak link-an inadequate meas-

ure, an inappropriately applied statistic, an im-
properly drawn sample-weakens or sometimes

destroys the chain of reasoning.-KRATHwoHl
"People who don't really do research think

that this is something which you just decide to do.

Well, this is equivalent to somebody who doesn't

know much about architecture thinking that this

is something he will decide to do-that he'll go

and design a building. . ' . If you want to build

up a research literature in architecture the way to
start doing it is to get somebody who is a real

research man on your staff-there are a few

around in architecture who are doing 1s5sn1sh-
and have him start teaching the students to do

research; and the way to teach them to do it is to

have them do it, so that they are doing research

of one kind or another all the way through their

curriculum. If you did this, you would then end

up with many of the members of your architec-

tural profession who would be trained in research,

who would be doing research, and you would

begin to delve out a body of facts and material

that is relevant to the problems of architecture'

. . . I can cite kinds of research that might be

done. It seems to me peculiar that no one has

ever systematically-so far as I know this has

never been done-explored the reaction of peo-

ple to buildings. Why don't you set up a research

project, after a building is built, in which you

sysiematically find out how people have reacted

to that building? Furthermore, why don't you keep

on doing it, or why don't you do it in such a way

that you get the reactions of people who have

used it for a long, long time, because I think the

reaction would be quite difierent between those

who had experienced the building briefly and

those who had experienced it a long time? This is

behavioral science type of research' but it's the

kind of problem that arises out of architecture

and therefore is an architectural problem, and I
don't know of any behavioral scientist who would

be particularly interested in that problem, while

an architect might. However, architectural re-

search can be any kind of research into any prob-

lem arising out of architecture to which you don't

know the answer and you want one' Research

techniques are available. They have been invented

by other people; physical scientists have devel-

oped a great number of them, social scientists

have developed a gteat number of them' I



Chairman Pickens and Secretary Franchini

posed to be playing a reciprocal role. For exam-
ple, if you are playing the role of a judge, your
student must be playing the role of the person
who wants to be judged. If you are playing the
role of a co-worker, then the student must be
playing the role of a worker.-MyRrcK

Sandpile

"I'd like to speak about a course that we
call Sandpile. It's known as Sandpile by everyone
except the Registrar, who calls it Architectural
craft."_cooK

Scale Factor

"I suspect maybe all of us are troubled a
little bit by the simple examples that were cited,
although it was stated that they were chosen for
their simplicity. . . In other words, is there a
scale factor here which makes a different kind of
problem when it gets to be the full-scale problem?
We have this in many other fields; you see it in
sculpture; the little model is fine but when you
get the whole thing at full scale it's a different
situation. And so I suspect that the design process
is this way-that the kind of problem we're deal_
ing with when we take out little pieces is a com_
pletely different kind of problem, not just differ_
ent in size but different in quality and different in
type, when you have a combination of all the fac_
tors that go into the design process.,'_spRrNG

Sequence

"It is my feeling that the design sequence
often is out of sequence and is just related to an
abstract theory that you start off with little build_
ings in the second year and get a little more com_
plicated the third and a little more complicated
the fourth and then you,ve got a thesis. (you
know I've heard this.) And history may come in
the third year, and you give them an archaeologi_
cal problem in the second. I think there iust could
be a greater attention to sequence as something
which is across the board, and I do think our real
problem is to build up a background sum of
knowledge which allows them to attack with as
much information and procedure at their disposal
as we can give them, and I don't think this is
what the curriculums as a rule ds."-1r1B156s

Sex

"It's true not only of creative architects, but
true of all highly creative groups, that they came
to sexual expression much later than some of the
other groups we have studied. Architects, for ex_
ample, we find quite retarded in comparison with
Air Force officers. But the distinction should be
made between the age of first intercourse and the
kind of sexual vitality, if you will, that overlaps

Editor Whiffen
playing the
l4pes

wouldn't be surprised if there were special tech_
niques to be developed for special problems in
architecture.,,_14z41I(Bp

. "I think that possibly the biggest problem
is how to apply the research, the knowledee. the
information that is available to us. I certainl! don't
expect to go out and try to develop a formula for
another high-tensile steel. And I don't expect to
go out and try to develop the reaction of people
to color; I know that there are books on that."
_swEET

Role

It is probably the nature of the informal re_
lationship you establish with your students that is
going to be a key determining factor of your
effectiveness. The nature of your informal rela_
tionship to your students, and I will call this a
"role," is complicated because it is not always
clear what this role should be. Sometimes you are
a giver of information. Sometimes, and I suspect
this may be one of your favorite roles, you are a
fellow student. Sometimes you u." a judge.
. Several factors serve to complicate these
roles. You must realize, if you urc io get along
successfully with your students, that when you are
playing one of these roles, your student is sup_
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Participants Seeler and Besinger in the seminar rootl't'
with Chairman Pickens beyond

with a kind of psychological vitality; and I think
that there is a great deal of this kind of vitality in
these creative individuals. But I think there is a

sense in which a great deal of their sexuality' or

pregenital sexuality to use a Freudian term, gets

sublimated into their work. I think one may say

that highly creative architects seem to be wedded

to architecture. We were quite impressed by the

number of the creative architects who were di-

vorced when we saw them, and I have been fol-
lowing the newspaper reports since and I am

quite impressed by the number who have been

divorced si1gs."-144cKINNoN

Specialist

"As I see it, we must develop an education

curriculum and a professional training period

which will develop outstanding practitioners in

the special disciplines which the profession of

architecture now requires. We must stop the prac-

tice of developing the so-called complete architect

and start developing the specialist who is part of
a team, and who knows he is part of a team'"

-MEATHEAll that is known about the functioning of

the human mind and about group process and

problem solving suggests that architecture prac-

ticed by teams of narrow specialists will not exhib-

it the level of creativeness which can be achieved

by broadly trained generalists or by teams of
generalists or by generalists working together with

specialists.-MAcKINNoN
"I want to bring up a distinction which it

seems to me will clarify the issue. We haven't

talked about technicians and the division between

technicians and specialists. These are two differ-

ent types; instead we have been lumping them

together, a source of some difficulty. In engineer-
ing science each worker needs four to ten tech-
nicians to support him; it is a well-known thing.
We can expand our educational opportunities by
opening up new facilities for training people who
haven't got the means for the entire professional
program. These are technicians. On the other
hand the specialists, it seems to me-and these are
people in any profession-are those who have
gained competence in all areas of the profession,
then go on to additional training school, to spe-

cialization."-SPRING

Student

The very personality of the potentially crea-

tive student is almost ideally suited to self-instruc-
tion. At this suggestion I can hear protests that it
is just the creative student with his disposition

to separateness and aloneness who needs for his

own sake and for his healthy development the

special personal ministrations of another human

being, his instructor, and more association with
his peers if he is to develop into a well-rounded
person. To this I can only answer that many of

the highly creative persons we have seen are not

especially well-rounded. They have one-sided in-
terests and sharp edges to their personalities and

marked peaks and dips in their personality-test
profiles. We will not create our able students in

the image of the highly creative if we always insist

upon their being well-rounded.-UAcKlNNoN
"I do think there is a tendency for us, as

experts, not to recognize the gap between what

we know and what the student knows . . . not to
recognize that what seems fairly commonplace to

us actually represents an insight on the part of the

student. . . I have a notion that in many cases

what we think of as interesting problems are not

interesting problems to the students because they

don't see the broad picture. I am not very opti-

mistic that you can achieve in a freshman course

an over-all view that will make as much sense to

the student as it makes to the teacher."-Mc-
KEACHIE

"I must say that I am a little bit disturbed

by what appears to be a trend towards requiring

one or two years of liberal arts work as prepara-

tion for the professional courses and professional

studies in architecture. It seems to me that this

does not take into consideration one of the most

significant of educational advances of the last few

years, and that is what is happening in the high

school. We are getting students now who are so

much better prepared, not only from the high-

powered preparatory schools but from the good

public high schools, that there is really no com-

parison between the level of preparation now and

ten or fifteen years ago."-MAcKESEY



Teaching Machines

The "hottest" tool in education today is the
teaching machine and programmed learning. It is
"hot" in terms of appearing to be new. It is "hot"
in terms of the investment publishers are making
in it. It is "hot" in terms of the amount of contro-
versy there is concerning the value of the tech-
nique. It is difficult to find someone who is truly
objective about the merits or limitations of the
technique.-wALKER

My first assumption is that, in our search for
better educational programs, we are not looking
exclusively for major "breakthroughs', which are
supposed to "revolutionize" the educational proc-
ess. Instead, we welcome any small increment in
teaching efficiency or effectiveness. I would like
to suggest the possibility that some kinds of teach-
ing can possibly be done more efficiently by pro-
grammed machines, thus freeing the teacher for
the more creative aspects of the educational proc-
ess. I hasten to add that there is no evidence to
suggest a potential "revolution,, or .,breakthrough,'

in the educational process, but rather a tiny step
forward._eMBTNDER

Television

The most widely publicized solution to the
problem of teaching greater numbers of college
students has been the use of closed_circuit tele_
vision to enable a single teacher to reach several
classrooms. With support from the Fund for Ad_
vancement of Education and other sources. a
number of institutions have experimented with
TV. Although some experiments were not well
enough designed to permit evaluation of their
results, there are more good comparisons of tele_
vision and live instruction than of any other teach_
ing methods. The results are also much more con-
sistent than are any other comparisons. Of the
twenty-six experiments in which there were ade_
quate controls, twenty resulted in greater learning
in the "live" classes than in those taught by tele_
vision. Most of the differences were not statis_
tically significant by themselves, but their consist_
ency is statistically significant. Thii mav be a little
surprising to those of you who've read publicity
releases reporting that television has proved to be
as efiective as conventional instruction. The pub_
licity releases illustrate a fallacy well known ro
logicians and statisticians. One essentially says,"I have failed to prove to complete satisfaction
that a difference exists generally; therefore no dif_
ference exists."-MCKEACHIE

- "Suppose you had an outstanding guest ar_
chitect; I think TV is a marvelous way of bringing
him to the whole student body. Of course you can
do this in a large lecture-room or auditorium. But

some people in the creative fields are not good
lecturers. Well, television enables you to
handle him in an interview situation, or a situa-
tion where he is illustrating his techniques or
something in a much more inform2l rn3111s1."-
MCKEACHIE

Uglinssg

"If we talk about an ugly environment, and
this chaos and we've got to change it, I think we
have to identify whose values we are talking to
and whose values we want to implement. Are they
our values or the values of society? I myself am
not clear about what sort of mission we have in
this regard, to eliminate ugliness 4r 11 ys1e."-
VAN DER RYN

VaIues

One of the important kinds of information
that we need is concerned with values. As yet we
have not been very successful in acquiring this
information, at least in usable form. However,
great strides have been made. philosophers, econ_
omists and sociologists have been concerned with
values for a very long time and have done a great
deal of work with them. Certain kinds of prob_
lems concerning the identification and manipula_
tion of values no longer pose any great problem
to us. On the other hand, there are many problems
we cannot even begin to handle at present. The
physiology and psychology of perception is basic
to many of the kinds of values we are concerned
with. Great advances have taken place here re_
cently, and it remains for us to learn how to use
them. Psychometric methods have been develop_
ing in this area also. Psychological economics and
survey research techniques show great promise
here also. Direct applications of some of these
methods, which constitute a field I call estheto_
metrics, have been proceeding modestly._JoNEs

"Keep your value judgments separate from
your research. Do your research on what actually
happens, and then judge this.,'-xRArHwoHl

Words

"We as practicing architects, and you, as
educators, I believe have hidden behind words so
Iong that the best ones of our profession have
already gone and we really are on the road to
death. This death in my opinion is just.',-uelrHe

Young Man, Angry

"Phil Meathe is an angry young man and a
man in a hurry, and I think he's wonderful and I
honor everything he said, but I confess that I am
far less discouraged about the future of the pro_
fession than Phil is; and maybe he was exaggerar_
ing a little bit to make his point."_wrr-;'<
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THE NEW ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT

This Sefies is a Proiect Financed by Your Supplementary Dues

Comprehensive Architectural Practice :

Operations Programming and Planning
LOUIS DEMOLL AIA

Because function is one of the most important determinants of architectural
solutions-in schools, the educational process; in hospitals, patient care; in
stores, marketing; in factories, production-the programming and planning

of operations within buildings are integral parts of comprehensive services

I\ o architss{-n6f even Louis Sullivan himself, judging

from his work and writings-ever seriously took the position that

"form follows function" alone. At least not for very long. And not

if the word .,function" refers only to the processes that take place

in and around buildings. On the other hand, it is probably safe to

say that architects are generally agreed that such processes con-

stitute one of the essential determinants of architectural solutions.

ln many cases, they constitute a maior determinant; and in some

buildings, such as those for industrial production, the processes

often constitute the main detetminant'
If such is the case, the building program must surely grow

out of the process program, and the building design out of the

design of ttri process. It then surely follows that if the architect

is to control the architectural solution effectively, he must first

control-or at least be involved in-the process solution. This is

true of many building types-schools, hospitals, shopping centers,

laboratories, etc. As an illustration, perhaps it will be sufficient to

describe here how these services are performed for one building

type-industrial.
Inindustrialarchitecture,thedefinition,analysisandsolu-

tion of process problems have come to be called "operations (or

operational) programming and planning'" [n other fields, the same

telrms are sometimes used to mean something quite difterent. For

building types other than industrial, even the terms used may be

different; ior example, in office buildings, similar activities are often

called "space analysis" and "space planning"'
Whil" op"tutions programming may mean different things in

different fields, in industrial architecture it has come to be a term

applied to the analysis and programming of the operations to take

piace within the building and on the site which are necessary to the

processing and manufacture of the products which the facility is

to produce.
Operations programming, then, involves detailed study of

the entire manufacturing process and its requirements; this is

absolutely necessary before the programming of the building itself

can be accomplished effectively. There is no reason why the knowl-

edgeable architect cannot include work of this sort in his services

-if he prePares for it'

Processes in building
are architectural determinants

Operations p rogramming
and planning defined
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Operations Progranrming and Planning

How operations programming
services are perlornted

Disord,erly growth,
ol plant operations

Operations programming for new or expanded facilities for
industrial manufacturing may be handled in any of several ways.
Larger industrial clients, in many cases, have engineering depart-
ments that perform such work. Other companies retain outside
consultants whose services are used whenever there is a need to
rearrange or expand their facilities.

Many smaller concerns, however, in spite of their man-
agers', or even their plant engineers', apparent knowledge of manu-
facturing processes, do not have the know-how or ability (or time)
to adequately program their operations. In some cases this is
because the manufacturer and his staff have never found the op-
portunity or time to think in terms of ideal process layouts. often
the manufacturing process will have grown traphazardly over a
period of years with the result that the processes will have been
squeezed into spaces which actually are neither adequate nor suit-
able. The operation may be housed in a building *hi"tr does not
have sufficient clear height, one that has been chopped up into
segmented sections or one in which receiving and shipping facilities
are not adequate. Haphazard growth can even lead to a process
flow that is exactly backwards.

Our firm was recently called in on one project in which
all material, after having been received at one 

".ra 

-or 
the plant,

was lifted by an overhead crane, carried over the processinj area
the full length of the plant and stored at the opposite end. hrom
there materials flowed back in the other direction, through the
manufacturing process' only to be lifted again to be carrieJ back
across the plant to shipping. The plant engineer of this company
realized that this was a complicated arrangement and that l;bo;-
saving improvements were possible. But the plant had been this

Operations programming to
complete design
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The New Role ol the Architect

Four rnethoils f or solai'ng
operations problems

way when the plant engineer first came to work with the company.
Additions to the building had subsequently been made at various
locations, and the engineer had never found an opportunity to con-
ceive of a better arrangement. The current problem was that the
plant was running out of space. Several thousand square feet were

needed at one end of the building, the only placa to add because

of site limitations. At this point the company decided that before
investing in additional building construction, it needed to know if
there were any better way of rearranging the existing facilities. The
problem of building design was a very simple one. There was only
one place to locate the addition and, since it would fill the re-

mainder of the site, only one shape was possible. The client's real
problem was one of operations programming and planning.

In many cases, small industrial clients, such as the one

mentioned above, will not know which way to turn in order to
obtain good advice on such a problem. Actually, there are four
paths that may be followed by such a manufacturing client. He

may engage the services of an architect who has had a degree of
industrial experience; he may contact equipment manufacturers

who offer advice on equipment layout; he may hire a special in-
dustrial engineering consultant; or he may use the design and con-

struction firms (often called "package dealers") that offer services

of this type.
Past experience has shown that usually none of these

methods is completely successful. The architect, in many cases'

will not devote the time necessary for thorough analysis of the

complete processing arrangement' The equipment manufacturer

will ordinarily have only a limited understanding of the processes

other than the applications of his own equipment. The special

consultant, although he may be quite capable of analyzing the

processes and making good recommendations' probably will not

have sufficient knowledge of building construction, code require-

ments, etc, to do an effective over-all planning job. In addition,

his fees will often be quite high, and it will still be necessary for

the manufacturer to utilize the services of an architect for the

design of the building and a builder for its construction'

For the reasons named, the services of a design and con-

struction firm may often seem to the manufacturer to be just what

the doctor ordered. Among the advantages often cited in its own

favor by such a firm are apparently capable staff of engineering

specialiits, knowledge of construction problems, costs and sched-

uiing and experience on similar projects' On top of all this, the

design and construction firm often offers programming and layout

,".ui"", at a low fee as a "come-on" in order to obtain the later

construction contract with which it is actually most concerned,

and in which it expects to make sufficient profit to enable it
to cover any losses on the programming and planning work'

It is interesting to note that the operations programming

and planning done by outside consultants or by the engineering

depaitments of large corporations are often boons to the design

and construction companies. once a manufacturer has a final

process layout in hand, his attention will be almost completely

locussed on the total costs of the equipment and of the building
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Operations Programming and Planning

RoIe of the architect

How need, for operations
sertti,ces can be met

shell which must protect the equipment. At this point, he may
be strongly tempted to turn to a design and construction concern
from which he can obtain a complete firm proposal for the design
and construction of the project. Then, with operational layout
and schematic building plans in hand, a guaranteed maximum
price for design and construction and a firm construction schedule,
he is ready to go to his board of directors for prompt approval
of the project.

If they are to avoid being supplanted by such design and
construction firms, architects must be prepared to offer similar
services' with similar guarantees and perlorm the services better.
And architects must be prepared to convince such industrial clients
of the dangers of the conflict of interest present when the design
and construction functions are performed by a single organization.

If an owner turns to an equipment manufacturer or special
consultant for operations programming and layout before going
to an architect, the final building may be harmed in one of two
major ways. The layouts produced in this way are often so fixed
and detailed that they are essentially schematic plans of the pro_
posed buildings. If this is the case, the architect will be so rigidly
controlled that the architecrure will suffer. Even though the aichi-
tect may develop ways of improving the layout as the design of
the building proceeds, he ordinarily will not have an allowance
in his fee-or the time-to go back anci redo or even question
any of the operations programming or planning that will have gone
before.

The second harmful result of an owner having operations
programming and planning performed before hiring an archi_
tect is that the schematic plans prepared will often be so carefuny
laid out that the owner will feel that he is then in a position to
go directly to a builder for construction of the buildins. with
a schematic plan in hand, which indicates the layout ani shape
of the building and the mechanical requirements, the owner may
well assume that the building design is now simply a case of nnat
design of structure, walls, floors etc. To the unknowing manufac_
turing client it may appear that, at this stage, he already has an
architectural solution. Therefore, why should he bother with the
services of an architect, especially when great numbers of builders
are telling him that they can readily develop final drawings and
proceed immediately with the construction? -

. Surely, at this point, it has been demonstrated that there
is a need for architects to become involved in operations pro_
gramming and planning of industrial plants. How can architects
meet this need? For highly complex projects, certainly most archi_
tectural firms are not equipped to undertake, without the use of
special consultants, services in operations programming and plan_
ning. Far more harm to the profession can result from architects
undertaking such service-s for complex projects that are U"yonJ
their capabilities than from franily t"tting prospective clients
that their firms are not prepared to offer services in these areas.
However' there seems to be no apparent reason why an architect
cannot undertake such a commission, even if he leels it to be
somewhat beyond his own personal capabilities, if he advises his
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Some processes are
relatia ely simple, though

apparently compler

Basic elements of
op eratio ns pr o gr ammi,ng

and. Planning

Basic phases of manulacturing processes

client in advance that he will use qualified special consultants
where required.

In spite of the fact that many industrial processes appear,

on the surface, to be highly complex, in a surprisingly large num-
ber of cases architects can perform operations programming and

planning services very well if they will devote the necessary time

to work closely enough with their clients to develop a knowledge

of the processes involved. For many of the simpler manufacturing
processes, this can be done without any prior knowledge of the

methods of manufacture of the particular product.
Operations programming and planning services, no matter

how complicated the manufacturing process or what type of prod-

uct is being processed or assembled, are composed of certain basic

elements which vary only in detail. The three basic elements or

phases are: 1) receipt of the raw materials or parts, 2) processing

or assembly operations and 3 ) distribution of the finished product'

Sandwiched in between each of these three basic elements there

is always storage in some form. Such storage varies from simple

,urg" ui""t at the end of processing lines to vast warehouses for

finished products.
The receiving phase of a manufacturing operation may re-

quire space for the storage of raw materials in liquid, bulk or

bugr, oi space for parts packaged in large or small quantities'

Reieipt of material may be by rail or truck or some combination

of these.
Processing or assembly areas, elements of every manufac-

turing operation, vary widely in their requirements, depending

on the types of operations to be performed' Such operations may

involve light assembly, complicated heat treatment or processing'
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Process layout ol paint
manulacturing plant

Operations Programming and Planning

Operati.ons seroices for
a pai.nt cornpanA

The operation may be noisy or it may involve only the quiet
assembly of small parts. The operation may be a combination of
any of these types of processing or of others.

The shipping phase of the operation may require a con-
siderable amount of storage for finished products in the form of
packaged light parts, heavy equipment or bulk products in tanks
or large drums. But no matter how widely the operations vary
from plant to plant, each of the three phases-receipt, processing
and distribution-will always be present in some form. Operations
programming, then, is involved with detailed analysis of methods
required for the flow of material from one of the phases to the
other. Operations planning is involved with the ldvout of the
phases and flow.

As an example of how these services are performed, it
may be helpful to take a look at the operations programming
and planning of a recently completed paint manufacturing plant.
The basic requirement of the company was that it wished to run-
ufacture two lines of paint in the proposed plant. Through a series
of meetings with the project engineer of the client, the architect
developed a complete program of the processes involved. Two
types of materials were to be received and would go into the end
product. These consisted of certain types of liquid vehicles and
dry pigments. with the help of the client the volumes of finished
paint to be produced were estabrished. Next, the architect deter-
mined the number, size and variety of batches that had to be
1ixed, the production time required and the frequency of mixes.
This information made possible a determination of tle volumes

:{ ruy materials-liquid vehicles and dry pigments_required.
First, the liquid vehicles, the method of theii storage and thJ num-
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The New Role ol the Architect

B ui,Iilin g r e quir em e n t s

must follow from
op erations requir ements

Contributi'ons
of the archi'tect

ber, size and types of tanks required had to be established. In
order to determine pumping and heating requirements, the vis-

cosity of the liquid had to be known. Also affecting the operation

was the method and frequency of receipts of the liquid raw material

and the fire hazards involved in the receiving and storage of the

materials. From analysis of such data, the optimum spacing, size

and arrangement of tanks were established, as weu as the building

requirements for the liquid storage phase of the operation'

In the case of the dry pigments storage area, the number'

size and variety of batches determined the quantities of raw

materials that required storage. The quantities, type of packaging,

methods of stacking and handling of the materials and method

and frequency of receipts were then analyzed. Similar analyses

were then made for all other phases of the operation'

Only after operations analysis and programming of each

of the individual parts of the total operation can the building re-

quirements of each be determined. Only then is it possible to

.rtublith required floor areas, optimum building shape' clear

heights, column spacing, and lighting and heating requirements'

tn itre case of the paint manufacturing plant discussed above' it
proved to be possible for the architects to establish criteria such

as those listed without a detailed knowledge of the actual chemical

process involved in the manufacturing of paint and, as a matter

of fact, without even a detailed knowledge of the actual operation

of all of the machinery. Of course' it was necessary for the archi-

tects to understand and analyze the basic steps in production:

receiving, processing or assembly and distribution'
Undoubtedly the plant engineer, in this case' or a specialist

in process layout, working independently' could have come up

witir an acceptable operations program and plan for this m13t1-
turer. However, the architect, in guiding the program with his

own process engineering specialists and materials handling consul-

tants, offered many udvuntug"t to the client' Architectural disci-

plines, which might otherwise have been overlooked' were con-

sidered during the initial operations programming phase- of 
^the

project. The iransition from operations programming to the final

ptun, tuyou, and design was handled without lost motion' In fact'

it *orrti be almost impossible to determine the exact point where

one phase of the services changed to another' It was particularly

important to the client in this case that the project proceed

srnoothly and without interruption, since the schedule allowed

only ten months from the start of the operations programming

phase to partial occupancy of the frn1sh9d building' At the time

the building program itud Uttn established' schematics had already

been devel,oped to a point that allowed a preliminary contract. to

be let for site grading. Construction, including excavation' pouring

of foundations and 6rdering of structural steel' was started while

thebuildingdetailswerestillbeingironedout.Constructioncon-
tinued whili mechanical, electrical and process equipment designs

were getting underwaY'
How to promote their services in industrial operations

programming uni planning is, at best' a difficult problem for

u.chite"tr. This is iarticularly true because many manufactu-rers

are not convinced that architects are capable in such areas' It is
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Operations Programming and Planning

tr'ees for operations serui,ces

Fees are relateil to
scope of work

doubly hard for architects to convince manufacturers that they
can perform such work when they have no examples to show of
similar completed commissions. Architects can, however, team up
with consultant-specialists to offer prospective clients combined
proposals for more rounded and complete services in such areas.
Of course, larger architect-engineer firms often have staff special-
ists for such services; and these people work closely wiitr the
architectural staff members.

It is sometimes difficult to establish proper fees for oper_
ations programming and planning services. euite often, the time
spent in these phases, particurarly when rearrangement of existing
facilities is involved, will be quite expensive, proportionately,
when compared to other phases of the design and construction.
As a consequence, it is often preferable for the architect to work
on a cost-plus basis. In such cases, the client will be charged for
the architect's directrsalary costs plus a percentage or multiplier
to cover overhead ahd profit. A prospective client, however, in_
variably demands a guaranteed maximum cost or, at least, an
estimate of total charges. At the same time, the architect must keep
in mind that his competition in this field almost always comes
from design and construction firms and special engineering consul_
tants. To make things even more difficult, design and con-struction
firms as mentioned earlier often offer such programming and plan_
ning services at a very low fee as a "come-on" in ordei to ottuin
profitable construction contracts.

- As an example, of what is involved in the establishmentoj fges for operations programming and planning services, it
should be useful to describe the scope of such work for oneproject. In this particular project, a siudy is to be made of an
existing soap manufacturing facility in oider to establish future
expansion requirements. The layout of the existing plant must be
analyzed and programmed. The final report to the client must
contain recommendations on relocation oi equipment and depart_
ments within the existing building, production-cost compari^sons
of various types and layouts of equipment and recommendations
for new building areas that will bi iequired to meet anticipated
production goals. Although up to 100,000 square f""t oi rr"*
con-struction may be recommended, the actual design of new
buildings is not a part of this particurar study. In a ise of ttris
sort, it is obvious that the professional fees can only be set by
estimating the time required for the study. It is beside tfr. poini
but interesting nevertheless, that the competition for services onthis project involved only a single architectural firm, but two
design and construction firms.

In operations programming and planning work, the scopeof services varies considerably .uitn 
"u"tt 

project. Therefore tire
establishment of any type of standard ugr""-"nt for serviceswould appear to be impractical. Further, in order to avoid later
misunderstandings, the.architect, in his proposals, should be quite
explicit about all of the services wtricir tre intends to p"rror-.At the same time, he should clearly define the ,"rponribititi., oihis client as well as his own.

- In summary, programming and planning of the operationsof industrial facilities is a fascinating, but 
"orrrpie", 

stuay. tn these
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Operations seraices can
Iead to better architecture

Outline of Services

I Research

II Analysis

III Programs and Plans

phases of a total project, many of the major decisions that affect

the final outcome of the building are made. [n order to properly

relate the building design and construction phases to the operations

decisions, the architect must be deeply involved in the making of

these decisions. Only in this way can architects assure their clients

of completely successful-and total-solutions to their problems.

operations Programming and Planning of Industrial Buildings:

By means of study and exploration with clients, equipment manu-

facturers and others, determination of data such as:

A Total production goals

B Quantities of raw materials required

C Methods of receiving, storage and handling of these materials

D Equipment and methods for processing or assembly of products

E Methods of Packaging Products

F Materials required for packaging products

G Production quantities to be stored

H Methods of storage

I Mode of shiPments

J FrequencY of shiPments

A Analysis of present operating methods and space utilization

B Analysis of data gathered through research in order to deter-

mine, for each phase of the operations, the optimum rack or

storage spacing of materials, arrangements and spacing of

equipleni, aisll widths' clearance heights and other important

ta"ton from which computations may be made of floor areas

and other building and site requirements

C For additions to existing facilities, analysis of important factors

such as existing utilities

Preparation of operations program and plans' describing present

und frrtrrr" needs, in written form and in the form of equipment

layouts and flow diagrams

A Estimates of costs of equipment for manufacturing, materials

handling and storage

B Comparisons of labor-cost savings possible with new equip-

-"rri u, related to costs of recommended new equipment

CEstimatesofthecostsofcompletenewfacilitiesoralterations
io existing facilities (togethei with the costs for mechanical

alterations and moving or replacement of equipment) '

IV Cost AnalYsis
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NOTES ON OUR REVIEWERS

Waldron Faulkner FArA was formedy the Chairman of the AIA's Sub{ommittee
on Color, and is Chairman of the AIA delegates to the Inter-Society Color Council.
He is a member of the firm of Faulkner, Kingsbury and Stenhouse of Washington,
DC.

Walton Green is a free-lance writer with an interest in architecture and the
arts, presently engaged in research for a biography of Richard Morris Hunt. He

lives in Brooklyn Heights.
George E. Kassabaum AIA was formedy Chairman of the AIA Committee on

Housing for the Aging, and is a membef of the President's Advisory Committee
on Housing for Senior Citizens. He is a member of the firm of Hellmuth, Obata
and Kassabaum Inc, of St Louis.

William J. Murtagh is Director of the Department of Education of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation. He recently made a Preservationist's trip to Japan.

Eric Pawley ArA was formedy Research Secretary of the Institute and Technical
Editor of the Jotrnal. He is presently Professor of Architecture at the University
of Southern California, where he directs USC's program of research in architecture.

T
It has long been customary for book reviews prepared by members of the AIA staff

in rhe Washington Headquarters to be signed only by their initials. It would seem

that this is a fitting occasion to introduce them-whether or not they have the good

fortune to appear in this issue:

R. K. D. is Rockwell K. DuMoulin ere, Program Direcror of the Pan American

Congress of Architects 1965 and formetly Chairman of the Division of Architecture

at the Rhode Island School of Design.
R. E. K. is Robert E. Koehler, Managing Editor of the AIA Journal, and formerly

Editor of. ArchitecttrafWeo, of Seattle.
M. E. o. is Mrs Mary E. Osman, Assistant Librarian of the Institute, a professional

librarian of wide experience, most recently with The Fund for Adult Education'

As can be seen by her reviews, she is an exceedingly well-informed lady, with broad

interests in architecture and planning.
c. E. p. is, of course, the Institute's Librarian, George E. Pettengill noN ,ru,

who has served since 1951. Before coming to Washington he was Assistant Librarian

of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia'
w. v. E. is Wolf Von Eckardt EoN AIA, who is actually no longer a member of

the Institute's staff, but who continues to write the popular "Allied Arts" page in

the Jottrnal. He was formerly Public Information officer of the Institute and Art
Director of the Joutal.

;. w. is the Editor of the Joarnal, Joseph warrerson r,ua, who turned his Long

Island (NY) practice over to his partner in 1956 to come to Washington to re-create

a "new" AlA Jotrnal' +{g
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he amazing Bucky Fuller
has written a most amaziag
and fascinating book. Loosely
an autobiography, it is a

biography of his mind, of the
incredible flow of his ideas-
but rhere has never been any-

thing loose about Buckminster Fuller. His life has
been a compacr, tight program-not carefully
planned in advance, however, for he has been
kicked around by fate as much as any of the rest
of us. But no matter what his surroundings or
activities, his mind was always following lines of
thought which may have taken thirty years ro
fulfillment-several lines of thought going on
simultaneously. He has questioned everything, and
come up with some profound answers; he has ried
to improve on everything, and has usually suc-
ceeded. In every iob which he underrook, he seems

immediately to have visualized it in the broadest
world-wide conceptual frame, and then set ro
work to think through what was basically
wasteful and philosophically wrong with it. He
can never look at a part without seeing the whole.

It is not a book to sir down and read through

-although it is hard to lay down, once com-
menced. It is rarher a book to pick up and start
reading anywhere, any time-and be captured and
stimulated by the breadth of his thought. Evi-
dently some chapters were delivered as addresses,
and arc thoroughly readable, almost breezy-f.or
Bucky. Others arc a tighdy compacted torrent of
multi-syllabic words which have to be read and
re-read to grasp their meaning.

The pattern ofhis personal life is but obscurely
told. A boyhood iacident or rwo to show the
eady developmenr of his particular rype of mind;
an admission that he was dropped from Harvard
(later invited back and dropped again), not be-
cause his grades were poor, but iust because it
didn't seem importanr ro him to artend classes;
an account of his venture into big business during
the middle 1920's, based on one of his invenrions,
and of his loss of the business to his more avaricious
associates. It was ar this point that he faced suicide

-broke, a new baby, the loss of confidence in his
friends, nothing but his own experience. He tells
of standing by Lake Michigan "on a jump-or-
think basis." Then, true to the Bucky Fuller in
him, he started to ask questions and give them the
only possible true answers; rhus he argued himself
into a belief in God and that "You and all men are
here for the sake of other men."

Life with a genius is never easy. For two years
he didn't say a word to anybody, including his
wife, because "I thought I would see if I could
force myself back to the point where I would
really understand what I was thinking and be sure
that when I made a sound that I rcelly meant ro
make that sound." He adds "All this was pretty
dificult for my wife because we were in Chicago
and didn't have aoy money." As to making a

living: "I must forsake altogether the idea of
priority of the necessity ro earn a living . . . I
decided iust to leave that to luck. I didn't know
anything else I could do about ir. I was confident
that the one thing I had to do was think."

And think he did. Through five years in the
"home-improvising world," he discovered the
waste and inefficiency of the building industry:
"f resolved to apply the rest of my life to converr-
ing my pattern sense, through teleologic principle
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into design and prototyping developments govern-
ing the pertinent, but as yet unattended essential
industrial network functions, necessary to removal
of such housing chaos by physically effective and

lasting technology." He became concerned with
the weight of building: The weight of the Qaeen

Marl and of the Boeing 707 were calculated with
infinite care, but nobody g ve a thought to the
weight of the Empire State Building. Yet all that
building material had to be transported, hoisted,
handled and supported by the steel frame-and
much of it was bought by the pound. He is con-
vinced that. ".. . space can be enclosed . . . with
approximately one per cent of the vveight of re-

sources at present employed by the conventional
building arts for a given task. . . ."

As'a critic he is incisive: "What convinced
me that the Bauhaus international designing was

of secondary rank and limited to interior furniture
sculpture, fabrics, and bric-a-brac pattern latia-
tions, and to exterior redecorating to reveal

structural facts that had been insinuated behind the

old-time facades, was the f.act that their designing
consciously limited itself to formulated employ-
ment of the component items manufactured by the

CENTURY 21:The Story of the
Seattle World's Fair,1962

MURRAY MORGAN
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s a former Seattleite who wit-
nessed the Seattle World's Fair
grow up in his backyard (the mono-

rail makes its turn around the
apartment house in which he lived

during the entire construction), this reviewer

eagerly pursued this handsome book. There had

been others, of course, but for the most part they

concerned themselves with one specific aspect of
the exposition, the Space Needle, for example.

But here was another matter-a documentary
on how the Seattle World's Fair came to be,

written by one of the Pacific Northwest's foremost

authors and historians; and to complement his

work, the author had chosen the wonderfully
exciting photographs of Steven C. Wilson who,
although he lives on neighboring Bainbridge

Island, is better known professionally on Madison
Avenue than he is in the Puget Sound counry'

going old-line building materials world." Bucky,
ofcourse, would have (and to alarge extent, has)
redesigned all the components-piping, plumbing
fixtures, heating system and all. Since no client will
ever employ an architect to do the basic research

necessary to introduce true efficiency into the build-
ing industry, he proposes that the profession pool
its abilities and resources, and through the co-
operation of the universities, "foster and support
comprehensive research and development
where society has arranged for five-yeat soiourns of
selected, high-capability, comprehensive-prone
youth. "

From the small boy in Maine, who with the
daily task of rowing two miles to the mainland
and back to get the mail, devised an umbrella-like
contraption on a pole which opened and closed as

he pushed and pulled it through the water, to the
Bucky of today with his geodesic domes and his
theory of "comprehensive design" as the only way
to cope with the expanding population, our
twentieth century Leonardo has followed a con-

sistent pattern of "concern for what is basic in
society and cosmology." To him, "microcosm and

macrocosm are inseparable." J・
W。

This is indeed a well-documented story of
Century 21-as f.ar rc it goes. In fact, some of the
details become a bit tedious, and at times Mr
Morgan sounds like a press 

^gent 
for some of the

fair promoters. But it seems incredible that in a

book of this stature the architects are hardly
given lip service.

To be sure, the personnel listing in the front
of the book includes the name of the primary archi-
tect and the designers of oficial projects. Beyond
this,. there are only a handful of references to the
significant role that the architects played in this
venture: the pioneer work of the Design Standards
Advisory Board, the master planning of Paul

Thiry rera and so down the line. Seldom has the
architectural profession displayed such leadership

and exerted such community-felt influence as in the
case of the 1962 exposition. It is a story in itself
which has never been adequately told; one that
should be told in its entirety by someone, someday!

The candid photographs, a number in color,
of the fair-goers are so eoticing that even the most
satisfied visitor is bound to reflect that he hadn't
rcilized the show was so much fun, and educational
to boot. Too bad Murray Morgan doesn't fulfill
his part of the bargain. R.E.K.



BABYLON IS EVERYWHERE:
The City as Man's Fate

WOLF SCHNEIDER

New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co, 1963. 400 pp illut
594," * 832" $7.95

history of cities, 7,000 years
of them, is a very ambitious
undertaking and one which
could be exceedingly dull or
very stimulating. The aurhor
of this information-crammed
book has managed to keep

up such a high pitch of interest that one finds ir
difficult to pur the book down. Ahhough the
book is arcanged chronologically from Babylon-
on-the-Euphrates ro Babylon-on-the-Hudson, his
thoughts range all over rhe calendar as well as all
over the globe, so one can swing from Machu
Picchu to the compararive heights of skyscrapers
of the wodd in a page or rwo.

According to the publisher, rhe author is the
political editor of a leading German newspaper.
Certainly he has been a thorough student of the
"city in history"-one can only hope that his
vast display of facts and details is as accurate as

it is fascinating. He writes on whatever aspecr of
che life of a city inrerests him, or what he thinks
might interest his readers-such as fertility rires,
marciage customs, plumbing and drainage, the
burning of Moscow and the destruction of Stalin-
grad, the depraved antics of Messalina, the third
wife of Claudius, and the bleak adventurousness of
Brasilia.

It is a free-wheeling tale, but a good one. We
who have a special interest may be inclined to
resent such a popularization-bur if all the non-
readers in this counrry were to read this book,
impossible though that may be, the architecrs and
the planners and the visionaries would find they
had an informed and sympathetic public. There is
no special emphasis upon planning, although plans
of most of the ancienr and medieval ciries are in-
cluded, but there is great emphasis upon rhe ciry

as a place to live. The author is consrantly pointing
out that no marrer how filthy and crowded their
homes were, no matter how utterly they were
destroyed-either by war or by earthquake-
people always have clung to their cities and will
not let themselves be transferred to "better"
housing. We hear much today of the exodus from
the city, but that is a class matter; numerically,
what is siphoned off at rhe top flows in double at
the bottom.

Well-informed as Hem Schneider is on rhe
cities of the past, he makes some amusing state-
ments abour the cities of rhe USA, such as "Entire
sections of American cities and Russian industrial
cities are being built up with uniform houses,
according to standard plans, using parts that come
off the conveyor belt." But he also states,
we have to f.ace some facts: at present, seeo on a
wodd-wide scale, the many model cities, exem-
plary city districts and redevelopment projects,
do not keep pace with the growrh of the 'tin-can
cities' and the slums. The wretched city of mud
and sheet-metal shacks will be to a great degree
the 'city of tomorrow,' and . . . it is to be expected
that Calcutta-now the wodd's largest concentra-
tion of misery and sorrow-will be the ever-recur-
ring city type of romorrow. "

A discouraging note. Later on he is pessimistic
again: "No more romance, no cathedrals and
palaces, no splendid avenues, no monumental
buildings without a practical function-this is a
rather sad perspective. The city planner cannor be
blamed for this state of affairs, but he has to take
it into accounr and therefore is forced to use a
certain restrainr in what he is doing; it goes with-
out saying that he must also have gteat respect
for the magnificent remains of. an era that created
cathedrals. Be rhat as i.t may, we should be rather
suspicious if someone promises to build an ideal
city for us-especially since he no longer can
decide about the most significant elements of a
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TWO B00KS BY RICHARD NEUTRA
Reuiewed for the AIA to*rnal b1 Walton Green

LIFE AND SHAPE
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WORLD AND DWELLING
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he only similarity between these

two books by Neutra is their pre-
tentious titles. "Life and Shape,"
his autobiography, is worth note;
"World and Dwelling" is a puf'

The latter photographically documents about
twenty California houses that Neutra has built
in the last quarter-century or so. Supplementary
obeissance is also paid to several of his schools,
shops, hospitals, etc, in the introductory pages.

This book regrettably but inevitably falls into
the category of. arty, coffeetable, picture books,
and is a reasonably bad performance, at that. Its
photography is slick and self-conscious, though in
all fairness it illustrates well, and the captions
are unbearably sententious. Its composition, as

mentioned, is an arty, sans serif typeface and the
printing, of course, perfect. What text there is is a
pallid imitation of "Life and Shape."

Here, Neutra laces, with sinewy philosophical
observation, anecdotes from a strenuous half-
century in architecture onto the skeleton of his
autobiography. He moves from his native' deeply

cultured, ante bellzm Vienna, through the World
War and years of professional frustration in this
country, to his "psychotope" (p 278) in southern

California.
It is not an easy book to read. But for those

who have the endurance to find the wisdom and

humanity in this introspective narative' it is

there, buried in a disconcerting mixture of in-
voluted Germanic syntax and slangy Ameri-
canisms.

Neutra strives to be "a compassionate and

sensitively understanding architect of happiness,"
and denounces the "proud utilitarian fanatics" in
his quest for the common denominator of that
happiness. He brings the clinical attitude of an

experienced medical man to his relations with
clients, whom indeed he calls client-patients.

In examining the physiological impact on
man of his surroundings, either natural or man-
made, Neutra comes to the conclusion that struc-
ture, order and form are a foundation of "the
articulated memory retention, on which the con-
tinuity of our conscious existence, our lasting
self-identity, depends so much." "Man," he goes

on, "has been conditioned to form and molded by
consistently shaped Nature for a million years;"
his own inner nature relates naturally to it, is

recognized and gratified by its forms. Architects
and planners have now the considerable respon-
sibility of creating, arcificially, these biologically
bearable conditions for mankind.

Where, Neutra asks, is a Pure Food and Drug
Act for the senses, to protect the public from "the
avalanche of visual horrors" which surrounds it?
There is a faint. unspoken pessimism in Neutra's
answers to this and other questions that he poses.
"Mine," he concludes, "was a constructive
twilight period of a culture, sandwiched between

other cultures, past, and," he adds wistfully,
"possibly in the ofing." '+{fl

GREEN DAYS IN GARDEN
AND LANDSCAPE

DESMOND MUIRHEAD

Los Angelet, Miramar Publilhing Company, 1961.

272 lp illar 6/4" x 911" $7.95

Dy an active landscape architect and planner.

A brief, illustrated foreword introduces the lay
reader to garden traditions and history, selection

of professional services and a few comments on

costs. The main part of the book is devoted to
eight sections, excellently illustrated, with con-

cise practical comments.
These sections cover: charactet, teffaces, etc.'

recreation, enrichment, construction, plant mate-

rials, maintenance, streets, cars and special build-
ings-each section is explored in from four to
sixteen aspects (one or two pages devoted to each).

A final dozen pages tabulate some dos and don'ts
give references and an index of plant names.

This is experienced, competent, clear. '+{$
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THE EVOLUTION OF AN ARCHITECT
EDWARD DURELL STONE

Retieued for the AIA Journal b7 Walton Graen

New York, Hori4on Prers, 7962. 288 W illas 8" x 70"

$15.00

dward Durell Stone is in-
deed entitled to visit upon his
readers a book of "nostalgic
and highly personal recollec-
tions," but not, as he pleads
in his opening, because of the
license due a man of his ad-

vanced years. It is rather because his recollecrions
are so charmingly served up, with a light sauce of
humility and humor, and some two hundred
crackerjack photographs and drawings.

His modesty in describing the achievements
of a lifetime in architecture is as disarming as was
non-existent that of his acknowledged hero,
Frank Lloyd Wright.

In low-keyed prose, Srone tells a gen:Iy
picaresque tale which carries him from boyhood
in that "hotbed of tranquillity," Fayetteville,
Arkansas, to his present position as one of the
most successful archirecrs of our day.

He muses on such diverse subjects as Wright,
Santa Sophia, rhe International Style, the Cali-
fornia Redwoods, Bucky Fuller, Queen Hatshep-
sut's Tomb and of course upon most of his own
buildings.

The development of his architecture seems to
have been punctuated, or propelled, by revelation.
At eighteen, he had been led blindfolded from the
subway onto rhe Brooklyn Bridge, where his first
glimpse of New York City was, "rhe rowers of
lower Manhatran seen through the diaphanous
strands of the bridge-one of the world's fabulous
sights. It marked me for life. "

Likewise, Stone's abandonment of the Inter-
national Style and a protracted romance with

indigenous materials and modular wooden con-
struction were the distillate of a 194O automobile
trip across the country. Then, in 1953, the latest
and apparently most ndical revolution in his
work was born of a chance meeting on an over-
night flight to Paris, with a spectacular brunetre
beauty the brightest and most captivaring
young woman I have ever met."

Stone proposed over the English Channel, and
about a year later he and Maria Elena Torchio
were married. As he puts it, "Maria's fine Italian
hand began to show in my attire and in my work:
both began to move toward elegance." Cberclt4 La

femme.
Now this has undeniable charm, but does,

indeed, a sharp change in the sryle of a runking
architect occur so simply as that? The evolution of
Stone's building toward classical symmerry of plan
and increasing fancifulness, and, for instance, the
development of the odental filigree work which
has become almost his hallmark, are nor ovedy
documented in the text. From a technical srand-
point, his unassuming manner becomes almost
non-committal.

Of his celebrated, even controversial, grill-
work, for example, he says little more than, "Ir
was inevitable that such a simple, inexpensive and
practical device would immediately become parr
of the building vocabulary and would have wide
and indiscriminate usage. "

Apart from this niggling criticism, the book
is well worthwhile: even if it weren't delightful
to read, which it is, it would be valuable as the
most complete (indeed the only) published collec-
tion of Stone's work.

By the way, ignore the squib on rhe book
jacket: besides making ar leasr one factual misrake,
its cerulean prose is enough ro turn your
stomach. .+{g
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SURFACE STRUCTURESIN BUILDING
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n 1959, the AIA Committee on
Research for Architecture held a
pioneering cross-discipline confer-
ence at Ann Arbor with five areas

of interest: architecture, planning,
sociology, psychology and structural design. The
member who represented structural design on the
steering subcommittee, which sPent a year plan-
ning this meeting, was Professor Myle Holley of
MIT. This wonderful little book seems almost an

answer to his statement-of-need for interpretation
of new structural forms to the architect and com-

munication of new potentials in design.
The book is not a mathematical text but

relies on lay language with generous graphic
presentation in excellent inkline drawings. A few
chapter headings give an idea of coverage, as

follows: Elements of Surface Construction, Girders,
Shells, Vaults, Folded Structures, Problems of
Form (flat, shells, folded), Composite Action'

For the most part the text is clear, a transla-
tion made in England, but there are afew awkward
places-what do we do with ". anwindable,

singly curved shells . ." (p f5)? The context,
referring to the use of a sheet of paper for demon-

stration, indicates the apparent meaning to be
"incapable of warping." "Downstand" or "up-

stand" beams (p 24) is perhaps British terminol-
ogy. We would think of these structural elements

as either of two types of spandrel beams, one

below and one above a panel it supports but
please don't ask us which. We believe an important
negative was omitted (p 40) and that one Passage
should read ". . . a practice which is rrt possible

with a vault . . ." Surprisingly few typos-but it
should be Frei Otto, not Otto Frei in the references.

On good non-reflective paPer' the two-column

text is clearly printed and easy to read.

The 6nal sections on architectural form of
these new structural means demonstrate that the

author (who prepared this book originally as an

academic dissertation for the Technische Hoch-

schule in Munich), has a fine grasp of contemPorary

architecture as well as structure. '+{fl

GUIDE TO MODERN ART IN EUROPE
EDITED BY DOLORES B. LAMANNA

New York, Tbe Masezm of Modern Art, 1963. (Ditt'
fu Doabhdal) tZO pp illus 4!/" x 8o $1.50

AA really useful little pocket-guide for the art-

minded traveller. There are many museums in

small towns and lesser-known museums in the
larger cities of Europe which contain very fine
examples of modern painting and sculpture. The
cities are listed alphabetically, grouped by country;
the name, address and telephone number of each
museum is given, with its hours and admission fee.

A few lines tell the traveller what he might
expect to find there. .++s
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INTERIORS B∞K
OF HOTELS AND MOTOR
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HOTELS

1963. 252 pp

A
Although this book serves its purpose of
introducing the interiors of hotels and motor
hotels, it has limited use for the architect. The
introduction and the opening chapter on the hotel
"Heritage" are promising, but the illusrations
and the commentary upon them do not fulfill the
promise. The illustrations are photographs of
recently built and renovated hotels and motels.
Documents are selected from America and abroad'

No new insights into the nature of the physical
design of interiors are provided by this episodic
photographic essay. The visual encounter verifies
the traveler's experiences today. New hotels and

motels are pretty much the same throughout the
world. Interiors are repetitive within the establish-
ment and among cities, whether it is Athens,
Copenhagen, Pittsburgh or San Juan.

The concluding chapter is concerned with
"Prospects," but it does not explore nor evaluate
the trends influencing hotel and motel construc-

tion today. The book is a statement of the statics

rather than the dynamics of hostelry development.
Hotels and motels have become the modern

"agoras" or meeting places of automobile and ait-
borne Americans. And not only Americans, but
people from all parts of the world are reflecting
the impact of the jet age and the increasing stand-

ard of living with the money and time for recrea-

tion and travel. There is a new era of hotel and

motel building ahead, with a need for a book
which recognizes the nature of the new mobility
and which, in turn, investigates the nature of an

architecture to serve it. Hotel and motel are

symbols of the modern mobile age and surely
ought to command more than an adequate archi-
tecture. M.E.0.



THE ROOTS OF JAPANESE
ARCHITECTURE

YUK10 FUTAGAWA AND TEIJI ITOH,FOREWORD BY ISAMU NOGUCHI
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his outstanding volume on

Japanese architecture is much
more than just a history of
architecture, but, as the title
implies, it is a search for the
roots of the building forms in
Japan. It attempts to illus-

trate in 128 photographs and accompanying rext
the how and why questions of the genesis of tradi-
tional construction in that counrry. Thus, one of
the great conributions to architecrural achieve-
ment in the world is traced to its origins in the
philosophy and religion of the country.

In the foreword, the eminent American sculp-
tor and garden designer, Isamu Noguchi, comments
upon the magnificent use of photography in the
volume and the development of the technique of
photographic language in Japan, where photog-
raphy is sometimes handled likeJapanese painting,
often making detail more revealing than the broad
picture.

The text is developed by Mr Itoh, Special Re-
search Fellow of the Institute of Industrial Science
at the University of Tokyo, in an introduction in
which the philosophy of Japanese architecture is
laid down and its evolution from the pillar, or
natural tree, lays the groundwork for a point-by-
point visual and written discussion of some of the
salient characteristics of Japanese architecture and
the meaning behind these forms.

Since Japanese architecture is predominantly
an architecture of wood, it is no surprise that the
discussion begins with the uses of wood inJapanese
building, followed by a short discussion on rhe
uses of stone and eafth in structures in that coun-
try. The concepts of limiting infiniry through the
use of enclosed or walled gardens, a discussion of
the garden as a miniature of the universe, the link
of Japanese architecture with nature through the

use of verandahs and vistas from the building, a

short outline of the use of rhe pillar and the tatami
mat in $eatirlg the modular approach in Japanese
structures, the Tea House, the uses of bamboo, the
Japanese practice of borrowing space to enlarge rhe
visual impact of their structures, the importance
of building up vertical planes, and finally the
roof, as the symbol of the link between Heaven
and Earth in the Japanese philosophy of archi-
tecture, arc all considered in turn. This is followed
by a lengthy series of commentaries on rhe plates,
an index of plates and a list of plates.

The volume is a handsomely bound book with
interesting end papers of cryptomeria, a wood used

since ancient times as one ofJapan's favorite build-
ing materials.

The text, while sublimated to the pictorial
material in the volume, is informative and well
written. It presents, for example, the Japanese
metaphysical concept of na, the philosophy of
nothingness or nonrelativity of the identity of
opposites. In the short explanation of this philos-
ophy, for example, one gains a clearcr insighr into
theJapanese approach to beauty and ugliness. But
it is in the photographs wherein lies the magnifi-
cence of the volume, either to the initiated and
uninitiated, to the casual page-thumber, or to the
serious advocate of Japanese design. The photo-
graphs are of continuing excellence, nor only from
a technical viewpoint, but in the choice of angle
and the selection of detail emphasizing the inward
beauty which the inquiring mind constantly seeks
out. There are a number of tipped-out sheets
affording the reader a recurring enlarged scope of
visual impact. One extremely useful arrangement
is the tipping out of the last page which lists the
plates contained in the volume. Thus, any plate
throughout the book can immediately be identified
next to the plate as rhe pages are turned. This is a
most convenient merhod of identifying the plares
on one sheet rather than on the individual sheets
themselves and forms a convenient way for the
reader to make ready references.
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It is especially exciting to find in these pages,
through the selective photography of Mr Futa-
gawa's clmera, magnificent comparisons with ab-
stract art which many of the plates conjure in the
reader's mind. Unfortunately, like any other book
onJapanese architecture the outstanding quality of
the photographs, the text and the handsomeness of

COLORS FOR INTERIORS
FABER BIRREN
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his book surveys graphically the
raditional use of color from earliest
times to the present. Divided into
two sections, it also shows how
color can be used functionally

to solve problems in lighting and design.
The first part covers the history of color both

in the classical and the creative traditions. Be-

ginning with the symbolic use of color among the
ancients, as exemplified by the Egyptians, the
Greeks and the Romans, the author traces its evo-
lution through the Renaissance in France, in Eng-
land and in America down to the present day.
The colors used in each historical period are illus-
trated by means of a page of color chips.

The second section of the book is devoted to
modern principles in the functional use of color as

applied to hospitals, schools, industrial plants,
oftces, stores, restaufants, hotels and theaters.
Here Mr Birren explains in detail the latest theories

on illumination and its relation to color. He bridges
the gap between the lighting engineer and the in-
terior designer in a practical and logical manner.

This book would be of value to architects, to
interior designers and to all those who are inter-
ested in questions of color and illumination. Al-
though the charts are helpful in showing specific

colors found in the historic past, they are less

impressive when used as suggested solutions to
modern decorative problems. The chief contri-
bution made by this book is the clarity with
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the subject matter, all farl to communicate the
great sense of scale which is one of the outstanding
qualities of all Japanese architectural and garden-
ing endeavor. It does readily get across, however,
the sense of textures and pattern by which the use

of nature's materials so greatJy enhance the
architecture of theJapanese. .+{fl

which basic scientinc concepts are exPlained in

the light of a full awareness of the streanl of artistic

histolγ.・・■

COLOR一 A SURVEY IN WORDS
AND PICTURES FROM ANCIENT
MYSTICISM TO_MODERN SCIENCE
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A logical sequel to others by the same author,
such as "State of Color" and the "Monumenc to
Color," this volume goes further in depth than
either of its predecessors.

Like ancient Gaul, it is divided into three
parts. Under the heading "The Mysterious Be-

ginnings," Part I deals with the use of color from
prehistoric times to symbolize such ideas as man
and his gods; the earth and the universe.

Part II, entitled impact on "Science and Cul-
ture," traces the evolution of man's thought from
early superstitions to modern concePts of vision,
sensation, music and painting and their relation
to color.

"Implications for Modern Life" are covered

in Part III. These describe color in nature, in-
cluding the reactions of the human body, mind
and emotions to color.

Although this material is not altogether new,
it is presented in a fresh and up-to-date manner.
Perhaps the best feature of this volume is that it
again makes available to the general reader factual
information contained in eadier books by Faber
Birren that arc now out of print. It is a good story
well told. 'r{tl



THE DOMIESTICATED AM:ERICANS

RUSSELL LYNES

New York, Harper A Rou, 1963.308 pp illas 6%" *
9y4" $6.50

r Lynes is a brilliant writer,
as well as a penetrating ob-
server and a thorough schol-
ar. We have come to expect
both wit and wisdom from
the author of "The Taste-
makers." In his newest book

he has not disappointed us. It is a book for all
civilized Americans to read-especially those who
had a "nice" bringing u5and it is particulady
a book for all American architects to read. Al-
though ostensibly a history of social mores, it is
essentially a history of the house, in its m^ny vary-
ing forms from the simple and straightforward to
the elaborate and outlandish, as well as of the life
that went on within the house, which also varied
from the simple to the grotesque. It is more the
story of how we shaped our buildings, rarher rhan
of how our buildings shaped us.

To those readers old enough to remember
white tablecloths and linen napkins, the ornare
cest-iron coal-burning stove with its fearful hot
water boiler, and tea in the afternoon on the
verandah, it will bring many a nostalgic pang for
temps perda. Mr Lynes begins with the Greek
Revival, "a sort of domesticated house of the
gods," and follows through what he calls the
"picturesque" period of the Gothic Revival cottage
and the Tuscan villa, and the "quaint and artistic"
era of the Queen Anne house-"better suited to the
age of the busrle than it seems to be to the age of
its mechanical counterpart the tail fin':-into the
age of. the French chareau, the apartmenr house
and the bungalow. He finds some good in the
bungalow, "a maximum amount of space at a
minimum cost with a minimum of maintenance,"
and "the bungalow had more to do with how sub-
urban Americans live today than any other build-
ing that has gone even remotely by the name of
architecture in our history."

He goes through the house, room by room,
tracing the development of each-the rise and
flowering of the dining room, irs disappearance and
its contemporary though altered re-appearance. He

notes, with a touch of lamenr, the passing of rhe
verandah, ". the cool verandah, with its in-
formality, its comfortable rocking chairs and
swings, was one of the most docile and pleasing
of rewards." His comment on today's houses is
discouraging, but too true, "Today's housing is
part of a package-house, lot, neighborhood-all
precooked and deepfrozen, so to speak, and its
relation to architecture is very neady nonexistent."
Quoting a Neu York Times article, he finds, how-
ever, that architects themselves prefer to live in
"brownstone houses with eleven- ro thirteen-foot
ceilings, tall staircases, and dining rooms rhar
open into small back-yard gardens." He visits
'W'estovef, on the James River in Virginia, "per-
haps, I thought, the mosr splendid piece of domes-
tic architecture in America," representing the
"vanished idea of the house built for the great-
grandchildren. "

As to the contemporary house, he says "Every
conscientious effort on rhe part of Americans to
establish a permanenr domestic architecture has
failed. We have groped our way from one sryle to
another hoping that we would hir on something
that might suir us, but how could we expecr ro
find it when we were neither willing ro stay still
in one place nor on one social level?" And, later:
"It seems to me interesting, now that there are no
more real physical frontiers in America, that it
should be the architecture of impermanence rhat
has won out. The architecture of the economic,
spiritual, and social frontier has replaced the
architecture of the physical frontier. Even when
there is no place to go, we have elected not to
settle down. "

Mr Lyne's book reads fasr and easily, but it
seems to suffer from a sort of over-all " grayn
he hammers facts and comments at us so fast there
are no breathers.Although he is at his usual best
with the quick turn of phrase, he builds up ro no
climaxes and drops inro no sloughs-in other
words, if read aloud, it would seem to have to be
read in a sort of monorone. (This is less so in the
latter third of the book-perhaps he warmed up
more to his material.) He is better when he opines
than when he merely relares. One rhing is cerrain,
and that is that the book represents an enormous
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amount of research, and exhaustive reading of
books, magazines, newspapers and manufacrurers'
catalogs of the times, as well as accounts by
travellers and observers both foreign and domestic,
such as Charles Dickens, Harriet Martineau, Cap-
tain Matryat and Mrs Frances Trollope, all of
whom he quotes fteely.

Although he traces the various stages of the
development of the American meal, he throws no
light whatsoever upon the origin of the barbarous
modern custom of serving, and eating, the salad
first. When this reviewer was a boy, and later, the

BUILDINGS FOR THE ELDERLY

NOVERRE MUSSON .A

Reaiewed for the AIA Journal by George K. Kasrabaunt

AIA
New York, Reinbold Pablisbing Cor!, 1963. 216 pp

illas 8rf,, x 10r/2,, $15.00

ver the past four years, much
thought, research and experimen-
tation have gone into the search
for the best solution to a problem
unique to our age-quickly creating

a new and proper environment for large numbers
of older people. In this new book, the authors
have efEciently and effectively collected and sum-

maized the best thinking of today and have
a.ttractrvely presented it to all who are interested.

For the uninitiated, there is suggested an

orderly schedule of events that, if followed on
all projects, would help relieve the sometimes

painful process of defining, understanding and

satisfying a client's desires.

To the experienced professional, this step-by-
step description of each phase of a project occa-

sionally reads like a mere check list and, therefore,

might sometimes seem a little tedious. However,
as the book is aimed at lavmen, sPonsors, admin-
istrators, etc. these parts should be turned over to
present and future clients, for they constantly
stress the above-normal contribution chat an

architect can make if brought in at the beginning
rather than after the land is bought and the
proiect conceived. Now all the profession needs

salad was served in its proper place as a light
refresher afrcr the heavy meat course and before
what was usually a heavy and sweet dessert. Mr
Lynes' menus from 1890 show the salad in its
proper place. Now, in even the best of restaurants
and even in private homes, the salad is plopped
down in front of you the minute you finish your
soup, or before-where it must stand, getting
soggy, limp and inedible, until a gourmet is ready
for it. This heathen practice seems to have crept
in within the past twenty years or so. How come,
Mr Lynes? J. w.

to do is prepare itself so that it is ready to supply
the services and counsel that are promised. This
book can help do just that.

Actually, there is much here that every
architect should think about again and agarn,
regardless of the nature of his project of the
moment. But especially for those who te ap-

proaching, or are in the middle of, planning
specialized housing for older people, this book
has much to offer. Sixty per cent of the book is
devoted to a description of 55 projects of all types-
congregate, proximate and combinations-and is,
therefore, the best available collection of what
can be done. Also, there is sufficient technical
data to greatly simplify the research that each
architect should undertake if future mistakes are

to be avoided.
The architect, sponsor and adminisftator ate

repeatedly challenged to think of the needs of the
individual who will live in the building rather
than of the convenience of the janitor who will
maintain it or the eficiency of the administrator
who will run it. This gets into the philosophy of
the architect and the book is generously sprinkled
with the authors' personal feelings. Whenever
this happens, disagreements on specifics are bound
to occur, but even though a few statements can

certainly be argued, the reader is given a sound
base from which to deviate in detail if he wishes.

A gteat deal is being written on this subiect
today, and much of it is so general or so repetitious
that many hours of well-intentioned research can

be wasted. For those whose time is limited, but
feel the need to know more about this specialized
field, this book should be in their library. '+'re



TWO BOOKS ON THE CITY

FACE OF THE METROPOLIS
MARTIN MEYERSON, WITH JACQUELINE TYRWHITT,

BRIAN FALK, PATRICIA SEKLER
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he stated purpose of this book is
"to stimulate a wider and more
sophisticated interest in urban de-
sign and architecture." Unfortu-
nately, the physical design and the

contents of the book fall shorr of this purpose.
Most of the well-known architectural arrange-
ments of recent years in the United States and
abroad are assembled. Several pages of text and
photographs are devoted to each case history. The
preface regrets that there is a "lack oflay criticism
and appraisal," but, in turn, the book does not
reveal a critical approach in irs interpretation of
the American architectural scene; neither does it
provide new perspectives for the emerging urban
scene.

The book opens with a verbal and picrorial
essay into the esthetics of urban development in
America. The essay emphasizes the manner in
which an increase in scale in all aspects of activities
has affected architecture and architectural articu-
lation. Although the essay evaluates some of rhe
forces changing the cityscape, the probe is not a

deep one. It would be helpful to have a deeper
understanding of the trends and tendencies working
a transition in the nature and the function of
"metropolis. "

Public and private policy makers will require
a more profound perception of rhe principles of
urbanism before they can make the design decisions
for it. This book does nor suggesr canons of criri-
cism nor does it propose essential elements upon
which to build an architectural or urban esthetic.
The concluding chapter, "Constraints and Possi-
bilities," is inadequate. The cost of good design
and the absence of education in the appreciation of
design are mentioned as "constraints." These
factors have long been identified, and the necessiry
is for a new approach to the advantages of good
architectural and urban design. Increase in the
scale of building provides the "possibilities" for
an urban esthetic, but it would have been helpful
to show how the cenrer city, the middle city and

THE EMERGING CITY
SCOTT GREER

NeuYorh, Free Prets of Glencoe, 1962. 232 pp 6't x 8/"

In this book, Mr Greer considers rhe possi-
bility of the city becoming obsolete. He attempts
to reformulate a perspective of the city, breaking
away ftom images he feels reflecr unreal problems.
As he sees it, the basic problem of the modern
city is twofold: intellectual and moral-in that
order. By explaining the city on the basis of a
theory of social change thar emphasizes the in-
crease in otganizational scale, he reveals certain
uniformities behind urban change. He asserts that
lack of awareness of these uniformities lies at the
root of most urban problems and discusses an
"emerging society," rich in time and money,
affecting the form and quality of urban life now
and in the future. .+{tl

the outer city can be tied together through inter-
connections among the civic components men-
tioned. Imageability in the city, as Kevin Lynch
has demonstrated, depends upon knowing the
nature of the connections among the parts, and
their relation to the whole.

The book bids for the use of architecture and
urban design as informed instruments of public
and private policy. Certainly, ACTION is correct in
asserting that the discipline of design is the urgent
need of the urban age ahead of us. Esthetics,
however, is not a part of politics, rarher it belongs
to philosophy. A criticism of the book is that it
does not provide such a philosophy.

This book is not likely to serve rhe stared
hope "that our appraisal and exposition will help
the reader become a more informed critic ."
If there are solutions to urban problems inherent
in the nature of urban design, they lie in the future
rather than in the past. This book deals with the
city of the past rather than the city of the
future. M.E.0.
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'oAmerican architecture is cornposed, in the
hund,red,, of ninety parts aberration, eight parts

ind,ifference, one part poaerty, and one part
Little Lord Fauntleroy. You can haae the pre-

scription fiIled at any architectural d,epartment

store or select architectural millinery estab-

lishrnent."

This is Louis Sullivan speaking in 1900. If his

statement applies today, we are not wrong in call.
ing him prophet and philosopher. In this collection

of his writings from rare and unpublished sources'

architecture is stressed less as an art than as an

index of social health or disease. Louis Sullivan

uses the architectural issues of his time-the Chi
cago Tribune Competition, the survival of the Im'
perial Hotel in Tokyo, and plans for the Columbian

Exposition-as an opportunity to preach about His.

tory, Democracy, Infinity, and God.
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TESTAMENT OF STONE

EDITED BY MAURICE ENGLISH
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he subtitle, "Themes of Idealism
and Indignation from the Writings
of Louis Sullivan," immediately
puts this anthology in its proper
perspective. And because of "a

revival in Sullivan's work and thinking," as the
editor reminds us at the outset, this volume should
find an enthusiastic audience, not only among
architects but among any serious-minded readers

who are interested in learning more about the
architect's thoughts on a variety of social and

philosophical sub jects.

Mr English set out on a noble task when he

collected the "neglected works" of this great
masrer, who wrote with the same passion with
which he practrced architecture. The writings come

from such sources as unpublished manuscripts,
convention addresses, letters-to-the-editor and the
architectural press. Among the latter is the AIA
Joarnal, most notably represented bv "The Auto-
biography of an Idea," which appeared serially
during the years 1922-23.

"These writings ate of varying importance to
Sullivan's career and convictions as an architect;
they all, however, have much to say on the larger
issues of democracy, education, man's destiny in
America and in the Cosmos," Mr English hastens

to add. "This volume of selections is explicitly
focused on Sullivan the social thinker and prophet.
So true is this that his finest single piece of writing,
'The Tall Office Buildinpg Artistically Considered,'
is not included in these pages; it says little on the
great themes he considered when he was not
dealing with the art of building."

But Mr English has done more than simply
collect these works and catalog them into three

sections. He has prepared a seventeen-page intro-
duction which is, in essence, a penetrating critique
of Sullivan's literary efforts; in addition, he has

set the stage for each individual piece or related
pieces, as the case may be, with a concise preface

that adds much to the value and enioyment of
this book.

In digesting Sullivan's prose in one grand

banquet as opposed to previous piecemeal servings,
the reader is struck with the range of the archi-
tect's literary competence. First and foremost a

poet, he can reflect the romantic beauty and calm

of the glimmering moonlit lake or the overwhelm-
ing power of the roaring sea; sometimes his words



are but part of the babbling brook or again of the
cascading stream that never ceases to churn.

Despite the literary vehicle he uses, Sullivan
stays on the path of his democratic ideal: that we
Americans must find the roots of our architecture
or whatever it is we produce in our native soil,
there to be nurtured by social justice and the
human dignity of mankind.

Having read this book in galley form, this
reviewer cannot comment on the ornamental draw-
ings done by Elizabeth G. Stout, who adapted her
designs from details of three Sullivan projecrs. But
in summing up, he can endorse Mr English's state-
ment about the why of rhe book: "This Reader
has been selected, then, not to illustrate Sullivan
the architect, or the prophet of modern architec-
[ure, but Sullivan as Jeremiah, and also as the
herald of a time when New York and Chicago
might be rebuilt in the image of the City of Man.
In this latter role, he atrempred as a writer (no
less than he had as an architect) ro be the catalyst
from which the Western traditions of the classic
and the romantic wodd be merged into a new
'organic' synthesis: the art-and social order-of
democracy. " R.E.K.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF FANTASY
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he spirit of this book is caught
up somehow in a description of
Bruno Taut (Martin Wagner, Baa-
wel.t, XI, Heft 46, Nov. 11, f920):
". . . He sketches the mosr remore

harmonies, which he hopes will be built by people
who find their happiness in architecture."

In a time when imaginative architecture ap
pears to be frustrated by public raste and thwarted
by official policy this book fulfills an important
task. It considers both realized and unrealized
"architecture of. f.artasy" in individual buildings
and in urban units. Since it deals with the "fan-
tastic" and the "utopian," a serious study of the
illustrations is indispensable.

The authors srate rhar their sole aim "is to
shed light on rhose tendencies and ideas rhat are
off the beaten rrack and are therefore neglected
and overlooked." The book demonsrrates how
architectural imagination has shattered the forms
of and provided the fundamentals for twentieth
century architecture. The book accomplishes its
purpose through an excellent text and afascinating
arrangement of photographs and drawings. By a
consideration of the unusual and the visionary, the

authors, historians of art and architecture, give
evidence that creative fantasies, although seem-
ingly eccentric and isolated phenomena, reveal
interrelationships and logical trends and tendencies
which cannot be ignored if one would understand
the architecture of this century. It is clear from a
study of these fantasies thar the architect has
conceived magnificenrly. He has been daring and
imaginative in structure and symbol.

The book is valuable for its text, for its
illustrations and for rhe source materials included.
The documents are almost altogether translations
of statements, letters and contemponry critical
comments from the Bedin Expressionist archi-
tectural movemenr and provide a provocative
complement to the illustrative materials and com-
mentary. An amazing amounr of "fugitive"
material has been arcanged in this book, most of it
oever available before in English.

The subtitle, "Utopian Building and Planning
in Modern Times," might be somewhat misleading
since a considerable amount of the architecrure
has been built. The works of such archirecrs as

Antonio Gaudi, Erich Mendelsohn, Bruce Goff,
Bruno Taut, Felix Candela and Buckminster
Fuller are included along with projections by
Oscar Niemeyer, Frei Otto, Antonio Sant'Elia,
Le Corbusier and others.

It should be noted that L'Arcbitectue d'Aa-
jo*rd'bti in its June-July 1962 issue carried a

similar srudy of "Architectures Fantastiques,"
and makes an interesting companion to this book.
This endeavor reinforces rhe argument of "The
Architecture of Fantasy" that a rebirth of Expres-
sionism is having an impact upon conremporary
architecture.

In conclusion, high praise is given to Chris-
tiane C. and George R. Collins for the excellent
translations and informative notes. M.E.0.

THE TURNING POINT OF BUILDING
KONRAD \)I/ACHSMANN

New York, Reinbold, 1961. 239 p! illas 9rf" x 10/2"
$15.00

rrl
Ihe subtitle of this elaborately illustrated book

is "Structure and Design." It is an argument for a
new esthetics based on science and technology.

Beginning with Paxton's Crystal Palace, the
great Firth of Forth bridge and the Eiffel tower,
Wachsmann leads us through studies of various
traditional and conremporary modules, and studies
of surfuce, ioint and connector treatments, to his
concept of industrialized architecture. This seems
to depend upon a delight in complex ferrous
anatomy for its own sake-much as if Leonardo da
Vinci in his pursuir of art had never gone beyond
his drawings of dissecrions of the human body.**
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ART IN LATIN AMERICAN
ARCHITECTURE

N′″L滋 ,R′″″ん″,1963.232 pp″ ′ル∫θ%″ x lθ %″
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y "aft in architecture," the au-

thor does not mean the artistic
aspect of architecture, and he

certainly does not mean works of
art merely situated in, on or near

buildings. His precise meaning is the integratron
of the arts with architecture. This synthesis is

the subject of his search in the lively area from the
Rio Grande to Cape Horn, on the Arnold Brunner
Scholarship.

The book includes a ptef.ace by Oscar Nie-
meyer, an excellent bird's-eye view (by a bird so

microscopic as to be able to put it in three columns
of print) and good, succinct chapters on sources of
culture, the Pre-Colombian and Colonial heritages.
The remaining bulk of the book is a critical review
of specific projects with brief comments and many
illustrations. There are over 40O of them, 16 in
color. One wishes that the author had reduced

the number and increased their size, and that the
publishers had brought out the richness of the
illustrations with a greater contrast of values.

Mr Damaz has a sympathetic understanding of
the strong Latin American response to color and

plastic form, in contrast to functionalism, but his
sharp eye is not dazzled by great names and

famous works.
In view of the present emphasis on art in our

commercial and public buildings, the increasing
interest in Latin America and the general unaware-
ness of what is being done there, except for the
spectaculars, it's indeed a timely book. R. K. D.

NEW FRONTIERS IN ARCHITECTURE

OSCAR NE\VMAN

Reaieued for tlte AIA Joarnal fu Eric Pauley AIA
New York, (Jniaerse Books, 196L 224 pp illus 9" x 17"

$Lt.00

nnounced as the first of a newseries:
"Documents of Modern Architec-
ture," edited by Professor Jiirgen
Joedicke of Stuttgart* and pub-
lished simultaneously in five coun-

ries. This edition is mostly in English, some brief
parts in French and German, with all captions in
English and German.

+We reviewed his fine "History of Modern Architecture"
in the toaraal Merch 1962 p 71.

This is a curious report of the 1959 meeting,
possibly the last, of the International Congress of
Modern Architecture (CIAM), in Otterlo, Holland.
Always a grab-bag of personalities, this CIAM
meeting of about forty invited architects and
planners was no exception and it apparently blew
up in self-realization. The procedure for the eight
days was for each of many participants to present
a specific architectural or planning project and
then the season was open for brickbats from the
rest. The Americans invited were Louis Kahn
nera, who made a considerable irnpression with
what seemed in this report a good old-fashioned
stream-of-consciousness lecture, and Wendell
Lovett are, of Bellevue, Washington, who was
unmercifully clobbered by the Smithsons, the
British inventors of New Brutalism, for presuming
to defer to his client's program for a residence.

One gathers the impression that these attacks were
preceded by a now-watch-us-be-beastly-to-the-
voung-American glance around the group. Eadier,
Lovett had expressed a concern for individual
values lost in the common denominator approach
of certain old hands in CIAM, making him as

welcome as a skunk at a picnic.
There is a lot of interesting material here.

Kenzo Tange, Ralph Erskine, Aldo vao Eyck and

others made valid contributions. We sense a

tremendous amount of capable work in transcrip
tion, selection, editing and presenting all this
disparate material and both Newman and Joedicke
deserve credit for their constructive part.

The CIAM exists now only as a postoffice box
in Rotterdam. So went another try at architectural
criticism ending in a traffic circle with forcy ndial
streets. '+{B

FUTURISM: The Story of a Modern Art
Movement, A New Appraisal

ROSA TRILLO CLOUGII

New York, Pbilosopbical Librarl, Inc, 1961' 297 pP

illu 4rf,' x7rl" 96.00

l

A hirtori. al and, critical account of the aims,

methods and theories in literature, architecture,

rt and music of the Futuristic writings' Beginning
with the violent death of King Humbert of Italy
(July 29, 1900) a new era of social and political
pacification came into being. It was a reawakening
of Italian political and cultural activities out of
which grew Futurism. Mrs Clough based the book
on the manifestos and articles in La Voce and

Lacerba and the books of Boccioni, Marinetti,
Soffici and other critics, also presenting and inter-
preting the ideas of writers, artists and critics
who in the past twenty years have made a study
and re-evaluation of the movement. '+{c



Thirty Years of HABS

CHARLES E. PETERSON FAIA

Pete is known around the country es "Mr Preservation"-as well he should be.

for itwas he who originated the idea of HABS and got it started.
He recruited its first stalJ in 1933, directed the work of the St Louis field team
in 1940 and the work in the ea.stern states

from the Philadelphia office from 1957 to 1962

rN NovEMBEn of 1933 a memorandum propos-
ing the Historic American Buildings Survey was
offered to Arthur E. Demaray, Associate Di-
rector of the Office of National Parks, Buildings
and Reservations (before then-and since-the
National Park Service). This outlined a project
to employ a thousand men for six months in
preparing a collection of measured drawings aug-
mented by photographs and other data. In sup-
port of the idea it was stated that:

The comparatively few structures which can
be saved by extraordinary effort and presented as
exhibition houses and museums or altered and used
for residences or minor commercial uses comprise
only a minor percentage of the interesting and impor-
tant architectural specimens which remain from the
old days. It is the responsibility of the American
people that if the great number of our antique build-
ings must disappear through economic causes, they
should not pass into unrecorded oblivion.

A broad range of subjects was suggested:

The list of building types should be almost a
complete r6sum6 of the builders' art. It should in-
clude public buildings, churches, residences, bridges,
forts, barns, mills, shops, rural outbuildings and any
other kind of structure of which there are good speci-
mens extant. The lists should be made up from the
standpoint of academic interest rather than of com-
mercial uses. The largest part of individual effort
spent so far in measuring antique buildings and re-
cording them seems to have been given with an eye
to adapting historic styles to modern commercial
architectural practice. Much good has certainly re-
sulted from this motive, though whole classes of
structures have been neglected.

This was in the opening days of the Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt administration, and the plan-

ning offices of the Federal government were
encouraged to propose work programs for the
unemployed. The six-month limit was standard
to all these programs.

This memorandum won the quick approval
of Director Arno B. Cammerer of the National
Park Service, Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
Ickes and Federal Civil Works Administrator
Harry L. Hopkins.

The opportunity of cooperation in this prom-
ising venture was offered to-and promptly taken
up by-Edward C. Kemper, Executive Secretary
of the AIA and Dr. Leicester B. Holland nln,
the latter acting both as chairman of the Institute's
Committee on the Preservation of Historic
Buildings and as head of the Department of Fine
Arts of the Library of Congress. The Park Service
placed its Thomas C. Vint, Chief of Plans and
Design, Washington, in charge of operating the
Survey. By the end of the year thirty-nine district
officers nominated by the AIA had been appointed
in centers ranging from Maine to California and
an apportionment of men and money had been
allotted to each. An Advisory Board was named by
the Secretary of the Interior consisting of Dr
Holland, chairman, and Dr Herbert E. Bolton
(Berkeley, California), Dr I. T. Frary (Cleve-
land), Miss Harlean James (Washington), Dr
Waldo G. Leland (Washington), John Gaw
Meem rln (Santa Fe), William G. perry rln
(Boston), Albert Simons rlta (Charleston) and
Thomas E. Talmadge ln (Chicago).

Such an activity was quite new to the Ameri-
can government, though measuring programs had
been developed in Philadelphia and New york as
unemployment measures and before that in Eng-
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land. But it was congenial to the architects. In a

burst of enthusiasm for the new work, field meas-
uring parties were recruited and put into opera-
tion. By April of 1934 it was possible to open a
country-wide exhibition of the new drawings at
the National Museum in Washington. A few
months later it could be reported that over five
thousand sheets of drawings and over three thous-
and photographs had already been made.

The small staff in Washington assisting Mr
Vint consisted mainly of Thomas T. Waterman,
well-known architectural historian, John P.

O'Neill and Frederick D. Nichols. With the no-
table assistance of Board members Holland and
Perry, they developed standard techniques of
recording, received and checked the drawings,
photographs and written material which were
then processed for transmittal to the Library of
Congress.

The success of the program was generally

acknowledged and its was renewed in most dis-
tricts at the end of the six-month period. Steps

were soon taken to endow it with a formal charter.
On July 23, 1934, a memorandum of agreement

was ratified by The American Institute of Archi
tects, the Library of Congress and the National
Park Service. This three-party contract declared
that the Survey was "to be considered as a perma-

nent plan for approval and disposition of all future
graphic records of historic American architecture,
whether such reports be made at the expense of
the Government or upon individual initiative." In
the following year Congress, in the "Historic Sites

Act," specified the conduct of the survey as a

regular duty of the Federal government.

As the 1930's wore on and economic nor-
malcy gradually returned, unemployment de-

creased and many of the field offices went out of
business. Where there were district officers of out-
standing energy and persistenss-sugh as Frank
Chouteau Brown in Boston, Herbert Norris Mof-
fett in New Jersey and Richard Koch in New
Orleans-the program continued to operate longer
than in other areas.

To conserve travel money the early work
projects had to be confined generally to localities
where the architectural personnel resided. Subjects
chosen were therefore mostly those in or near the

larger cities-to the neglect of whole regions full
of old towns and rural architecture. Then for one

year, 1940, under a Public Works appropriation,
in order to distribute the coverage more widely,
four mobile field parties were set up headquartered
in Boston, Washington, St Louis and San Fran-
cisco. Each was equipped with a station wagon

and a travel allotment. They ranged far and wide
and added a diversity to the collections.

By the end of the year hostilities in Europe
had become more threatening, and funds and man-

power were withdrawn from the Survey, which
virtually ceased when World War II began. In the
following years only a few additions were made to
the Survey collections, but early in 1941 the new
HABS catalog could report records of 6,389
structures recorded on 23,765 sheets of drawings
and 25,357 photographs in the Library. It was an

impressive record for less than eight years of
pioneering work.

In retrospect the most original feature of the
Survey was its efficient arrangement for use. Na-
tionally distributed catalogs list the contents of
the collections. Negatives of both drawings and
photographs were furnished the Library so that
copies could be provided promptly and economi-
cally to all comers. For ready consultation, books
of prints were placed in the reading rooms and
each subject was recorded on a master card index
at the Library. It was rewarding to learn from each

of the Librarians of Congress since the program
was started that more copies are sold from the
HABS collection than from any other in that vast
treasure house.

One of the important products of the Survey
was an increased awareness generally of architec-
tural values. Owners and occupants were often
surprised to learn that they were using buildings
significant enough for the Library of Congress to
want its plans. The certificates awarded for each

building were generally framed and hung with
pride. There is no question that the preservation

movement was encouraged by the Survey.

Under Mission 66

By the middle fifties, when the nation had

resumed something like normalcy, Director Con-
rad L. Wirth of the National Park Service set

about rehabilitating and modernizing the Parks
which had suffered neglect during World War II
and the Korean War. An effective program known
as "Mission 66" was inaugurated and resulted in
more adequate annual appropriations by Congress.

This made possible a resumption of HABS by
1957.

The first campaign began in the Philadelphia
architectural field office of the Park Service. The
geographical coverage of the material at the Li-
brary of Congress was studied and plotted on

maps. It could be pointed out that large areas of
the country--even whole states-had never been

reached at all. Then, too, very few buildings put
up after the Civil War had been recorded. It was

believed that good ones have been built in all
periods and certainly history is always making
landmarks of more. Late-period buildings had

been omitted in the 1930's because very few his-
torians had ever studied them or their architects.
A quarter of a century had now passed and a

great deal had been learned in that time about



American architecture. The founding of the So-
ciety of Architectural Historians (1940) and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation (1949)
reflected the growing interest in Early American
buildings. Academic and professional schools had
people working in the field with contributions
being published. The result was an increasing
appreciation of Victorian architecture and efforts
to understand it.

The resumption of HABS in the fifties had
to meet entirely different problems. Architectural
manpower was by then in short supply. A program
for employing architectural students during their
summer recess had been started at the Indepen-
dence Park, Philadelphia, in 1951. This was ex-
tended to the new historical park at Harpers Ferry,
West Virginia, where a considerable group of
unrecorded buildings were about to be restored as
a setting for the John Brown episode of 1859. The
program spread to other areas not under govern-
ment ownership. Projects were subsequently un-
dertaken by the Park Service architectural office
in San Francisco and, finally, Washington, DC.
At the national level a mark was made in the busi-
ness of training architectural students and new
talent has been recruited out of the younger gen-
eration for the important and exacting work of
the architectural restorationist. Among other
things the myth heard from oldsters that '.the kids
can't draw anymore" was disproved. Many of the
new drawings made by undergraduates compare
very favorably with those of professional veterans.

Because of the scarcity and cost of architec-
tural manpower it was evident that many build-
ings could be reached only by photography. A
steady drive was made to increase the quality of
camera work and a remarkable collection of nega-
tives were begun by such outstanding architectural
photographers as Fritz Henle of New york and
the Virgin Islands, Cervin Robinson of Boston
and New York, Jack Boucher of Northfield, New
Jersey, Cortlandt V. Hubbard of philadelphia and
Louis J. Schwartz of Charleston. Selections of fine
salon prints have been shown in leading public
galleries and they are still available for exhibi-
tion purposes.

A recording technique of special value new to
this country was introduced to HABS through
Professor Perry E. Borchers of the Ohio State
University. That is architectural photogrammetry
by which it is possible to quickly record on stereo-
graphic glass plates elaborate or remote structures
such as church spires. These records can be con-
verted to accurate scale drawings at any time by
the expert use of plotting machines resembling
those that produce contour maps. Extensive sam-
plings were made of this technique, the last of
which was the recording of certain early sky-
scraper buildings in Chicago last summer.

In recent years, at the urging of the National
Trust, an abbreviated form of individual record
now called the Historic American Buildings Sur-
vey Inventory (HABSI) was inaugurated. This
uses a one-page form with small photographs
which is well adapted to broad-scale surveys. No-
table results were achieved by Charles St George
Pope en, in the San Francisco Bay area. The pro-
gram is promoted energetically by Earl H. Reed
Fl,rA, of Chicago.

Altogether the Survey has installed at the
Library of Congress (in what is now the Division
of Prints and Photographs) over 27,000 sheets
of measured drawings and 37,000 photographic
negatives of over 10,000 structures. These are
under the care of Dr Edgar Breitenbach assisted
by Miss Virginia Daiker and others. Records are
now coming in from Montana, Idaho and Hawaii,
the last of the fifty states to be represented. Archi-
tect James C. Massey directs most of the field work
in the East, Charles St George pope in the West
and Charles W. Lessig in the Washington, DC
area. The whole program is now administered by
John B. Cabot, Chief Architect of the National
Park Service.

HABS was originated by architects and was
launched on a nation-wide basis by the profession.
Its field parties were captained by-and its records
prepared by-architects. They were first arranged
in the Library of Congress under the close direc-
tion of an architect and its comprehensive catalogs
compiled by architects. The whole movement was
sponsored by the Institute from the beginning and
its support was authenticated by the ,.Tripartite
Agreement" signed in 1935 (revised 1962).

The original approved proposal set up a
national Advisory Board, the majority of whom
were architects. We were fortunate enough ro en-
list the active support of such leaders iritne netA
as William G. Perry of Boston, Albert Simons of
Charleston and Richard Koch of New Orleans.
Outstanding enthusiasts like Frank Chouteau
Brown of Boston, Charles M. Stotz of pittsburgh
and Earl H. Reed of Chicago became District
Officers. Experts in their own regions were devel_
oped like Richard W. E. perrin of Milwaukee and
Samuel Wilson Jr of New Orleans. These men
and their colleagues, without competing with more
conventional historians, created a monumental
archive which is still growing. HABS was-and is

-a movement generated by architects, and the
Institute should keep in close touch with it, help_
ing whenever possible.

We join with the great Seminar on preser_
vation and Restoration held in Williamsburg in
September which resolved in favor of HABS the
hope that it would continue and expand its ef_
forts "as a service to the American historical
community." {
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Hear What They Say

rHREE EvENrs in the annual AIA calendar offer
exposure to the thinking of the coming generation

of architects: the Student Forum in Washington,
the Student Seminar at the convention and the
AIA-ACSA Teachers' Seminar at Cranbrook. Not
all of the teachers are young, but this is generally

a young crowd. They are closer to students than

the profession at large and influential upon student
thinking.

I will call all of these men "young architects"
though only the teachers include many who are

registered. All are committed to careers in archi-
tecture. Naturally these young architects have

much in common and, since they are exceptionally
intelligent, display much individualism as well.

The idealism of the young architect is very
much in evidence in these meetings. They like
any kind of program-speech, seminar or old-
fashioned bull session-about design. One day

at Cranbrook a debate began to develop on "great
architecture." It seemed that the term meant little
less than that achieved by the Gold Medalists.

This fellow across the room criticized one of
our famous architects (not a Gold Medalist) for
not creating a great building every time! My own
impression of this distinguished architect is that
his home-run percentage recalls Babe Ruth but,
unlike the Babe, he has no companion record for
strike-outs. Then somebody added that a great

piece of architecture need not be an equally good

solution of the client's problem (I think I heard

him right!), and that the great architect's client
should tolerate some structural defects. How many

experienced practitioners would go along with
that premise?

Obviously some of these young architects

consider most practitioners to be quite pedestrian

in design. They will dismiss as alibis for poor de-

sign any reminders of the practical obstacles to
great architecture in daily practice'

Actually this "shocking" viewpoint is most

reassuring to me. It proves that young architects

today possess the same healthy intolerance my
generation had when we looked to Mencken and

Fitzgerald to say what was wrong with society.

We weren't quite as able to express our intoler-
ance in terms of architecture, being somewhat
distracted with Fitzgerald's ideas for liberating
American women from the shackles of prudish
conventions.

In the student meetings one type of individ-
ual who shows up is the Big Man on Campus. He
is president of something-or-other, engages in
extracurricular activities and rnay be earning his

way through school. Some of the intellectuals
seem to question his right to be present. Hooray
for the BMOC too, I say. After nineteen years

away from teaching, I have seen fifteen classes of
former students grow up professionally. Many of
the BMOC type have turned out to be leaders in
their communities and great salesmen for good

architecture.
The net result of acquaintance with this com-

ing generation is a good feeling that youth doesn't

change and that everything the profession needs

is there-intelligence, curiosity, idealism, talent,
ambition, leadership-in difierent degrees-in
each individual. The hard knocks of life will blunt
the cutting edges so the sharper they are before

thirty, the better.
Our conduct of these meetings is developing

more opportunities for these young architects to
talk rather than be talked to. The speakers would
do credit to any convention program. It's interest-
ing to note how much these distinguished partici-
pants enjoy the opinions of the young architects.

Of course, one of our objectives with these

meetings is to foster the concept of professionalism

as espoused by the AIA. Another is to expose stu-

dents and teachers to the views of prominent

architects on education and practice. One hoped-

for result is that the oldsters will understand even

the most esoteric aspects of education and the

young architects will see that the profession really
wants more than draftsmen from the schools.

A successful liaison with young architects is

perforce an exercise in liberal thought and is most

rewarding if you open your mind and hear what
they say. The chapters could do more of this kind
of thing. W.H.S.



Visual Benefits of Polanzed Light

H. RICHARD BLACKWELL PH D

Director, Institute lor Research in Vision, Ohio State University

IN RECENT yEARs, research studies of the operating
characteristics of the human visual sense have pro-
vided a new basis for evaluating lighting in terms of
its quantitative effect upon vision. Thus much, if not
most, of what used to be considered illuminating en-
gineering is becoming recognized as vision engineer-
ing. The design of efficient equipment for producing
and distributing light remains the province of illumi-
nating engineering, but evaluating the effectiveness of
lighting in stimulating human vision must become
the function of vision research specialists, not of elec-
trical engineers. Vision engineering provides a quan-
titative method for evaluating all aspects of lighting
which have been designated quantity and quality.
Visual criteria include ease of seeing, comfort and
pleasantness.

Development of this new field has been made
possible by research studies conducted in various
laboratories in recent years. Perhaps the cornerstone
of vision engineering is the work completed by the
author in 1958,1 which defined the visual effective-
ness of illumination quantity. The second most im-
portant portion of the work may well be the author's
1963 study of the visual significance of reflected
glare.z,s Taken together, these studies provide a
quantitative basis for evaluating ease of seeing pro-
vided by lighting systems differing both in quantity
and quality.

The recent study of reflected glare showed that
well-designed lighting systems can increase ease of
seeing to a substantial extent and can substitute light-
ing quality in place of considerable increases in light-
ing quantity. Effective lighting is describable in terms
of size and placement of illumination sources, spatial
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Fig 1:
Operating characteristics ol human
vision, demonstrating thc large
quantity of IiBht necdt,l to intprova
the ease ol seeing as muclt as im-
provements in task contrlst due to
high-quality Iighting

light distribution from each source and degree to
which the illumination is vertic'all1, plane-polarized.
Since this last characteristic is somewhat unfamiliar
in the field of lighting, this article will describe the
general principles which govern the visual effective-
ness of polarized light. More detaited quantitative
data on this new dimension of modern lighting will
be found in a series of articles describing vision engi-
neering." Let us begin with a brief description of the
physics of the subject.

The Physics of Polarized Light

We may all remember dimly from school days

that light does not really travel in straight lines, but
consists of complex waveforms propagated through
space. If we could stand at one point in space and

watch light waves pass by in slow motion, we woulcl
see that light traces out wave patterns, describable in
terms of the spacing between successive waves. Light
waves which are widely spaced are called long and
look red to the eye, whereas narrowly spaced light
waves are called short and look blue. Thus, the wave-
length of the light pattern, viewed lengthwise of the
beam, defines the color of light. If we stood right in
the path of the oncoming light and watched it ap-
proach, we would see the light beam trace out trans-
verse wave patterns. The mathematical character of
these patterns viewed head-on defines the polarization
of the light. Together with the quantity of light, po-
larization and color are the fundamental attributes of
light.

The simplest kind of polarized light is called
plane-polarized, which means that the waveforms
viewed head-on represent vibrations in simple planes,

rather than in cylinders or more complex patterns.
Pure horizontally plane-polarized light would be seen

to vibrate only left and right as it approached, where-
as pure vertically plane-polarized light would vibrate
only up and down. Most light would vibrate to some

extent in all directions, and thus could be described

TASK‐ REFLECTAteCE10● 7●●4

by a vector analysis as being partially horizontally
and partially vertically plane-polarized.

Light reflected directly from solid flat surfaces

tends to be predominantly horizontally plane-polar-
ized, whereas light which is first absorbed and then
reflected will generally be unpolarized. The light
which is directly reflected tends to hide the properties
of the material behind a veil of light, as we have all
seen in the case of the strong reflections of light from
water and snow. We may greatly reduce this veiling
reflection by the use of "polarized" sunglasses. The
principle is simple. The reflected light is predomi-
nantly horizontally plane-polarized. The sunglasses

absorb horizontally plane-polarized light and hence

dim the veiling reflection considerably, enabling us

to see behind the light-veil, using the vertically plane-
polarized light emitted by the objects. Actually, the
eye cannot detect that light is plane-polarized. In the
case just described, nature produced a light-veil of
horizontally plane-polarized light which was absorbed

by correctly designed sunglasses, thus revealing what
was otherwise hidden behind the veil.

The physics of polarized light is somewhat dif-
ferent when polarized sources are used for interior
lighting. If we place a sheet of sunglass material over
a ceiling-mounted source, the emitted light will be

plane-polarized, but the plane of polarization will be

different at different points in the room. In one posi-

tion, the light will vibrate in a plane which may be

described as the vertical, but at a position 90o away,
the light will vibrate in the horizontal plane. In visual
tasks located on horizontal surfaces, horizontally
plane-polarized light tends to be reflected from the
surface in the form of a light-veil, whereas vertically
plane-polarized light tends to be absorbed and re-
emitted. As in the natural scene, the reflected light-
veil conceals the characteristics of materials, whereas

the light which is absorbed and re-emitted reveals

these characteristics. Thtts, use of vertically plane-
polarized light from the source tends to reduce the
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Iight-veil and reveal the characteristics of the visual
task, in a manner similar to that by which the polar-
ized sunglasses reveal the characteristics of the out-
door scene. The difliculty is that sunglass material
has a beneficial effect at some locations in the room,
and an equally deleterious effect at other locations in
the room. This is no doubt a good reason why sun-
glass material has never been adopted for ceiling-
mounted light sources, although there are several
additional reasons. Sunglass material achieves plane-
polarization by absorbing the light of opposite polar-
ization, which amounts to nearly half the total light.
Also, this material is not attractive, since it is tinted
a rather unattractive greenish- or brownish-gray and
is transparent, revealing the bare sources.

In 1959, Marks' announced the invention of a
radically different polarization material which had
none of these disadvantages when used in ceiling-
mounted light sources. This material is the multilayer
polarizer, which achieves plane-polarization by re-
flection rather than absorption. Light reflected from a
flat surface will be horizontally plane-polarized;
hence, light transmitted will be preferentially verti-
cally plane-polarized. The selective effect may be
magnified by piling up reflecting surfaces, and nearly
pure vertically plane-polarized light can be achieved
in this manner. Little if any light is lost, since the
light which is reflected horizontally plane-polarized
may be depolarized by a suitable back plate and re-
flected for another and yet another chance to pass
through the multilayer sheet. This is known as the
"reflux principle."

The multilayer polarizer can be made without
tint, and it can be diffused so that it is translucent but
not transparent, allowing light to be emitted without
allowing the light sources to be seen directly. Most
important, this material provides vertically plane-
polarized light at all points in the room. The light
emitted from each source may be thought of as con-
sisting of cones having the same degree of vertically
plane-polarized light. The extent to which the light is
vertically polarized depends upon the diameter of the
cone. Light coming down from a source in a cone of
small diameter has the least vertical polarization. The
maximum degree of vertical polarization falls in a
cone whose radius makes an angle of about 60.
with the source.

Let us consider the visual benefits which result
from the use of these new multilayer polarizers on
ceiling-mounted light sources. We will consider their
effects upon the ease of seeing, the comfort and the
pleasantness of lighting.

Polarized Light and Ease of Seeing

We have already suggested that vertically plane-
polarized light increases the ease of seeing by remov-
ing to some extent the veiling reflection produced by
ceiling-mounted light sources. As reported in detail
in Reference 2, this beneficial effect occurs for all
visual tasks studied thus far, regardless of details of
the lighting system or the angle at which the task is
viewed. Thus, we may say simply that vertically plane_
polarized light increases ease of seeing with respect to
unpolarized light, ray for ray. We may next demon_

Fig 2:
Brightness charactertstics of Iighting panels, showing
wide-angle brightness reduction ol both glass lens and
multilayer polarizer panels

strate the method for evaluating the visual significance
of this increase in the ease of seeing.

The author's 1958 study resulted in a general
curve which describes the operating characteristics of
human vision, presented as the curved solid line in
Fig 1. This is usually called the "standard perform-
ance curve" and is the basis for the recommended
foot-candle levels adopted by the IES in 1958. Addi-
tional illumination increases ease of seeing by ena-
bling the eye to see with less contrast, where conrrast
is the percentage brightness difference between the
task detail and its background. The curve tells us how
much illumination we require to see tasks with dif-
ferent physical contrasts. The scales are logarithmic,
which means that equal distances on the curve axes
correspond to equal percentages. At the levels of mod_
ern interior illumination, nearly I 5Vo more illumina-
tion is needed to see a task with lVo less contrast.
Thus, additional illumination is an ineffective way of
improving the ease of seeing, but until the author's
recent study of reflected glare was completed, it was
considered the only way. The recent work has shown
clearly that different lighting systems actually pro-
duce considerably different values of task conrrasr.
This means that lighting can affect ease of seeing in
two ways: by the direct effect of producing more task
contrast; and by the indirect effect of altering the op_
erating characteristic of the eye, to allow it to see less
contrast.

The two methods of increasing ease of seeing
are shown by the two arrows in Fig 1. Assume a light_
ing system that produces task contrast, C.. and il_
lumination, E.. The open circle shows this combina_
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tion as falling below the standard performance curve,
indicating that the task is too difficult visually. To
reach the standard level of vision represented by the
curve, we may either increase contrast to the value
C' (as represented by the vertical arrow) or increase
illumination to E (as represented by the horizontal
arrow). Now, from the point of view of ease of
seeing, a lighting system which produces contrast
Cr and illumination E. is equal to one which produces
contrast C, and illumination E . Therefore, the quality
of illumination which increases C. to C, has the
visual effectiveness of illumination equal to E al-
though a foot-candle meter reads the illumination
level E,,. The Visual Efiectiveness Factor (VEF) of
this illumination is E'lE.. The system has a Con-
trast Factor (CF) equal to C'ln. When the CF is
1.087, the VEF is 2.000. This means that a lighting
system which is able to increase task contrast by
8.7Vo increases ease of seeing as much as one which
doubles the foot-candle level provided by the first
system. This arithmetic is fully accepted by lighting
engineers u and means that quality of lighting is much
more important than quantity, even so far as ease of
seeing is concerned. An8.7Vo increase in task contrast

Fig 3:
Visual efiectiveness ol lighting panels when illuminating
a pencil task viewed at difierent angles lrom straight down

is actually not very obvious to the unskilled observer.
But then, neither is the change in ease of seeing pro-
duced by doubling the foot-candle level. Thus careful
laboratory and field methods are required to evaluate
the ease of seeing produced by various lighting
systems.

We may next consider what principles of light-
ing can be used to increase task contrast. Task con-
trast actually depends upon the strength and polar-
ization of each light ray, and therefore depends upon
location and size of ceiling-mounted light sources in

a complex manner. An adequate treatment of this
problem will be found in other articles by the author."
Here, let us consider only what effect lighting na-
terials have upon task contrast.

The light rays which produce the least task con-
trast are those which come from what is called the
specular angle. That is, there is a point on the ceiling
which is the terminus of a line directed downward
from the eye to the task and reflected as by a mirror
upward toward the ceiling. Task contrast can be im-
proved by minimizing the amount of light coming
from this point and from neighboring points on the
ceiling. This means that the spatial distribution of
light coming from each element of the ceiling will
influence task contrast to a different extent for each
angle at which a task is viewed.

We can analyze the visual effectiveness of ma-
terials with known spatial distribution of light by
computing the task contrast they will provide." Fig 2
shows the spatial emission characteristics of three
translucent lighting panels. The curves show how the
panel brightness varies with the angle at which the
panel is viewed, when zero represents looking straight
up at the panel. These data are convenient for use in
computing the task contrast produced by illumination
from these panels. The solid curve is a perfectly
diffuse panel which has equal brightness from all
angles. The dashed curve is a well-known glass lens
panel which cuts oft light at wide angles in order to
reduce glare discomfort. Essentially the same char-
acteristics are found with plastic lens panels. The
dotted curve is a flat multilayer polarizing panel
which is available in different plastics such as vinyl,
styrene and acrylic. Although this panel was designed
primarily to produce vertically plane-polarized light,
it also possesses wide-angle brightness cut-off.

Fig 3 shows valu€s of the Visual Effectiveness
Factor (VEF) for these materials when used to
illuminate a visual task consisting of medium soft
pencil on matte white paper. Values are given for
various viewing angles, with zero representing the
observer as looking straight down at the task. The
value of VEF is taken as unity for the perfect dif-
fuser at each value of the viewing angle to serve as

a standard of comparison.
Consider first the values of VEF for the lens

panel. When the task is viewed straight down, the
VEF is about .5. This means that twice as much
illumination will be needed with these panels as with
perfect diffusers, for equal ease of seeing. The value
of VEF increases with size of the viewing angle,
reaching unity at about 34' and increasing upward
to 2.0 at 58'. This means that when the task is viewed
at 58o, only half as much illumination is needed with
these panels as with perfect diffusers. Clearly, the
light distribution produced try these panels greatly
reduces ease of seeing for small angles of view and
increases seeing ease for large angles of view.

Consider next the values of VEF for the multi-
layer polarizer. The values are about equal to unity
for all angles of view up to l8', and increase mark-
edly to a value of 2.0 when the task is viewed at 47".
The value for 60' viewing is nearly 4.0. This means
that for viewing the pencil task at small angles the
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Fig 4:
Frequency ol viewing at diflerent angles

Fis 5:
Brightness cltaracteristics of glass lens punel to meet the
.lcrssors Curve criterion for the reductiott of glarc dis-
comfort. Dashed line and data poirtts ctre lor the gluss lans

illumination level required with these panels is about
the same as for perfectly diffuse panels, but only half
as much illumination is needed for viewing at 4.7"
and only one quarter as much is needed for viewins
at 60".

Conrparison of the data for the lens and multi-
layer polarizer panels shows rather well the effect of
polarization as such, since the two panels have wide_
angle brightness cut-off. The effect of polarization
is sizable for all viewing angles. In effeci, when the
viewing angle is small, the beneficial effect of polar_
ization is offset by the deleterious effect of the
spatial distribution of light (which does, however,
reduce glare discomfort).

Fig 4 demonstrates the frequency with which
different viewing angles are used.o We note that angles
are used from 0 to more than 70", with the mode
between 20 and 40". Thus, the lens panels reduce
ease of seeing at the very angles at which vision most
frequently occurs. The multilayer polarizer does not
improve ease of seeing much for many viewing
angles which are frequently used, but it does increase
seeing ease substantially for other commonly used
angles. If the frequency of different viewing angles is
used to weight the values of VEF for the multilayer
polarizers, a value of nearly 2.0 is obtained when four
different visual tasks are considered and when weight
is given to the greater need for improved ease of
seeing for tasks viewed at the wider angles.s This
means that illumination from perfectly diffuse panels
would have to be doubled to produce the over_all im_
provement in ease of seeing made possible.by use

of multilayer polarizing panels. The interesting and
important point to emphasize about the multilayer
polarizing panels is that they irnprove ease of seeing
as indicated, without any appreciable loss in luminous
efficiency. The visual effectiveness of such panels, and
their efficiency in converting lamp lumens into foot_
candles, are revealed jointly by the adjusted VEF.
This is an index which for the first time summarizes
the effectiveness of a lighting material in aiding
vision, taking account of both the quantity of 1l_
lumination provided, and the quality of this illumina-
tion as measured by its ability to provide good task
conlrast.

Polarized Light and Visual Comfort
The degree of comfort to be expected with light_

rng systems involving different materials may be
evaluated in terms of the Scissors Curve.' This curve
reflects the fact that the eye can tolerate a greater
brightness directly overhead than across the room,
the latter being nearer the horizontal line_of_sieht. To
reduce brightness near the line-of_sigbt, the riaterial
must have the wide-angle brightness cut_off illustratecl
by both the lens and multilayer polarization panels in
Fig 2. The Scissors Curve sets an upper limit on the
tolerable brightness at each angle, as shown by the
sloping lines in Figs 5 and 6, requiring that a light
source be dimmed until it falls below the allowable
brightness at a// angles.

Expressed in these terms, we can only say that
a light source does or does not violate the limitations
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MULTILAYEF POLARIZER

' aNGLE FROM VERTICAL {degt€oil

Fip 6:
Brightness characteristics ol multiluter polari:er panel to
meet the ,scissors Curve crilerion lor the recluction ol
glare discomlort. Dotted line and data Poittts are lor tht

multilayer polarizer

set by the Scissors Curve, but we cannot compare the

abilities of two materials to reduce glare. Of courser

we want to provide illumination without producing
glare discomfort. The author " has developed the In-
dex of Comfortable Illumination (ICI), which rates

how much illumination a material can provide with-

out tliscomfort, using a perfectly diffuse panel as a

basis of comparison. The values ate ) '44 for the

glass lens and 2.36 for the multilayer polarization
panel. This means that these panels are both so ef-

fective in reducing glare discomfort that nearly 2.5

times as much illumination may be used without dis-

comfort as may be used with perfectly diffuse panels'

It should be emphasized that the multilayer polarizer

has achieved almost as good control of glare dis-

comfort as the glass lens, without losses in ease of
seeing for tasks viewed at small angles.

Polarized Light and Pleasantness

As indicated earlier, vertically plane-polarized

light always reduces the amount of light-veil re-

flected from the surface of materials, and therefore

reveals to an increased extent the patterns of texture

and color in materials. The light-veil is an unfocused

image of the light source' Thus, vertically plane-

polarized light brings out the essential character of
materials from behind the veil contributed by the

light source. This effect occurs for all surfaces in a

visual environment and for all angles of viewing in-

volved. The use of vertically plane-polarized light
therefore increases the purity of colors, particularly

those with great saturation, and increases the richness
of textures.

To summarize, vertically plane-polarized light
produces a fundamental improvement in the ease of
seeing, comfort and pleasantness of the visual en-
vironment, without appreciable loss in luminous ef-
ficiency. The primary effect of vertical polarization
is to reduce the light-veil formed by surface reflection
of light from ceiling-mounted light sources, thus im-
proving the visibility of task detail to increase ease

of seeing, and improving the apparent saturation and
textural richness of materials to increase esthetic
pleasantness. These effects occur for all ordinary
materials used in visual environments, for all surfaces

and all viewing angles. As an additional benefit, flat
multilayer panels which produce vertically plane-
polarized light reduce panel brightness at wide angles,

which markedly reduces glare discomfort. No other
lighting material produces a comparable increase in
task detail, apparent saturation and textural richness

for all materials, surfaces and viewing angles. The

class of lighting material (the glass or plastic lens

panel) which produces a comparable decrease in
glare discomfort by means of a wide-angle brightness

cut-off decreases task detail and decreases ease of see-

ing at the viewing angles most commonly used with
tasks mounted on horizontal surfaces.

As with any class of useful products, multilayer
polarizers may be made with high or low effective-

ness. Multilayer polarizing panels should be certified

with respect to the Visual Effectiveness Factor
(VEF) and Index of Comfortable Illumination
(ICI), as well as with respect to their effectiveness

in providing illumination from lamp lumens'
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International Relations

UIA working commission on School Buildings
Hamburg-M ay 1963

ERIC PAWLEY AIA

rN coNTrNUArroN of the Institute's active interest in
international architectural affairs, we participated in
Reunion IX of this important working commission
of the International Union of Architects (UIA). Its
meetings are held each year in a different country at
the invitation of the ,'National Section" of the UIA_
the national association of architects in that country.

In this case, the meeting was in Hamburg at the
invitation of the Bund Deutscher Architekten (BDA

-Association of Architects of Federal Germany)
May 12-19, 1963. As official representative of the
AIA to this Commission, I had spent several months
getting exhibitions of technical data lined up in
answer to Commission requests, sending background
material to Commission members, and in preparing
myself to report on vocational and technical educa_
tion-the principal theme of Reunion IX.

The following persons attended the meetings,
representing twelve national sections of the UIA:
Jacques Marozeau, Rapporteur G6n6ral and Acting

President (Chairman) (Morocco)
Professor Giinter Wilhelm, Secretary and Delegate to

UIA Executive Committee (Germany)
Enrique Vergara, Alternate, representing pedro

Ramirez Y 6zquez, president (Mexico)
Jean-Pierre Cahen (Switzerland)
Ciro Cicconcelli (Italy)
Roger Dhuit (France)
J. P. Kloos (Netherlands)
Carlos de Miguel (Spain)
Eric Pawley (USA)
Professor W. Schiitte (Austria)
Andrei Tchaldimov (USSR)
Michael Powell (UK Alternate)
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U lA t,isit to Ahrensburg Castle. C roup at Ielt is not
inspecting painting but is ct Russian-speaking htuldle

Messrs Campbell (UK), Hedqvist (Sweden)'

Gaspari (Yugoslavia), Reidy (Brazil) and Schranil
(Czechoslovakia) were absent; but the Commission
greatly benefited from the presence of Pierre Vago,

Secretary-General of UIA from Paris'
In addition to the above, the following observers

were admitted and participated in the sessions:

Pierre Bussat, Director, International Center for
School Building (ClCS. Lausanne)
Jorge Tarriba, architect, Coordinator of Latin Ameri-

can Regional Center for School Building (Mexico)
Enrique Estrada Cuesta, engineer, in charge of con-

struction program for vocational education (Mex-

ico)
Claude Verdugo, architect for Center for Vocational

Education of Nador (Morocco)
Ina Kholklova, interpreter (USSR)
Italia Morayta, interpreter (Mexico)
Danielle Wolfowitz, interpreter (Mexico) and numer-

ous German colleagues and assistants from time to
time during the meetings.

In the course of the first working session of the

Commission, Jacques Marozeau, who was appointed

Danielle in felt slippers: "We saved them a lot ol work-
polishing that fancy floor lor them!"

Acting President in the absence of Pedro Ramirez
Yizquez, recalled the death of our colleague and
friend, architect Dov Karmi of Israel, soon after our
meeting in Mexico. A minute of silence was observed
in his memory.

Official opening of Reunion IX took place on
May 12, during a reception at the Atlantic Hotel,
where most of the meetings were held. Architect
Wichtendahl of Augsburg, President of the BDA,
graciously welcomed the members of the Commis-
sion. Vice-president Wedepohl of Berlin and my old
friend BDA Executive Director Gaber from BDA-
Headquarters in Frankfurt were also present. (Dr
Gaber was most helpful to the AIA exchange team
in 1953.)

Thanks to the generous and careful planning of
the BDA, its local members in Hamburg and Liibeck,
and the authorities of the City of Hamburg, Com-
mission members were able to visit a considerable
number of specialized schools and to see some tre-
mendous accomplishments of reconstruction and re-
planning.

At the time of this reunion, Hamburg also was

host to a gigantic International Garden Exposition
(three years in preparation), and to an exhibition
of French impressionist painters in a new municipal
art gallery. The BDA had also prepared a fine com-
prehensive exhibition of architecture by its members
throughout West Germany (19a5-1962) with a hand-

some illustrated catalog. It was also possible to see

a performance in the new opera house and, when my
interest in theater planning was made known, a spe-

cial backstage tour was arranged for me. One day
was set aside for a bus trip to the ancient Hanseatic
city of Liibeck, with its new vocational schools, and

en route the Commission was able to visit Ahrens-

burg Castle, a quite charming Danish Renaissance

structure-white-painted brick exterior, reflecting

moat, rows of poplars-with an unusually fine col-

lection of porcelain, period furniture and interior
woodwork.

A special meeting of the UIA Working Commis-

sion on Urbanism was being held in Hamburg at the

same time and members of both Commissions par-

ticipated in certain events and meetings. A consider-

able honor was paid both Commissions by a reception

offered them at the city hall by the Senate of the Free

City of Hamburg.
During the closing dinner' Acting President

Marozeau responded to the address of Professor

Wedepohl, BDA Vice-President, to express the grati-

tude of all the Commission members to our German
colleagues and to all those who had worked so hard

to prepare for this reunion and who were so gener-

ously helpful during its course.

Agenda-Designation ol a New President

The Commission deeply regretted that its Presi-

dent, Pedro Ramirez YSzquez of Mexico, had had

to resign before his term ended because of official

duties given him by the President of the Mexican

Republic. The UIA Executive Committee, meeting

at St Moritz (March 1963), made him delegate of

this Commission to the UIA Executive Committee.
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In order to assist him in this new assignment, the
Commission suggested that Enrique Vergara, who
has served as a skillful and effective alternare to
Pedro Ramirez YLzquez on several occasions, be
designated Adjunct-Delegate. The Secretariat of the
Commission has also been moved to Mexico.

Professor Wilhelm, long-time Secretary to the
Commission and former Delegate to the UIA Exec-
utive Committee, declined the Presidency because
of increased professional duties, and Past-President
Marozeau agreed to act in this capacity until the next
regular meeting of the Commission (Lausanne 1964).
At that time, Jean-Pierre Cahen, who has worked
so hard and with such respected leadership in the
Commission and the International Center for School
Building in Lausanne, will assume the Presidency.

Procedure lor Work .Sessions

In order to make best use of limited time, the
Commission decided to divide into subcommittees,
each charged with one or more items of the agenda as
follows:

Subcommittee I: analysis of theme projects on ex-
hibition: training for skilled workers (Vergara, Chair-
man)

Subcommittee II: International Center for School
Building (CICS)-Lausanne (Cahen, Chairman)
Subcommittee III: preparation for Lausanne reunion
1964 work-program (Kloos, Chairman)

Alternate sessions of subcommittees and plenary
meetings permitted more effective discussion and re-
ports to the full Commission so that all members
were able to participate. For lack of time, certain
agenda items were discussed informally and reported
briefly in the final plenary session. These included:

UIA Congress in Havana (September 1963)
UIA International Symposium on Architecture, Mex-

ico (October 1963)
UIA Charter for School Construction
International glossary of school planning terms

R6sum6 of Subcommittee Reports-gyfigeamillss
I: Institutions lor training ol skilled workers (Yer-
gara)

Thirteen projects were submitted for exhibi-
tion by national sections of the UIA from following
countries: Germany, Austria, Spain, France, United
Kingdom, Greece (2), Morocco, Mexico, Nether-
lands, Sweden Switzerland, United States.

The Commission was very grateful for the
work of the German section, under the direction of
Professor Wilhelm, which prepared these projects for
exhibition in comparative form (plans and views
plus analytical tables of data). It was noted, how-
ever, that the project is not quite complete. Diversity
of works exhibited included some which departed
considerably from the precise theme. The Commis-
sion recognized of course that this diversity is ex-
plained by the very great economic and social differ-
ences of the countries considered. The heavily loaded
program for this reunion did not permit spending
the time which would have been necessary for a seri-
ous individual or group analysis of exhibits. Accord-
ingly, _the Commission agreed that:

It accepted with appreciation the proposal of the
Mexican section to complete the project, and the
comparative tabular "grille" for analysis of proj-
ects should be completed with data showing more
precisely the economic and social conditions of the
various countries-for example, population growth,
employment (lack of labor or unemployment), in-
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dustrialization, degree of development of general
education and relation of urban and rural popula-
tion. The grille completed by the Mexican section
was to be sent to each member before August 31,
1963. Each member should then complete his part or
send a new submission to the Mexican section (be-
fore December l, 1963) which will conform more
precisely to the theme of institutions for the train-
ing of skilled workers.

My report is based upon translation of the offi-
cial UIA minutes from French-it is obvious, from
participation in two reunions of the Commission and
the ensuing mass of reports and correspondence, that
a certain amount of confusion inevitably results from
translation. In French, for example, the theme for
this reunion was stated as lormation prolessionelle
primaire although the meaning was "skilled labor."
This emphasizes the urgent need of work on the
international glossary of school-planning terms pro-
posed by this Commission and only partly finished.
(See additional notes on this project later in this re-
port..)

The Mexican section will develop a synthesis of
the different projects similar to that used last year
for comparative presentation of information on rural
schools of Morocco and Mexico.

It appears desirable that this synthesis be sent to
members of the Commission before April 1 , 1964,
to permit exchange of individual viewpoints at the

time of the reunion in Lausanne without taking time
for an official session on this subject.

Subcommittee II: International Center lor School
Building C IC S-Lausanne (C ahen)

The lnternational Conference on Educational
Buildings (London, July L962) recommended that
UNESCO study, in close consultation with UIA, the
preliminary conditions for erection of an Interna-
tional Center for School Building. The General Con-
ference of UNESCO (Paris, November 1962) was
not able to effectuate this recommendation which was
consequently held over for the next General Confer-
ence (1964).

Under these circumstances, the Commission
agreed that the Lausanne Center, while continuing to
seek collaboration with UNESCO and preparing with
all possible support to follow its objective of becom-
ing this "International Center," should continue to
work for the time being as an independent organiza-
tion.

The Commission recommended that its members
lend their maximum support to the Center in the
following manner:
. by gaining new dues-paying members for the CICS
. by informing all national delegates to the UNESCO
General Conference (1964) of the existence of CICS
and the noteworthy work it has already accomplished
and has under way.

During the Hamburg meeting an excellent de-

scription of these activities was presented by Pierre
Bussat, Director of CICS. This report on general
progress was supplemented by a slide-presentation of
a specific case-study on prefabrication. It was agreed

that the Center (and indirectly the UIA Working

Commission on School Buildings) was most for-
tunate in having such a capable director for the
Center. The Commission urges that the General
Secretariat of UIA pursue the conversations begun
with UNESCO in connection with the recommenda-
tion of the London Conference.

Subcommittee III: Preparation lor Lausanne Reunion
(1964) (Kloos)

The Commission agreed to take as principal
theme for work at Lausanne, the study of the follow-
ing premises and their architectural effects on school
buildings:
' development of educational methods, application of
new methods (for example: audio-visual)
' evolution of construction techniques (industri-
alization, prefabrication, etc)
' sssnerniqs-research for criteria and limits
' social role of the school, integration in the urban
scene (desirable collaborative study with UIA Work-
ing Commission on Urbanism)

Members of the Commission are requested to
send (before December 31, 1963) a report on these
matters relating to their country to: Pierre Bussat,
Directeur, Centre International de la Construction
Scolaire (CICS), 25 Place Chauderon, Lausanne,
Switzerland.

It is proposed that a synthesis of these reports
be made by CICS and sent to each Commission
Member before March 31, 1964. In the course of the
meeting in Lausanne, Commission members will be
invited to present designs, photos of projects or other
types of illustration for reports on any of these sub-
jects.

Agenda items studied informally and reported
briefly in final meeting included:

UIA International Symposium on Architecture
"Journtes Internationales de l' Architecture"
(Mexico City October 6-12, 1963)

The Commission noted the following points:
' a general report concerning Commission activities,
since its beginning, should be presented to all partic-



ipants in the "Mexican Days." A draft of this report
has been made by Jacques Marozeau, Rapporteur
G6n6ral of the Commission, and sent to each mem-
ber for comment.
' a special report will be presented by the Mexican
Section on the theme of the UIA Charter lor School
Construction Application of this comparative proce-
dure will be made for the Mexican rural school pro-
gram.
. each member of the Commission will have an op-
portunity to present a project or report on some
theme of special interest.

UIA Charter for School Construction

This tabular outline of school planning elements
with accompanying notes forms a useful "grille" or
organization for comparative data so that essential
parts of school projects can be indexed, analyzed and
compared on a similar basis. The Charter was origi-
nally published by the UIA in 1959 and used as a
comparative tool for the rural school programs
studied in Reunion VIII of the Commission (Mexico
1962).It was republished at that time by the Mexican
Section, but members of the Commission have felt
that it needs improvement. The evolutionary char-
acter of the Charter was pointed out in its preamble

-and 
thus the necessity for periodic revision. Mem-

bers of the Commission, and more particularly new
members who did not participate in its first edition,
are invited to send concrete suggestions for modifica-
tions. These proposals should be sent to the new
Secretariat of the Commission: UIA Comision de
Construcciones Escolares, Avenida de las Fuentes
170, Mexico 20, DF, Mexico.

The Director of the Lausanne Center was also
invited to send suggestions. An accumulation of these
will be sent to each Commission member and to the
CICS for careful study with the objective of a com-
plete revision of the Charter and publication of a
new edition by the UIA General Secretariat.

International Glossary ol School Planning Terms

Work on this project was interrupted by other
Commission duties given to Professor Wilhelm. The
Hamburg reunion gave an opportunity to assign de-
velopment of work, hardly begun, on the English and
Russian sections. These have been assigned to Com-
mission members Pawley and Tchaldimov. The pres-
ence at Hamburg of M Calsat for the meeting of the
UIA Working Commission on Urbanism afforded an
opportunity to discuss the complete master glossary
project. Calsat is Secretary of the Joint Committee on
Vocabulary (UIA plus housinj and planning organi-
zations) and coordinator of all those who are co-
operating in the master glossary project (urbanism,
housing, public health, schools). An exchange of
alphabetic lists of school planning terms has begun
with members of this Commission. The CICS will
also cooperate in this project.

Preparatory work by the School Commission
will be limited to alphabetic lists of terms with their
definitions in each language. Coordination. transla_
tion and classification in a systematic glossary will
be directed by M Calsat.
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Professor Wilhelm will stay in touch with all
correspondents charged with parts of this project.
At the end of 1963 and before the reunion in Lau-
sanne, he will make a progress report to the Secre-
tariats of the Commission and the UIA.

Yocational and Technical Education

In preparation for Reunion IX in Hamburg. in
addition to the material sent for exhibition which
will be discussed in a later article, I sought additional
background on the specific theme of the meeting-
the training of skilled workers. Our long-standing
collaboration with the US Office of Education made
it possible for me to flnd and to send to UIA Com-
mission members before the meeting a considerable
amount of official US printed material. With the
generous assistance of Marvin Johnson lre, of the
North Carolina State Department of Education, we
also sent data on an active state program for indus-
trial education.

It became obvious in this preliminary study that
there were some controversial differences in point of
visw-ns1 only in our own country (particularly
concerning Federal programs) but differences be-
tween countries already industrialized and those coun-
tries which were beginning to industrialize. These
differences were reflected in educational programs
which have the effect of substituting technical train-
ing for education. A number of cogent quotations
from authoritative sources on this subject were as-
sembled and the final statement of Enrique Vergara's
report for Subcommittee I made a perfect introduc-
tion for them. The following is from my tape-record-
ing of that part of the discussion: (Vergara) ,.. . .

training of skilled workers, basic problem of our
mechanistic society, must be integrated with a com-
plete educational ensemble in order to avoid a feeling
of social segregation among students, to give them
the assurance of a possible future for their studies
and to permit utilization of expensive equipment by
other sections. . . ." (Pawley) "I should like to speak
to this because in preparation for this meeting I col-
lected a series of quotations from different sources,
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I realize that our mission is to study the examples
themselves and not the whole philosophy of technical
education, but I believe that as a responsible inter-
national organization, the UIA Working Commission
on School Buildings should not issue a statement on
the training of skilled workers without recognizing
that this type of educatiorl must not be so specialized
that we lose sight of the purpose of education as a
whole. If I may, I should like to read two brief quota-
tions on this point.

"The first of them, by an interesting coincidence,
comes from a Mexican philosopher: 'If schooling is

good only for the instruction of material techniques,
that means it is preparing individuals to be devoured
all the more easily by civilization. This is indeed a

monstrous concept of schooling. In contrast, educa-
tion must be thought of as the vigor of life itself,
fighting off the civilization which by converting men
into foolproof automatons creates the illusion that
it has adequately prepared them for life. . . .'

"This quotation is from Samuel Ramos in his
essay entitled 'Profile of Man and Culture in Mex-
ico.' It was written about thirty years ago.

"Now in contrast to that, but in agreement with
it, I have a more brief quotation from an American
physicist of today-a scientist in the area of physics

-who 
wrote as follows concerning education for de-

veloping countries. (I am not at all sure what a de-

veloping country is-urs are all developing!): 'We

should be even more concerned than we are to help

them in the improvement and development of educa-

tion in all its aspects, as distinguished from simple

training for specific jobs. Training will not stand long

as a substitute for education. .' Francis Dart, Pro-
fessor of Physics, University of Oregon, in an article
in Foreign Affairs January 63:368. I would like to
offer these two quotations for use as you see fit for
this Commission report." (End of tape-recorded ex-

cerpt.) These two quotations were summarized by
the interpreters for other members.

A few other quotations which follow, for which
we did not have time in the meeting, lend other au-

thority to this point of view. ". . . current expansion of
knowledge would seem to require that the few years

we devote to adolescent schooling should be given to
general education (some of the nation's largest em-

ployers agree) schools cannot afford to
keep up with technological change, so most school

shops are equipped with obsolete machines ."
". even the largest vocational schools can teach

only a few dozen of the 50,000-odd occupations

existent in this country . . . a vast majority (probably

more than eighty per cent) of all jobs can be learned

on the job in less than a school year's time ."
". in no other world power have apprentice pro-
grams been given such a brush-off as in the US . . ."
Calvin Grieder, Professor of School Administration,
University of Colorado (The Administrator's Clinic *

-3 
1ggnf21 feature of Nation's Schools, April 1963).

"Since scientific methods, technology and in-

creasing complexity of organization form the basis

of economic and social development, the need for a

high standard of general education, for as many

people as possible, should be recognized. As a greater

proportion of children continue beyond the primary
level, the education provided, particularly in the later
years, should assist in meeting the needs of so-
ciety. . ."

"Technical and vocational education should be

an integral part of an over-all system of education
and, as such, due consideration should be given to
its cultural content, ."

"In view of the evolution of technology, the
need for an adequately broad background of general
education before specialization at any level and
continuous with it should be recognized. . . ."

"Premature specialization should be avoided
and in all programs of study the proper balance be-
tween general, scientific and specialized subjects
should be maintained without increasing the amount
of subject matter taught. ."

"The responsible authorities should insure that
the students receive a comprehensive general educa-
tion. They should lay stress on developing the per-
sonality and reasoning power of the students, as

well as their sense of moral, social and professional
values and responsibilities. ." (Quotations selected

from the twenty-page document "Recommendations
Concerning Technical and Vocational Education,"
adopted after the General Conference of UNESCO,
Paris, November 1962.)

The International Center at Lausanne
I participated in two sessions of Subcommittee

II on the International Center for School Building,
with Cahen as Chairman and Bussat, Schttte and

Tarriba. Sefrora Morayta was present as interpreter.
Discussion centered around the need for international
support to make it an institution with a future and to
encourage UNESCO to take it over. USSR cannot
participate unless it is part of UNESCO.

In discussing UNESCO, Seflora Morayta, from
her broad experience in international conferences,
including UNESCO meetings, made the point that
delegations need to be expert-to be well-briefed
beforehand and to have their own conference expert

available. Consent is so easily engineered and the key

posts assigned and decisions influenced by those who
have experience. The significant decisions are made

before the conference sessions begin. Support for
the Center can come from national agencies, organi-
zations or individuals on a sliding scale ranging from
$500 to $50 per year. A separate article on the

CICS and its program is planned in this series on

International Relations. It is an important effort for
cooperation in this field, with the unique advantage

that it is a joint effort of architects and educators,

with no commercial or big business interests to con-

trol or to bias its program or findings. The direction
is exceptionally competent and dedicated. This Center

is worthy of wide support by any organization, group

or individual architect concerned with the present

and future of educational buildings. As our future

article will describe, the potential service of the Cen-

ter to its members will be well worth the fee. {

':' Reprinted with permission from The Nation's
Schools, April 1963, F. W. Dodge Corporation (a Mc-

Graw-Hill Company), Chicago. All rights reserved'
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The following cost data (Chart A is reproduced from the Geyser
1964 Sweet's Catalog Insert 3alGey. The aim in presenting this
information is to acquaint the designer with the relative importance
of the costs of eight components that make up a Geyser window or
wall. Within our realm of experience the cost variations quoted are
common and by no means a maximum.

E.K.EEYEER□ □ .

915 MEARDLE R口 ADWAY
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Whatあ Walls Cost?

wAyNE F. KoPpEs ArA, Technical Direclor, Melal Curtain lVall Divisiott
National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers

In its Septenrber 1958 issue tlte AIA Journal carried a well-documented article
prepared by two stafi members of tlrc Strlrctural Clay Products Institute, entitled
"The Ultimate Cost o! Building Walls."
It tuas widely circulated and aroused tnuch cottunent in building circles.

We invited the Metal Curtain Wall Divisiott ol the NAAMM to prepare a "rebuttal,"
and asked metal curtain wall manulacturers to cooperate with advertising related to it.
This article has been very carelully prepared by Mr Koppes, and has been read

by John R. Roehrn, former President ol the NAAMM
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THE COST OF EXTERIOR BUILDING WALLS hAS bCEN

the subject of much study and controversy during
recent years, and it's not surprising that some archi-
tects find themselves confused in this area. It is the

purpose of this article, therefore, to take a fresh

and objective look at this matter of wall costs and

their significance. After considering first the relative
importance of cost among the factors influencing the

choice of wall construction, we shall examine in
sonre detail two differing cost concepts and then see

how, in general, the costs of some common wall types

compare.
To view the matter in its proper persPective we

must first recognize that the choice of a wall system

is often determined by considerations other than

cost. Economic values are of course important, but

seldom is the type of wall for a building selected on

the basis of cost alone. The exterior wall is in fact

an integral part of the building itself, serving as its

outward expression; it's not merely a separate cover-

ing, to be chosen entirely on its own merits' In mod-

ern non-residential buildings the entire cost of the

cxterior walls represents, on the average, only from
SVzVo to lOTo of. the total cost of the building-a
rather small part of the building budget.

Usually the architect chooses for the building's

cxterior those materials which he considers most

appropriately in character with the general design

concept. If he wishes to express mass and solidity'

he probably is not considering the use of large ex-

panses of glass and metal; if a light and open effect

is his objective, he is not tikely to be thinking in

terms of masonry. He is concerned, too, with the

proportionate amount of glass needed for functional

reasons. Large glass areas are most logically framed

with metal, but if windows are to occupy a third
or less of the total wall area the traditional use of
nlasonry may seem aPProPriate.

Esthetic and functional considerations are there-

fore basic in the choice of an exterior wall system'

Few architects, however, are privileged to work with-

otrt budget limitations, and economics also must be

considered in designing walls, just as in designing

other parts of the building. The character of the

building, its esthetic effect and the desired glass ratio
may substantially influence the choice of wall mate-

rials. but in most cases the costs involved have much

to do with the designer's decision, too. To make this

decision intelligently an understanding of costs is

obviously essential.

Differing Concepts of Cost

Much of the confusion and controversy regard-

ing wall costs is due to the fact that we are not all

thinking in the same terms. Traditionally, the "cost

of a wall" has meant its cost of construction-its
initial cost. But even this means different things to
different people, because we have no precise defini-

tion of what it includes.
The initial cosl is essentially the amount paid

for the wall at the time of its construction, and it
includes no charges subsequent to its acceptance by

the owner. Even so, the scope of this cost varies a
good deal in practice' Sometimes it covers the cost

of such items as waterproofing, radiator enclosures,

drapery pockets, interior painting and the contrac-

tor's overhead and profit; sometimes it doesn't. In
some cases even the effect of the wall design on the

cost of heating and cooling equipment is taken into

account in pricing it. Because of these inconsistencies,

published initial costs lack specific meaning unless

their scope is clearlY defined.
During recent years another concept of cost

has received wide recognition. This is the ultimate
cost-the total lifeJong cost of the wall. This is quite

a different concept, as is generally recognized, yet it
seems that in many discussions of wall costs, initial
and ultimate costs often become confused. The ulti-
mate cost of course includes the initial cost and,

in addition, all other costs directly and indirectly

chargeable to the wall during the life of the building.

It is necessarily a theoretical cost, based to some ex-

tent on assumptions, and is predictable only as a
close apprbximation. Unlike the initial construction



cost, the ultimate cost is not subject to verification,
but it does provide as accurately as possible a pre-
diction of the probable over-all expense of the wall
construction.

lVhich Concept Has the Greater Significance?

It would appear that the ultimate cost, represent-
ing the over-all expense of the wall, with all factors
taken into account, would be the more important
and meaningful index, and that this cost, rather than
the initial cost, should be of major concern to the
owner. This assumption is valid, though, only for
the owner who expects to retain ownership of the
building indefinitely. Much of our commercial build-
ing is done on speculation, with the intent of selling
at an early date, and many entrepreneurs are un_
fortunately interested only in initial costs. Some
long-term owners, too, may prefer to skimp on initial
costs, even in the face of anticipated high mainte_
nance costs, because their operating costs are tax_
deductible.

Both concepts therefore are valid, and both are
important. Each must be clearly defined, and the
distinction between initial costs and ultimate costs
must be understood, before costs can be intelligently
considered. The initial cost of one wall is of course
not comparable with the ultimate cost of another,
and if ultimate costs of different wall types are to be
compared, the various factors influencing these costs
must also be comparable. In this discussion we pro_
pose to examine carefully both concepts of Jost,
particularly as they pertain to walls using different
materials and techniques.

Inilial Costs

If initial costs are to be comprehensive, they
should include both direct and indirect costs. As
usually quoted, only the direct costs are reflected,
and even these may not be complete. To be fullv
repre_sentative, and provide a standard basis for
equable comparisons, the direct initial costs should
cover the follorving items:

a) Masonry work
b) Sccondary framing, anchors and supports
c) Windows, frames and glazing bars
d) Panels (wall, spandrel, fascia, etc)
e) Exterior trim
f) Glass and glazing
g) Caulking and sealing
h) Flashing
i) Waterproofing and dampproofing
j) Insulation
k) Vapor barriers
l) Built-in louvers, grilles and sun control devices

m) Lath and plaster
n) Interior trim
o) Painting, exterior and interior
p) Scaffolding
q) Permanent window cleaning equipment
r) Contractor's overhead ana lront 

-

The indirect initial costs are more nebulous in
nature but may be just as significant. These are the
costs aflected by the wall design_the credits or cx-

tras to be considered when comparing the rnerits of
alternative wall designs. They should include the ad-
dition or deduction resulting in the cost of:

a) Building frame and foundations
(as affected by the weight of the wall being carried)

b) Heating and cooling systems
(as affected by the amount and type of insulation and
glazing)

c) Lighting systems
(as affected by the amount and type of glazing)

d) Financing
(as affected by the speed of erection)

e) Rentable floor area (when building occupies
full permissible area)
(as affected by the wall thickness)

These indirect costs are usually more difficult to
determine than the direct costs, and may have to be
appro.-<imated as accurately as possible. They are real
and valid costs, however, and should always be taken
into consideration in comparing the costs tf diff.."nt
wall types.

The direct construction costs of many types of
walls without windows are quite readily obtainable
from professional estimators and reference hand_
books, or in the case of metal walls, directiy from the
manufacturer. Case history costs of metal walls with
windows are fairly accessible, too, because the com_
plete wall installation is often bid as a ,,package.,,

This is not true of fenestrated masonry *ull., ho*_
ever. The cost of wall masonry work is usually
buried in the total cost of masonry work for the
building and can only be estimated on a pro rata
basis. Consequently even case history costs of such
walls, as a rule, are calculated costs rather than actual
bids.

_. Drawing upon the various sources indicated, the
direct initial costs of a variety of masonry ancl metal
walls are provided in Tables A and B following. Those
in Table A are believed to be complete direct costs,
as defined above, for several types of insulated walls
cc.tntaining no windows, These are walls of essentially
similar quality, the cheapcr varieties of both types
being appropriate for use in industrial type build_
ings, and the more expensive walls being ,uituUt" tor.
use in commercial and institutional *oik. With tt 

"exception of the prices given for the,.grid_and_panel,,
type metal wall, which were bona fide bids by three
leading metal wall manufacturers, all of these costs
were provided by an independent cost authority.

Direct construction costs of fenestrated walls
may be closely approximated by reference to case his_
tory examples, but these are not likely to provide awholly valid basis for comparing .ori, of differing
wall types, because of the variabLs involved. Never,
for example, do we find two cases which are identical
in all respects other than the material used for the
opaque areas of the wall. Several such studies have
been made from time to time, one of the more recent
and authoritative being that produced by H. T. Noyes,
Chief Engineer of the Turner Construciion Companyin 1956, and later updated in 1961. With the au_thor's generous permission, the information resultingfrom that study is reproduced in Table n. in tU,

z
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listing the buildings have arbitrarily been arranged
in order of increasing wall costs. It should be noted

that these costs are not as comprehensive as the costs

for windowless walls given in Table A, since some

items of direct cost are not included'

'fable A-Direct Initial Costs of Insulated Window-

lers Walls
For industrial and Commercial Buildings

The figures in these tables provide reasonably ac-

curate information as to the cost ranges of the various
wall types. It should be noted, however, that no in-
direct costs are included. and even certain direct costs

have not been taken into account in Table B. Al-
though none of these figures, for those reasons' rep-

resent precise or comprehensive initial costs, they are

quite adequate for purposes of general comparison'

They show, for instance, that approximately the

same wide range of initial cost applies to both metal

and masonry walls. For average quality walls with-
orrl windows, this range, neglecting indirect costs'

extends from about $2 to $5 per square foot, and

would of course run higher for stone masonry' The

cost range shown in Table B for walls wilft windows

is much greater, extending approximately from $4 to

$14 per iq.tu." foot, but this includes walls of the

highest q.rutity in both categories.' The costs of the

windowed walls are seen to bear no relationship, how-

ever, to the proportion of visual glass contained' in-

dicating that the general quality of construction

rather than the amount of glass used probably ac-

counts for their higher costs' Since both metal and

masonry constructions are represented over essentially

the fuli cost range in both tables, it appears that

neither the masonry nor the metal wall has significant

inherent cost advantages and that no "typical" initial

cost can be assigned to either type' Their construc-

tiron costs -uy b" relatively low or high' depending

ooit 
" 

g."0" oi materials used, and either type may be

U"lt tI satisfy a wide range of cost and quality

standards.

Ultimate Costs

In deriving the theoretical ultimate cost of any

end-use product all of the factors affecting this cost

must of ao.t.r" be taken into account' Many of these

factors are charges, increasing the cost' but,some are

credits, which reduce it' A competent and compre-

hensive study of the ultimate costs of building walls

was made several years ago by the Structural Clay

pioo"",. Institute,t and tle basic principles estab-

lished by that study may well serve as the background

of this discussion.
The factors which determine the ultimate cost of

u U.tiiOiog wall, as deflned in the SCPI report'* may

be listed under three categories as follows:

Initial Costs:
1) Construction cost (all direcr costs)

ij Suppo.t-of-the-wall charge (the cost of building

tram" unO foundations attributable to the wall

weight)
:j"ciu.g. for floor space occupied (the loss in

rentable floor area and rental income due to wall

thickness)
+l Coti of erection time (ie the effect of erection

speed on financing costs)

( U-value of 0.1 3 or better)

New York

Brick Masonry Walls Areaa

a) 4" face brick, ZVz" cavitY 52.96
poured insulation, 4" liglltt-
weight block, 2 coats of
paint

b) 4" face brick, 2Vz" cavitY. 3'40

poured insulation, 4" com-

mon brick, no Plaster or
paint

c\ 4" glazed face btick, 2t/2" 4'11

cavitY, Poured insulation,
4" common brick, no Plas-

ter or Paint
tl) 4" glazed face btick, ZVz" 4'72

cavitY, Poured insulation,
4" salt-glazed structural tile

c) 4" face brick, 4" common 3'90

brick backuP, l/2" wood

furring. 17z" blanket insu-

lation, gypsum lath and

plaster, 2 coats of Paint
f) Same as e), but with 4" 4'6'l

glazed face brick substi-

tuted for 4" face brick

Induslrial TYPe Metal Walls

a) .O32" 1" x4" ribbed alumi- l'89

num sheets' 2" insulation'

Z}-gage corrugated galva-

nized lining, 6" channelgirts

b) Same as a), but with 20- 4'05

gage stainless steel lrA"
ribbed sheets substituted for
.032" aluminum

N atiotral
Average *':'

$2.58

2.96

3.63

4.11

3.49

4.01

1.65

3.53

l16
G rid-antl-P anel M e tal C u rtain W al I

Grid framing of l-hour anodized alumi-

num extrusions, with 4' x 72' insulated

panels having a U-value of 0'12' Panels to

ha.,e porcelain enamel outer face and gal-

vanizecl steel inner face' Interior wall face

to have smooth painted finish, with no

metal extending through the wall' Instal-

lation to include extruded coping and sill

and all flashing.

x Cost authority (March 1961): McKee-Berger-Man-

sueto, Cost Consultants, New York City
"*li'ptopo.tloned on the basis of Engineeling News-

Record Building Cost Index'

'Although the costs of Table B neglect certain direct

costs, this omission is offset by the fact that most o-f

them'薔 Ould have tO be reduced anyway,by from 5
to lOEo, to represent national average costs'--'-"Utiirnut" 

Cost of Building Walls"' Structural Clav

Products Institute, 1958

Bid Prices
(National
Average)

$4.40
to
5.20



Table B-Representative Direct Costs of Fenestrated Walls
For Commercial and Institutional Buildings As determined by Turner Construction Company-1961

(Costs do NOT include airconditioning enclosures, interior furring, plastering or other finishes, window washing
equipment, sun control devices, or any allowance for indirect costs)

Building No. of
Type Stories

Office & 2
Warehouse
Hospital* 5
Office l2

Office* 32

Research 34
Laboratory
Office* 27

Office* 25

Research 2
Laboratory
O{ice* 42

Office 6

Office* 25

Office 7

Office* 38

Office* 60

Office 3

Office 4l

Office 19

Wall Construction ″ Jれグο″s

Masonry Metal

Porc. enamel panels & Ind'I. steel
glass in steel frame sash

Brick cavity

Brick: 4" glazed
4" sandlime

Brick: 4" Roman
8" common

Brick & block piers
Glass panels, alum.
4" Limestone
8" Common brick

Limestone,
Brick backup
Marble, 12" block
backup

Limestone and brick
Stainl's steel panels

Alum. d.h.
Mfrs. standard Alum. vert.
metal curtain wall pivoted

Alum. d.h.

Alum. d.h.

Alum. vert.
pivoted
Steel d.h.

Porc, enamel panels, Aluminum
glass, aluminum frmg. fixed
Stainless steel panels, S.S. vert.
4" block backup pivoted
Mfrs. standard Aluminum
metal curtain wall fixed

% /Js′α′   Cο s′

G″ss     ′
`rs.ノ

.

37          $ 3.80

n.a.           5.00

n.a.           5.27

25            5.51

n.a.           5.92

37            6.43

31            6.58

n.a.         6.85

27            7.69

31            7.74

31            7.87

26           7.88

48           9.40

54           10.37

52          12.75

33           13.95

70          14.27

Aluminum framing,
glass panels
Aluminum framing
and panels
Aluminum and S.S.
glass panels

Stainless steel
and glass

Alum. d.h.

Alum. vert.

pivOted

Aluminum
f■xed

Alunlinum

nxed
Alum. S.S.

flxed

S.S. s.h.

&6【ed

S.S. ■xed
inSul・  31ass

{'denotes New York City location; other buildings listed are located
Tennessee, New England and Chicago. n.a._not available

in Pennsylvania, Delaware, New york State,

Future Charges:
5) Charge for heat loss
6) Charge for heat gain
7) Maintenance costs (cleaning, pointing, caulking,

painting, etc)
8) Insurance cost
9) Real estate til(es

Future Credits:
10) Natural illumination value (as determined by
windows)
1l ) Depreciation
12) Salvage value

It will be noted that this listing does not include
two of the items of indirect initial cost referred to
previously-the effect of the wall design upon the

initial costs of both the heating and cooling equip_
m.elt ald the lighting system. When comparing walls
with different insulation values or difierent amounts
and types of fenestration, these additional factors
should certainly be considered. But if we are con_
cerned only with comparing costs of walls having
equal thermal insulating and illuminating values,
these factors, like some of the others, wilihave no
significance because they cancel out. For this dis_
cussion the twelve factors listed above will serve ade_
quately.

Any type of wall may be examined as to its ap-
proximate ulitmate cost by assigning reasonable
values to all of these factors and summing them up.
Since we are dealing with both present ind future
costs in doing this, they must be reduced to common
terms before they can be totaled. This may be done
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by converting all of the anticipated future costs to
their present values, in much the same way that pre-
paid cost of annuities are determined. Precise de-

termination of some of these future costs is of course

impossible, but they can be closely approximated by
such methods as those demonstrated in the SCPI re-
port. Obviously the total cost is influenced greatly by
the assumed life-span of the building, as well as by
tax and insurance rates and other local factors.
Identical walls, even with the same initial costs and

predicted useful life, may have quite different ultimate
costs in different parts of the country because of dif-
ferences in local climate, taxes, maintenance costo,

etc. Because of such variations it is impossible to

assign a specific ultimate cost to any type of wall.

Theoretical ultimate costs are primarily useful

in comparing the merits of alternative wall designs'

Usually when two or more designs are under con-

sideration they will be intended for the same build-
ing, and so will be subject to the same local con-

ditions affecting long-term costs, such as climate,

exposure, fuel and power costs, tax and interest rates

and other factors' Wherever the alternative designs

differ in respect to any of the twelve cost factors

mentioned, or if they differ in anticipated service

life, proper values must be assigned to these differ-

ences to arrive at a valid comparison of ultimate

costs. It may be found, for example, that a significant

difference in thermal insulating values results in a

diflerential in heating or cooling costs which is much

greater than the difference in initial wall costs'

The general approach to such comparisons may

be demonstrated by determining approximate com-

parative values for the various cost factors as they

appty to masonry and metal walls' To be valid' how-

euer, tttls comparison should apply to only the opaque

or solid areas of the wall. Either type of wall usually

contains windows, and usually the metal wall is char-

acterized by a higher proportion of glass' but to
make a true comparison this variable must be elimi-

nated by assuming that both walls luve the same

amount ol window area.

We have seen that the initial costs of masoluy

and metal walls vary widely, but for the same stand-

ard of quality, probably differ little' Without becom-

ing involved in specifics it may be instructive to see

trow ttreir ultimate costs may generally be expected

to compare. The comparison will be simplified by

first establishing some reasonable basic assumptions'

We will assume that both types of wall

a) have the same amount and type ol glazing

b) have the same insulating value in their

opaque areas
c) are being considered for the same building

d) have the same fifty-year life expectancy

It is reasonable to assume also' for purposes

of illustration, that the direct initial construction

costs of the two walls are the same' It is unlikely

that they will be exactly equal, since either may have

some initial cost advantage over the other' but it will

be seen later that the over-all comparison may easily

be adjusted to compensate for any such difference'

With these ground rules in mind' let us examine

briefly each of the listed cost factors in turn, and
where differences are indicated, assign a reasonable

diflerential present worth value per square foot of
wall. The summation, then, will provide a general

comparison of ultimate costs.

1) Construction cost: assumed to be the same

for both walls.
2) Support-of-tlrc-wall charge: This cost will un-

doubtedly be higher for the heavier masonry wall,

and the differential will vary considerably, depending

on actual weight differences, the height of the build-
ing, type of structural framing, foundation conditions
and other factors. On a one- or two-story building it
may be quite small-perhaps only 104 per square

foot of wall-but on one high-rise building a unit
cost differential of $1.01 was credited to the metal

wall by contractors bidding on alternative wall con-

structions. This factor, therefore, usually represents

a charge of from 10/ to 851 per square foot of wall

for masonrY constructions.

3) Charge lor floor space occupied" This should

be considered only in rental buildings which occupy

the maximum permissible ground area' as in urban

commercial districts. In such buildings every inch of

floor space represents a substantial income over the

life-span of the building, and unnecessary wall thick-

ness results in an economic loss. A difference of 4"

in wall thickness, for example, at average rental rates

and for typical commercial story heights is equivalent'

ou", u p"iiod of fifty years, to an additional indirect

wall coit having a present value of about $2 per

square foot of wall. On the other hand, in suburban

aieas where maximum utilization of land is unneces-

sary, no charge at all should apply'

Since masonry walls are usually the thicker' this

cost factor, if it does apply, will increase the true cost'

Its amount, though, will vary widelY'

4) Cost of erection time: lf' earlier occupancy of

the building results from faster wall erection this

does not extend the useful life of the building' but it
does provide a quicker return on the investment' thus

reducing financing costs. It is generally recognized

that building enclosure can be accomplished in less

time with rnetal walls of standardized design details

than with masonry walls, but again the monetary

value of this advantage is variable' Calculations indi-

cate, however, that a reasonable Present worth evalua-

tion is from 101 to 15d per square foot of wall'

chargeable as an added cost of the masonry wall'

5) Charge lor heat loss" As both walls are as-

sumed to have the same thermal insulation value'

there will be no differential in this charge'

6) Charge for heat'gain: Heat-gain through

walls, as reflected in airconditioning costs' depends

largely on the type and amount of glazing used' and

since these are assumed to be the same in both walls'

differences in heat-gain will be small' Metal walls

have less heat capacity than masonry walls in their

oDaque areas, and so transmit heat more rapidly than

tf;;;y;;l[, uut ttt" over-all difference in heat-gain

will of course depend on the ratio of opaque and

gfu".O *aff areas. If neither wall coutains any win-

to*, uoO the building is to be fully airconditioned'



the present value of the extra cost chargeable to the
metal wall might be as much as 204 per square foot
of wall, but if there are relatively large winoow areas
in both walls it will probably not exceed 5/.

7) Maintenance costs: In comparing mainte-
nance costs of the two walls it's reasonable to assume
that the same amount of interior painting will be re-
quired for both, and since both have the same
fenestration, both will incur the same costs for
window cleaning. As for exterior surface mainte_
nance costs, we may assume that the metal wall may
require cleaning and caulking every six years, at a
present cost of l0/ per square foot, and that the
masonry wall may have to be cleaned and tuck_
pointed only once during its fifty-year life, at a
present cost of 65/ per square foot. On this basis,
an extra cost of about 5y' per square foot, present
worth value, ohould be charged to the metal wall.

8) Insurance cosls.. Because of its greater fire
resistance, the masonry wall will, in most iases. have
the advantage of lower fire insurance rates. It has been
computed I that this cost advantage, for a typical
building of fifty-year life expectancy, has a present
value of about 12( per square foot of wall. This
amount is therefore a difterential charge against the
metal wall.

9) Real estate taxes: This charge will be propor_
tionate to the initial wall cost, which includes the in_
direct "support-of-the-wall charge." Because of that
added-charge, the present value of future expendi_
tures for taxes on the masonry wall will be from l/to 17( higher, per square foot of wall, than that
applying to the metal wall.

1.O) Natural illumination value: lf. the fenestra-
tion is the same in both walls, as assumed, there will
be no difference chargeable to this factor.

1l) Depreciation: Just as with real estate taxes,
the annual depreciation, on a straightJine basis, will
be proportionate to initial costs. Oi the average, the
present value of the initial cost recovered by deprecia_
tion- tax credit is computed to be about lgVo ot the
total initial cost,, and because of its additional .,sup_
port-of-the-wall charge," this credit value for the
masonry wall will be from ld b lii greater, per
square foot of wall, than that for the meial wall.

12) Salvage value: The salvage of the metal wall
is generally considered to be a little higher than thatof the masonry wall. According to estimates made by
the Structural Clay products Institute, this differential
present value is an extra cost of 4( per square foot
for the masonry wall.

The summation of these estimated differentials
is shown in Table C. It must be remember"O ,t u,
the values shown are nol those assigned to the various
factors, but only the difference,r in values, as indi-
cated in the_foregoing discussion. No values at all aresnown tor those factors which, by assumption, alTect
the costs of both walls equally. Thus the summation
is- not a total cost, but the probable atfrirence in
ultimate costs.

Table C-Summary of Differentials in Values of
Cost Factors
Contributing to the Ultimate Costs of Masonry and
Metal Walls having equal initial direct costs, insula-
tion values and fenestration

Factor
I ) Construction cost
2) Support-of-the-wall charge
3) Charge for floor space
4) Cost of erection time
5) Charge for heat loss
6) Charge for heat gain
7) Maintenance costs
8) Insurance cost
9) Real estate taxes

10) Natural illumination value credit
1l) Depreciation credit
12) Salvage value credit

Excess Cost per Sq Ft Chargeable to:
Masonry Wall MetalWall

$0.10 to $0.85    -――一

(S′
`″

ο′ι)   ――――

。10 to .15    -

$0.05 to so.20

.05

.12

.17  ___

leSS (.01 to .15)  _

―
           less(.o4)

.01 tO

Totats $;u . $.r* $or, . $osMargin of greater cost (excluding items 3): up ro $0.98 
"p t; i0.;;

l "Ultimate Cost of Building Walls,,, Structural ClayProducts Institute, l95g

Note: If applicable, may be as much as $2.00 or more

It is seen that the increase of ultimate cost over
direct-initial cost is generally greater for the masonry
wall than for the metal wall; if construction costs areequal, the masonry wall will likely have the grearer
over-all cost. Conversely, the construction cost ofthe metal wall, neglecting any floor space charge,
may be from 25( less to $1 more than that of the
masonry wall and still have essentially the same ulti_
mate cost. If maximum floor area rs a consideration,
the direct initial cost of the metal wal cJA Ue asmuch as $3 per square foot higher than that of the
masonry wall without resulting in any substantial
difference in the comparative over_all costs.

. It is quite apparent that whether we are consider_
ing the initial or the ultimate costs of *uttr, _.uo_ingful information requires careful atteniion to anumber of factors. Except for the direct construction
costs, these factors necessarily involve many variables
and probably some assumptions, and the ietermina_
tion of real cost can at besa scarcely b" 

"oo.ij"r"a uo
exact science.

. Jh" chief purpose and use of building costs,
whether they represent walls or other parts] is for
reasons of^ comparing one alternative with another,
or comparing costs of the same item in different local-ities. The comparisons can have only limitJ signif-
icance, though, and may be misleaiing,- rJ"., tt 

"costs. being compared represent identicat scoDe andconditions. The confusion regarding wall costs men_
tioned at the outset is due principall-y, it seemq to thelack of generally accepted Oennitions of the-precise
nature of these costs and methods of derivinj them.It is not unreasonable to expect that such standards
gaq be developed, but until we have them there islikely be a lot more of unintentionat .."ompuring ot
apples and oranges." {
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NElW NORTON UN卜TROf
WHAT tS UNTTIZED DOOR CONTROL? COMPLETE COORDINATED CONTROL

Unitized door contror is a new hardware product Here for the first time it is possible to specify com-

designed to per{orm alr door controlf unctions through prete door contror that has been engineered as a unit'

theuseo{asing|eunit'ltcombinescomp|etedoorNomorecoordinatingvariousproductstogetthe
contror into a single unobtrusive instatation. door contror you wish. Norton Uni-Trol unitized door

control "o*bintt 
all these door control functions

MORE ATTRACTIVE DooR APPEARANCE into a single coordinated product' engineered for the

You can eliminate the cluttered look on your doors' maximum efficiency of each function'

There's no need to install multiple products to obtain

complete control. r'roiton Uni-Trol t"t;;;;il;;i stltpllFlED sPEclFlGATloN

contror offers comprete door contror in a singre you'il onry have to specify a singre Norton Uni-Trol'

attractive instailationl nno ruo*on uni-Tror is com- to obtain comprete contror {or your door' one simple

patibre with modern architecturar design. Another speci{ication covers ail door contror functions'

Norton contribution to the aesthetic revorution in Therejs no possibirity of products arriving at the job

builders hardware. 
' rv r"v 

that won't fit; no installation problems'

ASKYoURNoRToNREPRESENTAT|VEToSHowYoUASAMPLEoF
NoRToNUNITIZEDDooRcoNTRoLoRWRITEFoRNoRToNMA'NUAL..U''.
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ttLaying up walls

goes faster with

masonry cement mortar.

ft spreads easier.

We get fewer cracks. tt

ル

ItMasonry cement mortar

gives greater uniformity.

Fewer complaints--

better job all around, "

A. Myron .Cowefl has been a mason contractor for 35years and is well known for expert wor* tfrroujno-uithe.Washington area. He is prestdent of the Masonrv
l::tlt^li", Inc.. and of. Associated eriri"ir-""j"6"n.
::詣[誌ξ£:鮒re喩愛』LfittI:紳

33 years. a.mason contractor, Anthony lzzo is past
1i"...'9 ""1 t 9l t h e M a so nry Co n t ra c to r s e 6, o" I u t i o n 

.ui-J

亀‖l鰍]1‖格:lirii11lllil:繕

Gにenけ ねrapamtt bttdi
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for lull inlormation see Sweet's Architectural or Light

Construction File or write:

parts
corporation
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Committee Reports

Schools and Educational Facilities

Our October meeting with college presidents

and other college officials (to be reported more fully
in an early issue of the lournal) was devoted to ex-

ploring means of mutual assistance and the exchange

of information relative to the design of college build-

ings between college administrators and architects'

It is our hope to develop in the future as good a

liaison with ihe people responsible for college build-

ings as that wnLh we now have those responsible

for elementary and secondary schools'

Our annual meeting will be held at Atlantic City

at the time of the AASA convention' The meeting

will be chaired by Wallace Steele and will be on

school environment with special emphasis on color

and on mechanical systems affecting the environment'

We have had two good meetings to date this

year: one in Atlantic City on the :xtT911C 
services

of the arctritect chaired by Louis M' Wolff and one

io S"o fruo"isco on junioi colleges chaired by Mario

Celli with able assistance by Don Hardison' This

latter meeting, which was well attended' would not

have been possible without the financial and plan-

ning assistance given us by Jonathau King and the

Educational Facilities Laboratories'
The valuable information brought out at this

nreeting will be published in a lournal report similar

Precision Automatic
Electric Stairways

are used in:

A:RPORT 00NTROL 10WERS

scH00LS   LIBRAR:ES

‖OSPITALS   LABORATORIES

BETTER RESIDENCES

BO■LiNC PLA‖ TS  BANKS

i‖DuSTR:AL PLANIS

I i;;;;";^;;;t meeting on college campuses held

TIe Precision Automatic €lectric Stairway does not take up

valuable working space. uy iiipping a sihple Toggle Switch'

irre iiairwav gtio'es'silently into ceiling above'

iil-sidn - r[t sweeping curves of the hand rails against the

il;i;iitin;;-.i in'. Itti**'t heavv strinsers and wide'

heavv treads, glve tnls rurly'automatic electric stainruay a

'iiirJit'pro*itt"oi tire ruturi in function and design' Avail'

ILri-ii fiooo or aluminum construction'-ripinlriili 
- Simple AIRCRAFT steel calle. and dual pullev

il'ini;;il; priniip.ie assures stairwav of. stopping in-.either

uo or down posrtron at Jt'iciti tttt right place'--lnstantly

iSrriiioiJ. 
's.ii-and 

sure perfoimance' 0perates entjrelv on

iiilii'ii'ir.iio ball beariigi' Solid, clean'cut design and

;il;i;itly ;itmatic operaiion, puts the,lttgitlgL.jltttti'
"sUiil;;hr;;;nead in ippeararicd and functional convenience'

in New York last Year'
The Committee has taken care of the. usual

amount of firefighting and tending store which' of

"outt", 
is essentLl to a Committee of this sort'

li is tne Committee's present goal (as seen by

the Chairman) to assist the profession.in solving

edocutioo"l building problems' The Chairman wel'

"o-"t 
U"iog told of problems that may have come

io itr" utt"":tion of any members of the Institute so

itrat tt e Committee can schedule meetings to discuss

il;"-;;tblfu. The chairman will see that the in-

toirnuiio" derived at such meetings reaches the hands

aiJ;- ii possible, the minds of the members of the

Institute as promptly as possible'

ALoNzo :' 
-"o**tto* rxa' Chairman

AlA-Producerd Council Liaison

One problem that continually plagues 
-the 

pro-

fession is that of the responsibility of e1c-h of the

;;;;;; who collaborate to design and tuild .a 
struc-

ture: the architect, the contractor and the building

,tnpfy manufacturer' The Committee presently is

*i;;J i; developing a statement of responsibilitv

with respect to materll and system failure for each

of these basic grouPs'

Members also are assisting in developing aid for

profer.ionut education for the Profession' -
D. KENNETH sARGENT rtt4 Chairntan
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Specifications

Meeting in April 1963 as an Institute committee

as well as with its counterpart committee of the Con-

struction Specifications Institute, the Specifications

Committee adopted the sixteen-division format of

the CSI as a basis for study and preparation of:

1 An indexing system for specifications

2 A filing sysJem for manufacturers' catalogs

3 An indexing system for the specification work

sheets
4 An indexing system for the Building Products

Register
Following Board approval at the Miami con-

vention, the Committee met and proposed a canvas

of the membership for comments and suggestions on

a proposed filing system and a specifications checklist'

now readY for distribution.
In September the Committee again met jointly

with the CSI, which concurred in the filing system

and checklist for distribution to its membership for
comment.

Finally a meeting was held of the Industry Con-

ference on Uniform Indexing Systems, which adopted

the sixteen-division format as the basis for study and

preparation of an industrywide indexing system' The

Conference also adopted the same canvas of mem-

berships for reaction on the preliminary proposals'

It is expected that the proposals will be in the

mail by November 15, with comments to be received

by January 10 so that compilation and revision can

be accomplished for further action in the early spring

of L964. c. L. .6LEMAN AIA, Chairman

Calendar

November lI to 14: American Concrete

Fall Meeting, Royal York Hotel, Toronto
November 13 to 27; International Building

Institute

Exhibi-
tion, London, England

November 19 to 2L: BRI Fall Conferences, May-
flower Hotel, Washington, DC

AIA Regional and State Conventions

November 7 to 10: Florida Region and Florida As-

sociation of Architects, Grand Bahama Hotel,
British West Indies

November 8 to 9: Illinois Region, Chicago

Future AIA National Conventions

1964: June 14 to 18, Chase-Plaza Hotel, St Louis

1965: May 2 to 8: Washington, DC

1966: June 28 to July 1: Denver

1967: New York City
1968: Portland, Ore (tentative)

1969: Chicago (tentative)

1970: Detroit (tentative)

DE$ilSNltus
FILING AREAS FOR OFFICE
BUILDINGS IS SIMPLIFIED WITH

$PASEFINDERS
There are three basic advantages in Spacefinder

iiiing 
"quipment 

that mean you'll be doing yourself

rnJ ioul ciients a favor by specifying Spacefinders

next time You Plan an office.

Q First of all, yo.u save plenty of space-frequently 5O7o

over drawer rlles.

el Then, too, vou enhance the decorative aspect of your

- brilding'. interior' The handsome, functional structure
of SpaJefinders combines with our 1O new colors for
infinite variation. You color coordinate for contrast or
harmony, creating a pleasant and even exciting work'
ing environment.

€) Your sound choice of equipment will be reflected for

- yeart by the satisfaction of your client in the reduced

tost and space requirement and the greater efficiency
of his Spacefinder Filing installation'

Maximum filing acces-

sibility and capacitY in
minimum space - Plus
the visual imPact of
decorator colors.

There's more oi interest to
be said along these lines-
so we suggest You write
for the complete facts. Just
mail couPon today.

A wall of Spacefinders in ttlree har-
monizing hues adds to the beauty and
efficiency of this modern office.

TRB

TAB PR0DUCTS C0.,550 Montgomery St', San Francisco l1

! Send me "Designing Filing Areas for Modern Office Buildings "

n Send me appropriate catalogs on filing equipment.

―

【
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